











“Everything is vague to a degree you do not realise till you have tried to
make it precise.”
– Bertrand Russell, Lecture Series on The Philosophy of Logical Atomism
(1918-19)
This comment was made when highlighting the common occurrence
of statements for which, though one may be sure that they are true,
providing a precise definition is a perilous task. This is a commonly
recurring sentiment when tackling the semantics of spatial language,
and natural language in general.
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Abstract
Spatial prepositions in the English language can be used to denote a vast
array of configurations which may greatly diverge from any canonical mean-
ing and this semantic variability poses challenges for many systems where
commands or queries are given in natural language. There have been many
accounts from Linguistics and Cognitive Science highlighting the various
phenomena which contribute to this semantic variability — primarily, spa-
tial prepositions appear to encode functional as well as spatial informa-
tion and to also exhibit polysemy. Both these issues represent significant
challenges for grounded natural language systems and have not yet been
accounted for in semantic models of spatial language.
To begin exploring the semantic variability of spatial prepositions, I will
compare various cognitive accounts which incorporate the functional notions
of support and location control and I will provide methods for constructing
a semantic model based on Prototype Theory. In order to incorporate poly-
semy into this model, I will contribute methods for identifying polysemes
based on Herskovits’ notion of ‘ideal meanings’ as well as a modification of
the ‘principled polysemy’ framework of Tyler and Evans. I will also intro-
duce a notion of ‘polyseme hierarchy’ which will allow these polysemes to
be incorporated in the semantic model.
By including functional relationships as well as polysemy into a semantic
model we are able to provide a measure of typicality which is useful in in-
terpreting referring expressions. However, this model does not yet account
for ‘object-specific features’ which seem to influence categorisation decisions
involving spatial prepositions. In the final chapter I will provide insight into
the nature of categorisation and typicality for spatial prepositions and high-
light the importance of object-specific features. Though a concrete solution
to including these features will not be provided, I will provide suggestions
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Spatial prepositions in the English language can be used to denote a vast array of
configurations which may greatly diverge from any canonical meaning. These terms have
evolved to be broad and flexible in their meaning and pose challenges for many systems
where commands or queries are given in natural language. Following [11], we call this
flexibility of meaning ‘semantic variability’ as opposed to ‘vagueness’, ‘ambiguity’ etc..
as we intend to investigate in general the varied ways that the semantics of a term may
differ; and moreover, ‘vagueness’ and ‘ambiguity’ are often used in inconsistent ways
across various fields [12].
There have been many accounts from Linguistics and Cognitive Science highlighting
the various phenomena which contribute to the semantic variability of spatial prepos-
itions. Firstly, spatial prepositions appear to not be purely spatial and seem to also
encode functional information. For example, the functional notion of support appears
to strongly influence the use of the preposition ‘on’. Furthermore, functional proper-
ties of objects, e.g. affordances and roles, also have a strong influence. For example,
the preposition ‘in’ is strongly associated with the role of being a container. Secondly,
spatial prepositions appear to encode multiple distinct but related senses i.e. spatial
prepositions exhibit polysemy. For example, in usual settings, the way a book is on a
table is different to the way a clock is on a wall.1
Both these issues represent significant challenges for grounded systems required to
interpret and use spatial language in a similar way to humans. Firstly, systems must
account for contextual features from the geometric and functional domains as well as
object-specific knowledge. Secondly, systems must understand the varied senses that a
spatial preposition can encode and be able to reason about when a particular sense is
being intended or is appropriate to use.
The primary motivation for this work is to explore semantic issues of spatial lan-
guage in order to provide methods for tackling these issues, which as yet have not been
incorporated in computational models. We hope that the methods developed here will
be employed in semantic models which deal with spatial language in grounded settings,
for example in human-robot interaction. Through exploring semantics in situated dia-
logue we also aim to provide analysis which furthers the theoretical work on spatial




language and cognition as well as cognitive models of concepts more generally.
In general in this thesis emphasis is given to semantics in grounded settings as
opposed to simple textual occurrences. There has been some attention to the problem
of interpreting spatial language in text, motivating the SpaceEval task [13], however a
distinction should be made between uncontextualised textual usage and contextualised
grounded usage. This issue will be discussed further in Section 2.3.4.
The particular challenge motivating this work is how to handle referring expressions
— noun phrases which serve to identify entities e.g. ‘the book under the table’ — that
situated agents may encounter and produce in indoor environments. Humans often
prefer brief ambiguous descriptions over lengthy unambiguous descriptions [14], and
locative expressions often fulfil this desire for brevity. For example, rather than referring
to objects based on elaborate visual attributes like ‘the yellow cup with two pink dots
on it’, humans often refer to objects using simple locative expressions, say ‘the cup
next to the stapler’. We also see many examples of these expressions in the SemEval-
2014 corpus [15] and the HuRIC corpus [16], both of which consider natural language
commands given to robots, as well as the GRED3D corpus [17] which contains referring
expressions for block worlds.
Modelling the semantics of referring expressions in grounded settings provides a
particular challenge where existing corpus-based methods from the field of Natural Lan-
guage Processing are not immediately applicable. For example, a popular corpus-based
approach is to represent words in text as real-valued vectors using a word embedding,
e.g. GloVe [18]. Such methods learn the semantics of terms primarily through measur-
ing co-occurrences with other words and provide semantic representations which can be
useful in a variety of tasks, such as question answering [19]. In the context of modelling
spatial prepositions, these methods may be used to capture the conventions associated
with prepositions and decide when a particular preposition is appropriate in a sentence
in some text corpus, e.g. [20]. However, when interpreting grounded referring expres-
sions the important semantic features relate to the physical relationships of objects in





This work is generally intended to explore the semantics of spatial language in such
a way that will be useful in interpreting referring expressions. However, this thesis is
not concerned with modelling pragmatic issues2 such as reasoning about the salience
of objects in a scene or about the possible choices available to a speaker to refer to an
object.
It is apparent that contextual factors relating to scale [22, 23] and domain [24]
influence the usage of spatial prepositions. In this thesis we consider the usage of spatial
prepositions in single rooms containing objects on or around a tabletop.
The spatial prepositions analysed in this thesis are those considered to have a func-
tional component as well as those prepositions that seem to act as their geometric
counterpart. For the ‘functional’ prepositions, object affordances and functional rela-
tionships, such as support and location control, appear to be salient [8, 10] compared
to the geometric counterparts where geometric features and relative positions of ob-
jects appear to be more salient. In English, we consider the functional prepositions
to be: ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘over’ and ‘under’; and their respective geometric counterparts to be:
‘inside’, ‘on top of’, ‘above’ and ‘below’. We also consider ‘against’ to be a functional
preposition [25] which does not have a clear geometric counterpart (though there are
possible candidates e.g. ‘next to’, ‘near’, ‘by’ or ‘at’). The motivation for the split into
functional and geometric prepositions will be discussed further in Section 2.2.3. The
prepositions analysed in this thesis are therefore ‘in’, ‘inside’, ‘on’, ‘on top of’, ‘over’,
‘above’, ‘under’, ‘below’ and ‘against’.
1.3 Gaps in Existing Models
In general, approaches to modelling the semantics of spatial prepositions do not cap-
ture the semantic variability that they appear to exhibit. In particular, semantic models
do not allow for spatial prepositions to represent distinct senses i.e. existing semantic
models do not incorporate polysemy. This is partly due to polysemy being a particu-
larly difficult semantic phenomenon to capture but also a result of spatial prepositions
2The field of pragmatics is generally understood as the field of linguistics concerned with under-
standing speakers’ intended meaning, however, it is not always clear where the line should be drawn
between semantics and pragmatics [21].
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being modelled by simple geometric relationships even though functional aspects are
recognised as being salient. By limiting representations of spatial prepositions to one
or two salient geometric dimensions it is difficult to envisage how multiple senses may
be encoded.
In semantic models it is also assumed that the underlying semantics are the same
when making category and typicality judgements. However, various accounts of cogni-
tion and semantic representations have highlighted that, for some concepts, different
factors may influence category and typicality judgements [26, 27]. In particular, some
features may be more salient in categorisation tasks while other features are more
salient when assessing typicality. The possibility of such a distinction has not been ex-
plored in the context of spatial language and may have important ramifications for the
processing of referring expressions.
1.4 Contributions
To begin exploring the semantic variability of spatial prepositions, we will provide
methods for extracting the functional notions of support and location control from
3D virtual scenes. In its current form this feature extraction process relies on the rich
information that can be extracted from such virtual scenes, however we will also discuss
the potential to apply this to real world scenarios.
In order to incorporate these features into a semantic model and provide semantic
models based on a diverse set of features, we will compare various cognitive accounts
and provide methods for constructing a semantic model of spatial prepositions based
on Prototype Theory [28]. This approach will initially model spatial prepositions as a
single sense; however, the provided methods will allow us to explore how to model the
polysemy that spatial prepositions appear to exhibit.
To model this polysemy, we will firstly provide methods for identifying polysemes
based on Herskovits’ notion of ‘ideal meanings’ [29] as well as a modification of the
‘principled polysemy’ framework of Tyler and Evans [30]. In order to incorporate these
polysemes into the semantic model, we will also introduce a notion of ‘polyseme hier-
archy’ and methods to quantify this notion.
By incorporating functional relationships as well as polysemy into a semantic model
we are able to provide a measure of typicality which is useful in interpreting referring
expressions. However, this model does not yet account for object-specific features —
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related to object properties and affordances — which appear to influence spatial pre-
position usage. So far existing studies relate object-specific features to categorisation
tasks [5, 31, 32] but not to utterance interpretation where the notion of typicality is
often more salient. In order to include these features in semantic models it is import-
ant to understand the influence these features have when interpreting and generating
utterances.
In the final chapter we will provide insight into the nature of categorisation and
typicality for spatial prepositions and highlight the importance of object-specific fea-
tures. Though a concrete solution to including these features will not be provided, we
will provide some suggestions of how these features may be included in our semantic
model.
1.5 Intended Audience
This thesis is primarily of interest to those interested in the semantics of spatial lan-
guage in grounded settings. However, in Chapter 5 we tackle the phenomenon of poly-
semy which is not limited to spatial prepositions and the proposed methods may be
applicable to a wider class of lexical items. Moreover, the discussion of Chapter 6 will
highlight that assessing the semantics of a term can be task-dependent and that this
may influence pragmatic decisions in referring expressions. Such influences may be of
interest to researchers developing pragmatic accounts of referring expressions.
1.6 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 we begin by providing some linguistic background which highlights the
semantic complexity exhibited by spatial prepositions and identifies various aspects
that ought to be accounted for in semantic models. We will then consider the issue
of modelling semantics in the context of referring expressions, outlining the cognitive
accounts of concepts that will be compared and features that may be included in the
concept representations. We will also highlight that there is a large body of work re-
lating to mapping spatial language to some semantic representation and that, though
this work is related to modelling spatial language for referring expressions, there are
some important distinctions. Next we will provide some theoretical background on the
distinction between categorisation and typicality. We will then provide an overview of
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attempts to model spatial language in grounded settings and outline various gaps in
existing approaches. Finally, we will consider existing datasets which may be used to
generate and test semantic models of spatial language for referring expressions. This
discussion will motivate the new studies we have conducted, which are described in
detail in Chapter 3 and formally archived in the Leeds Research Data Repository.3
In Chapter 4 we explore general issues of representing spatial prepositions for hand-
ling referring expressions, in particular when making typicality judgements. Various
underlying conceptual representations will be compared and the issue of generating
appropriate parameters for these models from data will be addressed. The main out-
comes of this chapter are the Baseline Prototype Model of spatial prepositions based
on Prototype Theory. We will also explore the utility of including functional features
in the model. In providing suitable methods for generating the model parameters from
data, we allow for similar models to be constructed for concepts where the semantics
may not be easily defined; and this will also allow us to model the semantics of distinct
polysemes in the following chapter.
In Chapter 5 we will explore how to model the polysemy that spatial prepositions
appear to exhibit and refine the Baseline Prototype Model by accounting for polysemy.
We will provide novel methods for distinguishing separate polysemes, modelling the
semantics of these polysemes and incorporating these into a Polysemy Model which
outperforms the Baseline Prototype Model. Once the performance of the Polysemy
Model has been assessed we will then explore refinements of the model and simple
methods for reducing the reliance on intuition to build the model. Finally, we will
analyse the properties and behaviour of the generated polysemy models, providing
some insight into the improvement in performance over the Baseline Prototype Model,
as well as justification for the given methods.
In Chapter 6 we will analyse whether the influence of object-specific features is
limited to categorisation and discuss the implications for pragmatic strategies and se-
mantic models. The main hypothesis of Chapter 6 is that object-specific features are
more salient in categorisation, while geometric and physical relationships between ob-
3http://archive.researchdata.leeds.ac.uk/view/collections/Spatial_
Prepositions_and_Situated_Dialogue.html (Some extra analysis provided in this thesis as





jects are more salient in typicality judgements. Based on the collected data we cannot
verify the hypothesis and will conclude that object-specific features appear to be sali-
ent in both category and typicality judgements, further evidencing the need to include
these types of features in semantic models. We will then propose how such features may
be incorporated into semantic models.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we will summarise what has been achieved in the thesis as well








Before providing a detailed overview of linguistic and computational models of spatial
prepositions we will first address some important terminology.
Regarding the names of the objects being discussed we use figure (also known as:
target, trajector, referent) to denote the entity whose location is important e.g. ‘the
bike next to the house’ and ground (also known as: reference, landmark, relatum) to
denote the entity used as a reference point in order to locate the figure e.g. ‘the bike
next to the house’. We call potential figure-ground pairs configurations.
It is possible that ambiguity may arise in the use of ‘ground’ where it may be
confused with the ground/floor. In this thesis however, ‘ground’ will never be used to
mean ‘floor’ unless explicitly stated.
Spatial prepositions are often categorised as either ‘topological’ or ‘projective’ terms.
Topological terms refer to static topological relations, involving notions of containment
and proximity, and locate the figure in some neighbouring region of the ground. The ‘to-
pological’ terms considered in this thesis are ‘in’, ‘inside’, ‘on’, ‘on top of’ and ‘against’.
In contrast, projective terms often convey information about the direction that an
object is located in relative to another e.g. ‘the light above the desk’, ‘the ball in front
of the car’. The ‘projective’ terms considered in this thesis are ‘above’, ‘over’, ‘below’
and ‘under’.
Projective spatial prepositions depend on a particular frame of reference being ad-
opted for their interpretation. A common system of frames is given by Levinson [33]:
• Intrinsic: This frame locates figure objects with respect to intrinsic properties of
the ground. For example, ‘the bike in front of the person’ locates the bike with
respect to the intrinsic front of the person
• Relative: Locates objects with respect to the viewpoint of an agent. For example,
‘the bike is on the right of the person’ may locate the bike from the perspective
of an onlooker
• Absolute: Locates objects with respect to fixed properties of the environment,
such as cardinal direction or the direction of gravity. For example, ‘the bike is
north of the person’
It is possible to use ‘above’, ‘over’, ‘below’ and ‘under’ with any of these reference
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frames. However, in many environments all objects and agents are normally oriented
and therefore the intrinsic, relative and absolute frames are equivalent for these prepos-
itions. In some cases, where, say, the ground is upside-down, the relative and absolute
frames are still equivalent for these prepositions and seem to take precedence over the
intrinsic frame. As a result, much work on reference frames is conducted with project-
ive prepositions such as ‘in front of’, ‘behind’, ‘right of’ etc... where there is greater
ambiguity as to which frame is being used. For this reason, issues regarding reference
frames will not be considered in detail in this thesis.
2.2 Semantic Variability
At first one may believe that the semantics of some of the discussed terms are relat-
ively simple and easy to model. For example, ‘in’ signifies inclusion or containment;
can it really be so difficult to interpret or generate appropriate expressions involving
‘in’? In this section we explore this issue in some detail, highlighting the challenges of
representing spatial language in grounded settings.
Considering the examples of ‘on’ in Figure 2.1 we can quickly see the variability
these terms may exhibit. Example a. is the canonical usage of ‘on’ where the cup is
supported by the table from below. The figure doesn’t need to always be above the
ground however, as seen in the other examples and in the case of e. the figure is
actually below the ground. Example d. shows that spatial prepositions can also be used
to express relations between an object and one of its parts — the handle is a part of
the door.
Figure 2.1: Examples of ‘on’ from [6].
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In the given examples, the figure is always in contact with and supported by the
ground. However, ‘on’ may also be used when these features are not present. For ex-
ample, Miller and Johnson-Laird [34] suggest that ‘on’ may indicate that the figure is
in contact with some functional region of the ground rather than the ground itself. A
good example of this is provided in Figure 2.2, where one may describe the atlas as
being ‘on’ the table even though it is not in contact with it. Also, from experimental
studies, in the phrases ‘the bookcase on the wall’ from [35] and ‘the balloon on the
ceiling’ from the study of [5], ‘on’ is used to describe a contact relationship where no
support is apparent.
Figure 2.2: ‘The atlas on the desk’ from [7].
2.2.1 Simple Relations
Spatial prepositions may exhibit a large degree of variability, nonetheless it is apparent
that some spatial prepositions encode basic general notions such as ‘in’ expressing
containment and ‘on’ expressing contact or support. In the simple case of ‘in’, having
a single defining feature, one may define ‘in’ as follows:
Definition 2.2.1 X is in Y to the extent that X is located in the interior of Y :
in(X,Y ) ⇐⇒ Located(X, Interior(Y ))4
Then following this definition, in the context of processing referring expressions,
configurations in a scene may be compared for how well they fit this definition.
Herskovits [7] refers to the assumption that spatial prepositions simply encode basic
relations between objects as the simple-relations model of spatial prepositions. Her-
skovits provides many examples of the inadequacy of this assumption in her work and
4Taken from [7] which is adapted from [36].
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here we will briefly elaborate on this by providing further examples related to ‘in’ par-
ticularly in the context of creating semantic models for processing referring expressions.
Following Definition 2.2.1, suppose that Interior(Y ) can be modelled as the convex
hull of Y , then X may be fully contained in the convex hull of Y and therefore in(X,Y ),
but not what we would think of as ‘in’. For example, in Figure 2.3(a) — is the box
‘in’ the table? We may want to overcome this by stipulating that Y must be a type
of container, which is reasonable for many situations [5]. However, for computational
reasons features may be somewhat crudely approximated — as is common, we model
the ‘interior’ of an object by using axis-aligned bounding boxes. As a result, in Figure
2.3(b), using this definition the red cube is more ‘in’ the bowl than the black cube. We
see examples of this in our data, discussed in Section 4.6.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Containment issues.
Another solution may be to refine the notion of ‘interior’ and allow for different
types of containment based on the type of interior, as discussed in [37, 38]. For example
in Figure 2.3(b), using the terminology of [37], the red cube is geometrically inside5 the
bowl, while the black cube is partially contained in the containable inside6 of the bowl.
As being geometrically inside is containment in a weak sense, compared to the stronger
sense of being in the containable inside, we may be able to deduce the black cube is a
5In [37] ‘geometrically inside’ denotes being contained in the convex hull, however in this example
here we use the bounding box instead.
6In [37] the ‘containable inside’ of an object is essentially a region that could be enclosed with an
appropriate lid e.g. in a bowl or cup it would be the region which usually contains food/drink.
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better fit of the description of ‘the cube in the bowl’. In order to make this deduction, one
would need to construct an appropriate hierarchy or reasoning mechanism for different
types of containment and their influence in different contexts.
However, extracting these relations from scenes is extremely difficult even when
the scenes are 3D virtual models. Also, simply refining the notion of containment does
not overcome the problem presented by instances of ‘in’ where there is no apparent
containment. Such an example, provided by Garrod et al. [8], is given in Figure 2.4.
This is clearly a contrived example but illustrates the point well — ‘the pear in the
bowl’ may be used to describe the pear in (a) but this would be strange for the pear
in (b), even though the pear in (b) is more geometrically contained in the bowl than
in (a). This appears to be a result of the functional relationships that some spatial
prepositions encode and it would appear that such relationships should therefore be
accounted for in our semantic models, which is discussed further in Section 2.2.3.
Figure 2.4: Example given in [8]. In which case is the pear more ‘in’ the bowl?
It should hopefully be clear that the initial intuitions one may have about the se-
mantics of these terms may be over-simplified, and that simple models do not align with
how the terms are used. In the next section we explore how this semantic complexity
may arise.
2.2.2 Ideal Meanings
As we have seen, it is apparent that some spatial prepositions encode basic notions
but that understanding these basic notions is not enough to represent the semantics of
spatial prepositions, particularly in grounded settings. Nevertheless, these notions are
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conceptually primitive or pre-linguistic, for example there is some evidence to suggest
that young infants have some understanding of the concepts of contact and support
[39], and it is plausible that our understanding of the meanings of spatial prepositions
is initially built on these conceptual primitives.
For example, suppose that support is a basic concept held by infants and that a
support relation between two objects is recognised following the image-schematic rep-
resentation of [9], see Figure 2.5. When learning the meaning of ‘on’ it may initially
be associated with this simple notion of support and this would seem to represent the
canonical usage of ‘on’. ‘on’ may then become more varied as we develop our under-
standing of support and also as we attach other concepts, such as contact, to the term
‘on’.
Figure 2.5: Image-schema for support [9].
The pioneering work of Herskovits [29] explored the role of these basic notions, or
‘ideal meanings’ in the nomenclature of Herskovits, in the semantics of spatial prepos-
itions. Ideal meanings are to be understood as geometric abstractions which represent
something similar to a prototypical notion of a concept. For example, the ideal meaning
of the preposition ‘in’ is ‘inclusion of a geometric construct within another geometric
construct’. This is roughly captured by the containment image schema in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Image-schema for containment [9].
Spatial prepositions manage to meaningfully convey a variety of differing yet con-
nected meanings, and Herskovits proposes that these meanings are connected by and
derived from the ideal meaning via ‘sense’ and ‘tolerance’ shifts. Before explaining
the process of sense and tolerance shifts, we will briefly explain how these geometric




When confronted with a configuration in the real world a process of abstraction may be
necessary in order to relate the information-rich configuration with a simple geometric
abstraction. This process is referred to as ‘schematization’ [40, 41].
For example, ‘in’ is the conventional preposition used to describe how an object
relates to a field, e.g. ‘the scarecrow in the field’, and it sounds odd to say ‘the scare-
crow on the field’. This is in spite of the physical relationships in this scenario resembling
‘support’ (Figure 2.5) rather than ‘containment’ (Figure 2.6). The process of schem-
atization provides one explanation of this — we imagine a 2D scene where the field is
a flat plane containing the scarecrow. Similarly we say ‘in the car’ but ‘on the train’,
possibly explained by conceptualising the car as a container while the train is imagined
as a flat platform.
Modelling the process of schematization and finding the factors that influence this
process is an interesting research challenge which would require a sophisticated integ-
ration of spatial cognition and commonsense. In this thesis we will not directly tackle
how the process of schematization should be modelled, though some of the methods
developed may help to overcome some of the issues raised by the complexities of schem-
atization.
Sense and Tolerance Shifts
With ideal meanings as a starting point, Herskovits proposes that the full myriad of
preposition use is then achieved via ‘sense shifts’ and ‘tolerance shifts’.
Sense shifts appear in a discontinuous manner where the relations expressed by
the ideal meaning are substituted for conceptually similar relations, and new senses of
the terms are generated. Herskovits provides the instructive example of ‘the muscles
in his leg’ where the relation being expressed by ‘in’ is no longer containment but
parthood. It is also plausible, however, that this usage could be explained via a particular
schematization rather than a sense shift — if we conceptualise the leg as its outline
which contains the muscles.
Tolerance shifts occur in a continuous manner and allow for usages of a preposition
when its ideal meaning is only approximately represented. For example, in Figure 2.6
we may still consider ‘A’ to be ‘in’ the circle if it is moved slightly outwards so that not
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all of ‘A’ is contained within the circle. The sorites vagueness7 that spatial prepositions
exhibit can be viewed as a result of such tolerance shifts.
Revisiting the example of Figure 2.2 where an atlas in on a desk, this may be
considered as an example of a tolerance shift if we suppose that the atlas is still in
contact with desk although in a diminished fashion i.e. in indirect contact. However,
it is also plausible that this represents some sort of sense shift in which contact is no
longer salient. The extent to which such instances are genuinely distinct senses will be
explored further in Section 2.2.4.
A Worked Example
Consider the example given in Figure 2.7, similar to Garrod’s pear in the bowl (Figure
2.4 a.). Though there is no geometric containment of the red ball in the bowl, it may
be common to refer to the ball as ‘the red ball in the bowl’. This example can however
be related to the ideal meaning of ‘in’ via appropriate schematization and tolerance
shifts. Firstly, we may abstract the scene by viewing the collection of balls as a single
entity — denoted by the blue dashed line. This single mass is now partially contained
in the bowl and may be obtained via a tolerance shift applied to the ideal meaning of
‘in’. Similarly, one may abstract the scene by imagining the bowl as a larger region of
functional influence which extends above the bowl [31].
Figure 2.7: ‘the red ball in the bowl’: Object aggregates are contained.
Alternatively, instead of explaining non-containment instances of ‘in’ via abstrac-
tions and manipulations, one may argue that ‘in’ in fact encodes a functional relation-
ship. In developing an account of spatial prepositions which argued that the underlying
semantics are both geometric and functional, Garrod and Sanford [42] introduced the
notion of location control in order to explain instances such as Figure 2.7. Location
7Sorites vagueness refers to the ambiguity which arises when the applicability of a predicate depends
on specific parameters whose thresholds for applicability are undetermined.
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control is generally understood as the degree to which the ground constrains the loc-
ation of the figure and a movement of the ground causing a movement of the figure is
an indication that location control is apparent.
It is plausible that, from a computational perspective, it is simpler to represent
functional features, such as location control, directly rather than modelling schemat-
izations and sense shifts. In the following section we will explore in more detail the
various functional influences on spatial preposition usage.
2.2.3 Functional Influences
Initial attempts to understand and model spatial language naturally focused heavily
on geometry. However, as has been recognised in the past couple of decades, spatial
constraints are not enough to fully characterise spatial prepositions [8, 25, 29, 31, 43, 44].
The use of spatial prepositions appears to be determined by geometric, functional and
conventional considerations, as evidenced in [8, 31, 32].
Talmy [25] introduced and highlighted the importance of ‘force-dynamics’ in lan-
guage and cognition, considering the force interactions of objects as a primitive notion
that pervades language through metaphor. This work inspired future researchers to
pay more attention to the force interactions present; most notably in the investigations
of [8, 44] which considered the interactions of geometry and functionality in spatial
semantics, in particular highlighting that the functional control of the ground over the
figure strongly influences preposition usage.
Garrod et al. [8] give the well-cited example, considered above, that a pear may
be considered as ‘in’ a bowl when it is not even partially contained by the convex hull
of the bowl — if it is sat on top of a pile of other pears in the bowl. We also see
examples of this in our collected data. It has also been shown that the way objects
are labelled and conceptualised affects preposition use. Coventry et al. [31] found that
when given exactly the same scene of an object on a plate/dish, humans will describe
the configuration as ‘in’ when the ‘plate’ is labelled as a dish, and ‘on’ when labelled
as a plate. Coventry et al. suggest that this is due to the affordances associated with




There is a significant body of work involving numerous experimental studies exploring
the non-geometric aspects of spatial prepositions. Central to many of these studies has
been the idea that objects may interact in a functional way that is not simply geometric
in nature. Of particular salience for the prepositions considered in this thesis are the
functional relationships:
• Location control [42]
• Support [8]
• Covering/Protection [10, 30]
As previously described, location control is the ability for one object to constrain
the movement of another. Location control arising through some form of enclosure of
one object inside another, what Garrod et al. [8] refers to as ‘fcontainment’, is seen to
be salient for the preposition ‘in’.
The notion of support may be considered as a particular type of location control
which is constrained to the vertical direction — X supports Y if X resists the acceler-
ation of Y due to gravity. Support is most often associated with the preposition ‘on’,
as we have already seen in many of the examples.
Finally, the prepositions ‘over’ and ‘under’ appear in some instances to encode a
functional relationship of covering or protection. This sense of covering does not simply
reflect a geometric relationship but is also concerned with properties and affordances
of the figure and ground objects in a given context. A good example of this is provided
in [10], see Figure 2.8.
Participants in general gave higher ratings to ‘over’ and ‘under’ in scenes where
objects fulfilled a protecting function. For example, in (a) the man is protected from
the rain by the umbrella, but he is not in (b); therefore (a) is a better instance of ‘the
umbrella over the man’/‘the man under the umbrella’ than (b).
Though functional relationships appear to have a significant influence on the usage
of some spatial prepositions, geometric relationships are still clearly influential and often
even more so. The degree to which functional aspects influence the semantics differs for
each preposition — some prepositions, e.g. ‘in’ and ‘on’, are more functionally biased
while others, e.g. ‘above’ and ‘left of’, are more geometrically biased. Though some
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(a) An umbrella protecting from the rain (b) An umbrella not protecting from the rain
Figure 2.8: Examples of functional interaction from [10].
prepositions are functionally biased, clearly they are still affected by spatial constraints
and also geometrically biased prepositions are affected by functional aspects [45].
Even though the distinctions may not be clear-cut, I think it is informative to
split some prepositions into two classes — functional and geometric, as in Section 1.2.
The functional prepositions have a strong functional component as well as a geometric
reading which is associated with a corresponding geometric preposition. For example,
the preposition ‘in’ appears to have a functional component of location control and a
geometric component of geometric containment which is associated with the preposition
‘inside’.
This is not to say that the geometric prepositions are purely geometric. For ex-
ample, in [10], though the effect was weaker than for ‘over’ and ‘under’, the functional
interactions were also found to influence the prepositions ‘above’ and ‘below’. We will
also see similar effects for ‘on top of’ and ‘inside’ in Section 4.4.3.
Moreover, as noted by an anonymous reviewer of [3], context and phrasing may
coerce a more geometric reading of a functional preposition and vice versa. For example,
‘the box is partially under the table’.
Object-Specific Features
As opposed to functional relationships concerned with the physical interactions between
objects, it is apparent that various object properties and affordances influence the
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usage of spatial prepositions [31, 32]. For example, the animacy of the figure object
may influence a decision to use ‘in’ or ‘on’ [32].8 Following [31], we call these kinds of
features ‘object-specific’ features.
In each of the experimental studies that have considered the influence of object-
specific features [5, 31, 32], the measured effects of these features has been regarding
their role in judgements when participants must label a configuration with a preposition
i.e. in categorisation tasks; and it is not clear to what extent object-specific influence
decisions when interpreting spatial language or assessing typicality. The notions of cat-
egorisation and typicality will be discussed further in Section 2.3.5 and the role of
object-specific features will be analysed in more depth in Chapter 6 where it is hypo-
thesised that these types of features provide a source of disagreement between category
and typicality judgements. Here we will provide some examples of salient object-specific
features for each of the functional prepositions.
In As ‘in’ expresses a notion of containment, the ability of the ground to contain the
figure is often salient whether or not the ground does in fact contain the figure in a
geometric sense. Therefore, whether the ground is a type of container appears to be
salient for ‘in’ [5, 31, 32] and this may be considered a salient object-specific feature.
Over/Under The ‘covering’ sense of ‘over’ [30] appears to be closely related to the
functions of the figure and ground [46]. For example, a covering object like a lid may
exhibit this sense of ‘over’ when covering a container. Therefore, whether or not the
figure is a covering object or the ground is a type of container may be salient object-
specific features.
There is also a non-covering sense where a specific functional interaction exists
between part of the figure and ground. For example, a tap may be ‘over’ a sink if only
the spout of the tap is above the sink. Similarly, an object may be ‘under’ a lamp when
the object is not under the lamp in a geometric sense but the light from the lamp shines
on the object. These specific functional interactions rely on particular properties of the
figure or ground and so we consider them to be object-specific features.
Relating to the functional interactions of the figure and ground, an intermediary
object between the figure and ground may serve to block any functional interaction, as
8People were found to prefer ‘in’ when describing an inanimate figure (a coin) and ‘on’ when de-
scribing an animate figure (a firefly).
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studied in [31], and diminish the effect of any object-specific features which are present.9
Against ‘against’ is commonly used to denote contact between two objects and, as
argued in [29], is more applicable in situations where the ground object is fixed and the
figure is mobile. For example, one may describe a chair as being ‘against a wall’ but it
would be odd to describe a wall as being ‘against a chair’.
On ‘on’ is ubiquitous in the English language and is applied to many situations where
usually at least one of the following hold: the figure is supported by the ground, the
figure is above the ground or the figure is in contact with the ground. As a result, it
is not clear that there are particular properties of figure or ground objects at table-top
scales which create strong preferences for ‘on’.
As discussed above, the preposition ‘in’ is often preferred when the ground object
is a container. ‘on’ is therefore used less frequently in these scenarios [32], even though
the physical relationships between the objects often fulfil the requirements for ‘on’. As
a result, whether or not the ground is a container appears to be a salient object-specific
feature for ‘on’.
Finally, ‘on’ may be used to denote attachment of the figure to the ground. It
is therefore plausible that, similarly to ‘against’, ‘on’ is more applicable in situations
where the ground object is fixed relative to the figure.
One may argue that some object-specific features appear to be salient for a given
preposition simply because they often co-occur with salient geometric features. For
example, objects which are containers naturally have containing parts and therefore
objects in typical scenes often relate to containers via containment. However, in the
study of [31] when shown exactly the same scene of an object on a plate/dish, parti-
cipants describe the configuration as ‘in’ when the ‘plate’ is labelled as a dish, and ‘on’
when it is labelled as a plate.
Single Domain Thesis
As we have seen, extra-geometric information appears to influence the usage and un-
derstanding of spatial prepositions. At first glance, this appears to present a tension for
accounts which rely on rooting the representation of spatial prepositions in a geometric
9Note however that no significant effect of this type of blocking was found.
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domain, or any single domain as in [47]. This tension, however, seems to simply be a
matter of at what level extra-geometric information is processed e.g. we may take ‘in’
to represent geometric containment and that location control appears to become salient
due to some abstract transformations (as discussed in Section 2.2.2), or on the other
hand ‘in’ may represent a degree of both containment and location control.
To give an example, let us revisit the study of [10], where an umbrella is providing
protection from the rain.
(a) An umbrella protecting from the rain (b) An umbrella protecting from the rain (re-
oriented)
Figure 2.9: The umbrella over the man.
Suppose that the image in Figure 2.9(a) provides a good instance of ‘the umbrella
over the man’. If we allow spatial prepositions to encode multiple domains, this instance
may be simply explained by saying that even though the umbrella is not geometrically
above and over the man, this provides a good instance of ‘over’ as ‘over’ encodes a
functional relationship of protection which is apparent in the image. On the other
hand, following a single domain thesis, one may say that ‘over’ encodes a geometric
notion of covering from above and that the presence of the rain triggers a reorientation
of the scene, as in Figure 2.9(b), where the image is rotated to reflect the salience of the
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direction of the rain.10 In this rotated scene, the umbrella is now geometrically covering
the man and therefore ‘over’ is applicable.
Though the processes may be distinct, in both accounts the functional influence of
the rain is salient and must be accounted for. From a computational perspective, to
take the single domain approach would require modelling these discussed abstractions
and transformations. However, it is not clear what guides these processes; take for
example the use of ‘on’ for trains and ‘in’ for cars discussed in Section 2.2.2. Suppose
that these conventions arise because in the process of schematization cars are imagined
as containers while trains are imagined as flat platforms — therefore transforming
the situations into appropriate geometric representations of the ideal meaning of each
preposition. It is not clear why such abstractions arise and how one would construct a
model to reliably perform this in a similar way to humans.
A more practical approach is to allow spatial prepositions to be represented in
multiple domains and add extra-geometric information as features in semantic models.
For example, in the context of table top environments we may add the functional feature
of location control as well as geometric features capturing containment.
2.2.4 Polysemy
A significant portion of this thesis is dedicated to modelling the polysemy that spatial
prepositions appear to exhibit. This phenomenon is well known in linguistics and it is
pervasive in natural language [48]. The ability for terms to represent distinct but related
meanings is unexplored in the work on grounded semantics and referring expressions,
where even homonymy is rarely considered, as noted in [49]. The evidence from both
philosophy of language and linguistics is that many terms display some degree of poly-
semy [50, 51], and following the theoretical literature one would expect that existing
semantic models could benefit from accounting for this phenomenon.
The definition of polysemy is the subject of much debate in cognitive linguistics [52],
and moreover the notion of polysemy overlaps with vagueness and ambiguity which may
result in a varied theoretical treatment [12]. The purpose of this section is not to provide
a definition of polysemy, but simply to introduce the notion and how it manifests in
spatial language. In this section we will give some background on the nature of polysemy
and some examples of the kind of polysemy that will be modelled.




As opposed to homonymy11 where a term may express semantically distinct senses, a
term is considered to exhibit polysemy if it denotes multiple related senses and we call
these distinct senses polysemes. For example, the term ‘wood’ has the following senses
(taken from WordNet [53]):
Sense 1: the hard fibrous substance under the bark of trees
Sense 2: the trees and other plants in a large densely wooded area
There appear to be two main contrasting accounts of how polysemous uses of a
term arise — the under-specification account and over-specification account [48].
In the under-specification account, the meaning of a term is some abstract repres-
entation which is applied in context and the polysemous variation arises from mapping
the representation to the context. For example, the ‘ideal meanings’ account of Her-
skovits [29] (Section 2.2.2) may be viewed in this way — the varied usages of spatial
prepositions arise via schematization and sense and tolerance shifts applied to ideal
meanings.
There is some disagreement regarding the extent to which semantic variation arising
from under-specification may be considered polysemy, e.g. [30] propose that for a sense
to be a truly distinct polyseme there must be instances of the sense where its meaning
cannot be derived from the context (along with knowledge of the other senses).
In the over-specification account, the meaning of a term is composed of a collection
of distinct senses. For example, in the radial category approach of Lakoff [54] the
meaning of a term is a collection of categories which are organised around a basic
or ideal sense. Such accounts are however criticised as they seem to require humans to
store an unnecessarily large collection of varied senses for each polysemous term [48].
Following the example above of ‘wood’, an under-specified account may assert that
‘wood’ has a central meaning like ‘relating to trees’ from which a more specific meaning
is generated in context. When interpreting the phrase ‘going to the woods’ it is easy to
understand that ‘woods’ in this context refers to a collection of trees whereas in ‘making
it out of wood’, ‘wood’ refers to the material derived from trees. In contrast, in an over-
11Homonymy denotes the capacity of a sign to convey two or more unrelated meanings e.g. ‘bank’
may refer to financial institution or river bank.
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specified account reasoning isn’t required in order to generate these interpretations as
these two distinct meanings are stored and simply retrieved in context.
To highlight some of the difficulties of processing polysemous terms, let us consider
the challenge of interpreting the meaning of the term ‘bank’. A common approach
to dealing with the semantic variability of terms, in particular in the field of Word
Sense Disambiguation, is to take an over-specified account and begin by constructing
an inventory of senses that a term may exhibit [55].
One must then make various choices about the granularity of the sense distinctions
in the inventory. For example, an inventory may distinguish the following senses for
‘bank’:
Sense 1: a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into
lending activities
Sense 2: a building in which the business of banking [is] transacted
Sense 3: sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water)
each of which appear in the sense inventory WordNet [53]. A coarser sense inventory
may not distinguish the polysemous Senses (1) and (2).
The challenge for a computational word sense disambiguation model is then to
label instances of ‘bank’ with the correct sense(s). For example, consider the following
statements:
a. ‘I watched the swans swim by as I sat on the bank’.
b. ‘I’m going to make a deposit with the bank’.
c. ‘I’ll wait for you outside the bank after depositing my cheque’.
The instance of ‘bank’ in (a.) is a relatively unambiguous case of Sense 3 and
relatively simple models can be generated which can determine this by considering the
semantic closeness of the senses of ‘bank’ to other terms appearing in the statement,
e.g. Sense 3 ∼ ‘river’ ∼ ‘aquatic habitat’ ∼ ‘swans’.
A similar method can be used to determine that ‘bank’ in (b.) is not a case of Sense
3. This is clearly an instance of Sense 1, the financial institution, but it is unclear to
what extent it is an instance of Sense 2, the physical building. In (c.), however this may
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be considered a case of both Sense 1 and Sense 2, which we are able to determine due
to the implications of ‘waiting outside’.
This approach to word sense disambiguation requires a sense inventory to be drawn
up which meaningfully distinguishes different senses and provides the semantics of
each sense. However, it is unclear that such an inventory can be generated for spatial
prepositions in grounded contexts.
As opposed to homonymous senses, it is often the case that polysemous senses
co-occur and deciding between polysemous senses can require more developed com-
monsense reasoning, as seen in the above example. As the senses of polysemous terms
are so closely intertwined, the theoretical and computational treatment of polysemy
presents a difficult challenge for semantic models.
Spatial Language and Polysemy
The polysemy of spatial prepositions is well recognised in the literature [29, 56] which
includes both detailed analysis of the semantic variation of spatial prepositions, e.g.
[30], and attempts to provide a formal treatment of them, such as [57, 58]. However,
polysemy is rarely, if ever, accounted for in computational models for situated dialogue.
In Section 2.2 we have already provided some detail regarding the semantic com-
plexity and variability of spatial prepositions. In this section we will outline how this
previously discussed semantic complexity relates to the notion of polysemy and also
demarcate the kind of polysemy that will be tackled in the rest of this thesis.
The Polysemy of ‘on’ As we have discussed in Section 2.2.1, the meanings of spatial
prepositions may initially appear rather simple in situated environments, e.g. ‘in’ ⇐⇒
containment, however there are many instances of spatial prepositions where they don’t
appear to adhere to these ideal notions. This type of semantic variability underlies the
type of polysemy we attempt to model in this thesis and here we will provide a brief
overview of this kind of variability in the case of ‘on’.
To begin, let’s consider a simple definition of the preposition ‘on’ from [36]:
Definition 2.2.2
on(X,Y ) ⇐⇒ A surface of X is contiguous with a surface of Y, and Y supports X
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As seen in Section 2.2.1 however, ‘on’ may be appropriately used to describe a
relationship between objects, X,Y , where X and Y are not in contact and where Y
does not support X.
For example, X may be ‘on’ Y if it is (Sense 1) resting on top of it e.g. ‘a book on
a table’ (Sense 2) attached to the side of it e.g. ‘a clock on a wall’ (Sense 3) simply in
contact with it e.g. ‘a balloon on the ceiling’.
To what extent are Sense 1, 2 and 3 distinct polysemous senses? One approach to
answering this question is provided by the ‘principled polysemy’ approach of Tyler and
Evans [30] — a sense is considered to be distinct from other senses if the following
criteria are met:
1. The sense includes a non-spatial component which distinguishes it from other
senses and/or where the spatial configuration is meaningfully different from other
senses
2. There are instances of the sense where its meaning cannot simply be derived from
the context along with knowledge of the other senses
Whether or not these senses satisfy the criteria is not immediately clear. For ex-
ample, if we suppose that the meaning of ‘on’ is highly under-specified and that its
main, primary sense simply requires that X is supported by Y , then Senses 1 and 2
would not satisfy Criterion 1 and would be instances of this ‘support’ sense. Sense 3
would appear to satisfy Criterion 1 as the configuration meaningfully differs from the
‘support’ sense i.e. there is no support apparent. Moreover, from the knowledge of this
‘support’ sense it is not clear that Sense 3 — a ‘contact without support’ sense — could
be derived and therefore Sense 3 may be genuinely distinct from the other senses.
However, let’s suppose ‘on’ has a more constrained primary meaning, similar to
Definition 2.2.2, which specifies that X is in contact with Y , X is supported by Y and
X is above Y . In this case, the spatial configurations of Sense 1, 2 and 3 do appear to
meaningfully differ as there are features, e.g. support or the extent to which X is above
Y , which are apparent in some of the senses but not in others and therefore each fulfil
Criterion 1. It seems however that these senses do not fulfil Criterion 2 as each can
be derived either from the primary sense or by simply relaxing the constraints of the
primary sense.
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Regardless of whether these senses constitute distinct polysemes in any particular
theoretical framework, the semantic variability that arises from these senses will be
important for semantic models to capture if they are to reliably use and interpret
spatial language and it is these distinctions which are tackled in this thesis.
Clearly the distinctions being considered here are particularly fine-grained and are
not concerned with the wider usages of spatial prepositions which may provide better
examples of polysemy. For example, the phrase ‘John is on TV’ has little concrete spatial
sense as, presumably, we are talking about a projection of an image representing John
which is made by the TV. However, once abstracted via an appropriate schematization
the spatial sense becomes clear — we imagine the image produced of John is a distinct
entity which is contiguous with the TV. Furthermore, there also appear to be senses
which are not so clearly derived from the spatial senses. For example, ‘on’ may be used
to relate an entity with some state e.g. ‘To be on alert’ [59].
2.3 Modelling Semantics in Referring Expressions
A significant body of work has been dedicated to creating computational models for
the tasks of Referring Expression Generation and Comprehension (REG/C), see [60]
for a detailed overview. However, most of this work avoids expressions involving vague
language i.e. where the extension (set of things that could be referred to) of lexical
items are ambiguous. When vagueness is explored in REG, it is usually with respect to
gradable properties whose parameters are clearly defined, e.g. height [61]. We explore
the issue of reference using spatial language, where the semantics are not so clear and
therefore a more thorough challenge is presented for semantic representations.
2.3.1 Pragmatic Accounts
In order to understand in more detail the requirements of a semantic model in the
context of referring expressions, here we give a brief overview of recent approaches to
modelling the pragmatics involved in referring expressions.
The ‘Rational Speech Act’ (RSA) model of [62, 63] has been a popular approach in
recent years for attempting to model the pragmatics of referring expressions. Goodman
and Frank [63] provide empirical support that Bayesian inference is a reasonable model
for how a listener can recover a speaker’s intended meaning in simple scenarios and
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assumes that speakers act in a rational, helpful manner which maximises the informat-
iveness of their utterance while avoiding costly (redundant) utterances. In the context
of referring expressions [62], the probability that a speaker is referring to a particular
object, rs, given a particular referring expression, w, and context, C, is given as:
P (rs|w,C) =
P (w|rs, C)P (rs)∑
r′∈C P (w|r′, C)P (r′)
(2.1)
P (rs) refers to the probability that an object would be referred to independent of
the actual utterance i.e. a measure of its salience. P (w|rs, C) refers to the probability
that the speaker would utter w to refer to the object, calculated as:




where |w| is the number of objects in the context, C, that w could apply to (the
extension of w) and W is the set of words that apply to the speaker’s intended referent.
The calculation of P (w|rs, C) assumes that each word has a definite extension, |w|,
in the context. However, such a crisp extension is not always available when w exhibits
vagueness or ambiguity.
van Deemter [60] suggests that vague terms may be accounted for in such an ap-
proach by instead calculating P (w|rs, C) as a function of P (rs|w,C):
P (w|rs, C) =
P (rs|w,C)× P (w|C)
P (rs|C)
(2.3)
where P (rs|w,C) is to be determined by the salience of rs and how typical rs is for w.
Mast et al. [64] propose a similar pragmatic strategy which aims to maximise both
the acceptability and discriminatory power of a description. Acceptability is defined as
P (D|x): the probability of accepting D as a description when given object x; while
discriminatory power is defined as P (x|D): the probability of choosing object x when
given description D. Acceptability is calculated by considering how well the description
D fits the object x and this is achieved by calculating the semantic similarity of x to
prototypes for concepts appearing in D.
Another probabilistic account is provided in early work by Horacek [65] where the
author explores the various types of uncertainty that may arise in generating and
interpreting referring expressions. One kind of uncertainty considered is the uncertainty
around ‘conceptual agreement’ i.e. to what extent a concept is applicable to some
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instance. This type of uncertainty is modelled as a probability in their given model.
Similarly, Degen et al. [66] show that various phenomena can be explained in the RSA
model when a continuous rather than binary semantics is used. Also, in the context of
modelling spatial language for referring expressions, Spranger and Pauw [67] argue for
a ‘lenient’ semantics which considers similarity of entities to concepts rather than strict
concept membership.
There are of course referring expressions involving vague terms where the referent
is definite and unambiguous. For example, imagine a setting with two men who are,
say, 160cm tall and a third man who is 180cm tall. The utterance ‘the tall man’ refers
to this third man in an unambiguous way even though the term ‘tall’ exhibits sorites
vagueness and the speaker and listener may disagree which height constitutes ‘tall’. To
arrive at the correct referent, one does not need to have any measure of how well ‘tall’
fits any of the men, only that the third man is a better instance of ‘tall’ than the others.
As in [61], such referring expressions do not need to be treated in a probabilistic
fashion. However, this relies on the vague terms being ‘gradable’ and there being a clear
method of determining when one instance is a better instance of the term than some
other instance e.g. the third man is more more ‘tall’ than the other two men.
In general, as one may expect, it appears that the semantics of vague terms ought to
be modelled as a matter of degree in order to be incorporated in pragmatic accounts of
REG/C. This also fits with the findings of Logan and Sadler [68], that humans provide
natural gradations of the applicability of spatial prepositions in grounded settings.
2.3.2 Concept Representations
In Chapters 4 and 5 we explore how to model typicality judgements for spatial pre-
positions in referring expressions and take into account a variety of the phenomena
discussed in Section 2.2.
A useful semantic model in this context is one that agrees with human judgements
and we therefore believe that semantic models for this task should ideally reflect the
cognitive processes humans use to understand and represent these terms. One way
that we intend to achieve this is to base the semantic model on a cognitively plausible
conceptual representation. Here we will outline various cognitive accounts of concept
representation, which will be compared in Chapter 4.
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Prototype Models Based on Rosch’s Prototype Theory [28], prototype models as-
sess typicality of an instance by measuring its semantic distance to the prototype, where
the prototype is a central member of the category. In geometric representations where
concepts are represented in a continuous n-dimensional feature space, the prototype is
usually taken to be the geometric centre of the category [69]. In feature models where
concepts are represented by sets of binary properties, this takes the form of family re-
semblance [70] where prototypical members of a category are those members with the
most properties in common with other members of the category.
Exemplar Models In exemplar models concepts are represented by a set of exem-
plars — typical instances of a concept. Typicality in these models is then calculated by
considering the similarity of an instance to the given exemplars [71, 72].
Conceptual Spaces A more recent approach that has been considered as a unifica-
tion of both the prototype and exemplar view is that of Conceptual Spaces [73]. As with
prototype models, typicality in Conceptual Spaces is often represented by the distance
to a prototypical point or region in the space. This prototypical point or region is often
taken to be the centre of the area represented by the concept [74, 75].
Rule-Based Models The previous conceptual models rely on a notion of semantic
similarity either to a prototypical instance or collection of instances where some metric
is used to model semantic distance. In contrast, one may take a more classical approach
to the semantics of these terms and generate rules which capture their meaning.
Rule-based accounts of concepts usually provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for when an entity may be considered an example of the concept, similar to a dictionary
entry [76]. However, for some concepts, as with spatial prepositions, entities vary in the
degree to which they are a member of a concept rather than simply being a member or
not a member. One may nevertheless encode rules which account for this and assign a
measure of how well some entity fits a concept, for example the models of [77, 78] in
the context of spatial language.
Of course, one may create rules which replicate the above similarity-based models
and so rule-based models are in this sense a generalisation of the above models. The
important distinction here is how these models are generated.
Rule-based models often rely on expert intuition, as opposed to similarity models
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which lend themselves more readily to being generated empirically. This intuitive ap-
proach can prove successful where the semantics of terms involve a small number of
well-understood features. This is reflected in general in rule-based accounts of spatial
language which tend to be limited to modelling a single geometric sense of a preposition.
Neural Representations Neural networks are biologically inspired and so at a lower
level may be more cognitively valid than the abstract representations provided above.
Though neural networks have proven extremely popular for many AI applications,
this approach has not received much attention for modelling the semantics of spatial
language in situated contexts [79, 80]. This is possibly due to a lack of suitable datasets
for training [16, 81, 82].
Though machine learning and big data techniques for such commonsense tasks can
be attractive, as I’ve discussed previously in [83], an over-reliance on trained methods
can be problematic when dealing with the intricacies of natural language. It may be
the case that with enough training data a neural network model creates an internal
representation that is closely aligned with a satisfactory cognitive model. However,
such models are likely to be highly context sensitive and subject to dataset bias [84–
86], uninterpretable by humans and difficult to update on-the-fly. Part of the intention
of this thesis is to better understand the nature of spatial language; and due to the
black-box nature of neural networks this is an unattractive approach.
2.3.3 Features
In order for the conceptual representations we generate to sufficiently capture the se-
mantics of the given terms we ideally aim to incorporate any features that may be
considered salient. To this end, we will give a brief overview here of features that ap-
pear in existing computational models, outlining geometric and functional relations
that are used to model the the prepositions considered in this thesis.
Geometric Features
Unsurprisingly, geometric features have been well covered in the field. The principal
and most commonly occurring geometric features are:
• Contact [78]
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• Distance [77, 78, 87–91]
• Overlap with projection from objects [77, 78, 88]
• Height difference [77, 78]
• Object alignment [77, 87, 89–91]
• Containment [77, 78, 88, 89]
Various subtle differences may exist between these features in semantic models e.g.
distance between objects may be calculated between object bounds or centres of mass.
Similarly, these features may be made more or less general; for example in [64] object
alignment is measured by two separate features: centre point angular deviation and
bounding box angular deviation. Also, simplifications are often made for computational
reasons; e.g. calculations are often made using bounding boxes of objects.
Functional Features
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, spatial prepositions appear to encode functional notions.
This aspect of spatial language, however, has not been much explored in computational
models. The functional notions of support and location control are often cited as crucial
for an understanding of the prepositions ‘on’ and ‘in’; however there is very little with
regards to how these features should be modelled. Regarding support, Kalita and Badler
[92] do provide a crude interpretation but it is not clear how this would be implemented
in practice. With regards to location control, there is some work which focuses on overlap
with region of influence [90, 91, 93, 94] which could be considered as something like a
proxy for location control, but other than this, the feature does not appear in existing
work.
Qualitative Representations
So far in discussing features for semantic models, the feature representations have gen-
erally been quantitative in nature. However, a particularly popular approach for un-
derstanding and reasoning about space has been to model qualitative relationships.
For example in the Region Connection Calculus (RCC) [95], the notion of connection,
C(x, y): ‘x is connected to y’, is modelled and axioms for connection are provided.
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Though the expressiveness of such topological logics is limited [96], this notion of con-
nection along with that of convexity12 may be used to distinguish various types of
containment.
The main advantage of qualitative representations is the ability to perform symbolic
spatial reasoning and this approach has many potential practical applications including
computer vision, geographical information systems and understanding spatial content
in natural language [97]. In Section 2.3.4 we will see some examples of qualitative
representations being used to interpret spatial language in text.
However, spatial prepositions appear to exhibit sorites vagueness and humans
provide natural gradations of the applicability of spatial prepositions in grounded set-
tings [68]. We therefore desire a semantic model which captures this variability and, as
we have seen in Section 2.3.1, in processing referring expressions we require a semantic
model which provides a measure of how well a configuration fits a particular spatial
preposition.
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, it may be possible to achieve this to some degree
while using qualitative representations e.g. by modelling different types of containment
or support. However, such an approach would be unable to distinguish configurations
which share the same type of containment, say, but where the containment differs by a
matter of degree.13 Moreover, extracting distinct qualitative notions from scenes, e.g.
‘contained in the convex hull’ vs. ‘contained in the containable inside’, is particularly
difficult compared to measuring the degree to which two bounding boxes overlap.
2.3.4 Interpreting Spatial Language
Modelling the semantics of spatial language is important in a variety of domains and
tasks. However, approaches to modelling spatial language in one domain are not always
applicable to the domain explored in this thesis. In particular, much work has been done
regarding mapping spatial language to some semantic representation where generally
the ground truth is limited. We will provide a brief overview of these tasks here and
outline that though these tasks are related to modelling spatial language for referring
expressions, there are some important distinctions.
12A region, X, is convex if for any two points in X, the straight line joining them is also in X.
13It may be possible to employ a two-level approach where configurations are assessed qualitatively
first and then quantitatively, and it is plausible that this is a human-like approach to the problem.
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Clearly an important challenge for the field of Artificial Intelligence is to model and
process the semantics of text where no ground truth is given; and there is much work
on the topic, see for example the range of works attempting to tackle the Winograd
Schema Challenge [98]. The precise meanings of a spatial preposition in these instances
is often unclear and the spatial preposition may only be used to invoke some general
notion or even be little more than a syntactic placeholder. For example, in the Stanford
SNLI corpus [99] we see:
Text: A black race car starts up in front of a crowd of people.
Hypothesis: A man is driving down a lonely road.
One does not need to have a precise understanding of ‘in front of’ in order to
determine the validity of the hypothesis in this case.
Bateman et al. [43] recognised a tendency to over-committed interpretations of spa-
tial terms in the field. While accepting that spatial terms can be interpreted precisely
to allow for inferences to be made, Bateman et al. highlight that this is only possible
with appropriate contextualisation. They argue for a ‘two-level semantics’, first assign-
ing a pre-contextualised, linguistic, general meaning to spatial terms (using a spatial
extension of the GUM ontology [100]) before assigning a precise meaning appropriate
to the context.
It is generally recognised in work related to mapping text to a semantic repres-
entation, e.g. [101, 102], that the representation must be sufficiently under-specified
in order to accommodate the variability of natural language terms. In the context of
spatial language, qualitative spatial representations seem at first glance to provide such
an under-specified method of representation for representing and reasoning with spatial
language in text. There is much work dedicated to formal qualitative representations
and their relation to natural language, e.g. [103–105].
To consider a particular example, in an attempt to provide a logical framework for
handling polysemy, Rodrigues et al. [57] give an in depth study of the semantics of ‘in’
and explore the polysemy that it exhibits. In their framework possible interpretations
of ‘in’ are formally defined based on abstract concepts and qualitative spatial relations.
Each interpretation is formed of a range of components, for example one interpreta-
tion may be that the figure is contained in a container medium where the figure is a
solid object and the figure is partly or fully geometrically contained in the ground. An
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algorithm is then presented which maps input sentences to a set of plausible interpret-
ations. This work highlights how object roles and types may affect preposition usage
and also the variety of senses that ‘in’ may represent. However, as is the case with many
such text-based tasks, due to the lack of ground truth it is not clear exactly when the
algorithm is correct and there is a tendency to generate over-committed interpretations
of the language. Herskovits [29] provides the example of ‘the nail in the box’ which
clearly displays the ability for a phrase with no physical context to have an ambiguous
geometric representation — the nail may be ‘in’ the box following the usual role of
nails being in things or the usual role of boxes in containing things. Moreover, for the
current purposes it is not clear how the framework could be exploited to aid in referring
expression tasks.
Similarly, there are various tasks and implementations regarding processing spatial
language in descriptions of images, for which there are numerous datasets, e.g. [86, 106].
In such tasks, a ground truth is provided in the image though there are still challenges
for verifying semantic interpretations of the language.
For example Kordjamshidi et al. [107] outline such a task which comprises extracting
spatial information from text. The descriptions to be interpreted are descriptions of
images given in the IAPR TC-12 image Benchmark [106]. As opposed to earlier task
specifications given for the SemEval series [108, 109], in this task more fine-grained
interpretations are necessary which map topological spatial prepositions to RCC8 [95]
and directional prepositions to ‘left, right, above, below, back and front’.
The ground truth provided by the images can provide partial verification of any
mapping. However, as we have seen in Section 2.2 spatial prepositions exhibit a high
degree of semantic variability and there may be many plausible interpretations of the
language. For example, so far in this thesis we have seen examples of ‘in’ which, in
2D, are instances of the RCC8 relations PO (black square and bowl in Figure 2.3),
TPP (orange balls and bowl in Figure 2.3) and DC (pear and bowl in Figure 2.4).
Similarly, Bennett and Cialone [104] have highlighted the various ways spatial terms
may be interpreted in RCC8.
In general when interpreting the spatial information encoded in an expression con-
taining spatial language, there are many plausible interpretations within a given se-
mantic representation. Such semantic representations seem to provide collections of
what a spatial preposition could mean, and this may be useful in certain tasks but it
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is not clear how these may be exploited in processing referring expressions.
In contrast, the ground truth of a referring expression is the intended referent rather
than the ambiguous semantic content of the language. Interpreting referring expressions
requires interpreting spatial information in order to arrive at a definite answer — the
intended referent of the speaker.
2.3.5 Categorisation and Typicality
So far when discussing the semantics of spatial prepositions the notions of categorisation
and typicality have been conflated. However, it may be the case that these notions
ought to be modelled separately for referring expressions. Here we will provide some
background on this issue, which will be explored in the context of spatial prepositions
in Chapter 6.
We suppose that a category decision is when an entity is labelled with a category
or concept and, though priming and context may certainly be factors, the judgement
is not made in direct comparison with another entity. For example, a categorisation
judgement occurs when an agent is asked whether ‘the apple is in the bowl’. In order
to reply, the agent judges the membership of the instance in the relevant category and
the wider context plays a relatively minor role.
Typicality usually refers to the extent to which an entity is a good example of a
concept — how similar it is to some ideal conceptual representation. In our studies we
ground the notion of typicality in comparison and preference — an entity, x, is more
typical of a category than entity y if, when x is compared with y, people in general pick
x as a better category member. Note that here we use typicality to refer to how well
an entity fits a concept, rather than simply frequency of occurrence.
For example, imagine a table-top scene containing an orangey-red ball, o, and a red
ball, r. Suppose an agent utters to a listener ‘the red ball’. If they use this utterance to
refer to o, they would be flouting the Gricean Maxim of Manner [110], as by commit-
ting to o being red they are also committing to r being red and therefore making an
ambiguous description. We would therefore usually assume, or make the conversational
implicature, that they are referring to r. What is important here is that r is closer to
an ideal and generally agreed on notion of ‘red’.
By assessing typicality in this way the notion of typicality is distinguished from
graded category membership. The typicality data that we have collected does not arise
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from graded membership judgements where study participants are asked to assign a
value of how well the concept fits the category, e.g. in [111, 112], but instead from tasks
in which participants select the best fitting instance from a given description.
This also differs from much work on typicality, e.g. [112], where the typicality of
subconcepts are compared with respect to some concept — for example in determining
if a robin is a more typical bird than a penguin. In contrast, in the current thesis we
are considering instance-level typicality where the typicality of situated entities are
compared for a given concept.
Following various criticisms of definitional representations of concepts in human
cognition, e.g. [113], Rosch’s Prototype Theory [28] provided an account based on family
resemblance which does not presuppose that concepts have necessary and sufficient
conditions for making category judgements. By relying on a degree of resemblance to
some prototypical notion of a concept, category membership in this account may be
treated as a matter of degree. With such an account it becomes appealing to conflate
the notions of categorisation and typicality — the more an entity resembles a prototype
the more likely it is to be labelled with the category and the more typical it is. There are
however various accounts of concept analysis which suggest that category and typicality
judgements are fundamentally different.
Smith et al. [26] consider the influences of category decisions and propose a model
to account for experimental findings. Central to the model is the ‘characteristic feature
assumption’, which supposes that features vary in the extent to which they define
a concept. Smith et al. suppose that there is a distinction in types of features —
‘defining’ features which strongly influence category judgements and ‘characteristic’
features which strongly influence typicality judgements — and give the example of
‘robin’ to illustrate this. For the concept ‘robin’, ‘have wings’ is an important defining
feature relating to the categorisation of an entity as ‘a robin’, while ‘perches in trees’
is a characteristic feature which relates to how typical an entity is of ‘a robin’.
Rips [27] argued that categorisation of some entity is more than simply a judgement
of how similar the entity is to some typical representation of the category. Rips provides
support for this in an experiment where participants are asked to imagine an object of
a given size and are asked which of two concepts, A,B say, the object is more similar
to and which the object is most likely to be. For the given concept pairs, e.g. ‘pizza’
and ‘quarter’, the hypothetical object may be considered more similar to one of the
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concepts yet more likely to be the other. In the case of the pizza and quarter, a round
object with a three inch diameter is regarded as more similar to a quarter as pizzas are
rarely so small, but more likely to be a pizza as the size of a quarter is generally fixed
and is less than 3 inches.
This issue is explored further by Osherson and Smith [114] where it is again argued
that concept membership and typicality are distinct phenomena. Based on a study in
[115], Osherson and Smith argue that the notions differ using the seemingly extreme
example of the concept ‘red’, even though it may be hard to imagine distinct defin-
ing and characteristic features for a concept with such simple semantics. However, the
noted difference in judgements arises as people recognise particular wavelengths of light
as being unambiguously red yet less typical than prototypical red. This difference in
judgements preserves a monotonic relationship between category and typicality judge-
ments i.e. if an entity, x, is a better category instance than y, then it is not less typical
than y.
We believe that such monontonicity results offer a trivial case which may be ex-
plained without any fundamental modification of the underlying semantics or how they
are processed. In the simple case of the colour red, we may represent the semantics in
both categorisation and typicality judgements by considering the dominant wavelength
— an instance is more or less typical and a better or worse category instance based
on the similarity of the dominant wavelength to prototypical red and the distinction
in category and typicality judgements is explained via a threshold which is applied in
category judgements.
However, in the case of spatial language, the semantics are more complex and are
influenced by a variety of geometric, functional and object-specific features. We believe
that as a result, the relationship between typicality and categorisation may in fact be
non-monotonic — there may be instances of a spatial preposition, i1, i2, such that i1 is
a better category member but less typical than i2.
With regards to existing models of spatial language and models of referring expres-
sions more generally, it is generally assumed that the underlying semantics of categor-
isation and typicality are essentially the same. However, any distinction in category
and typicality judgements may have important ramifications for how referring should




There is a vast body of work concerning the semantics of spatial language and how they
should be modelled. In this section we will provide an overview of attempts to model
spatial language in grounded settings.
One approach to modelling the semantics of spatial prepositions has been to gener-
ate rules which capture their meaning, for example [77, 78]. One advantage of rule-based
models is the ability to precisely explore and incorporate a particular aspect of spatial
language. For example, Platonov and Schubert [78] provide a rule-based computational
model of spatial prepositions which encodes various senses of the terms and also aims
to account for synecdoche14 by tagging and iterating over ‘salient parts’ of objects. As
an example, the canonical sense of the preposition ‘on’ is measured by the extent to
which the figure is above and touching the ground and the model also checks if this
sense of ‘on’ applies better to any of the ‘interactive parts’ of the ground.
These models, however, largely rely on expert intuition to generate rules and, as a
result, such approaches often lead to over-simplified representations which are suscept-
ible to the pitfalls associated with the simple-relations model, as discussed in Section
2.2.1. For example, in [78] ‘in’ is simply measured using geometric containment.
The early work of Abella and Kender [77] aimed to provide a computational model
of spatial prepositions which accounts for (sorites) vagueness. The underlying repres-
entation, similar to that of a Conceptual Space, represents the semantics of spatial
prepositions in a multidimensional geometric feature space where ‘ideal regions’ are
defined for each preposition by way of constraints on the space. Due to the inherent
vagueness of spatial prepositions Abella and Kender argue for ‘fuzzification’ to be in-
corporated in the model, which is achieved using fuzzy sets [116] — the ‘ideal region’
for each preposition is a crisp set and a fuzzy set is generated by measuring distance
from the ideal region.
Using this approach, they define the prepositions ‘near’, ‘far’, ‘inside’, ‘above’, ‘be-
low’, ‘aligned’ and ‘next’ based on physical properties such as object area, centre of
mass and elongation. For example, the ideal region of the preposition ‘inside’ is defined
14A synecdoche is a phrase in which a part is used to refer to the whole, or vice versa. For example,
in the context of spatial language, one may say ‘the car is under the bridge’ to communicate that the




such that the bounding box of the figure is fully contained in the bounding box of
the ground and any such configuration is considered an unambiguous member of the
concept ‘inside’. This appears to be a plausible account of how sorites vagueness may
be modelled for the ideal senses of these terms, and is similar to the account of [47].
However, on their own such definitions do not capture the variability expressed by these
terms.
The idea that spatial prepositions are associated with regions for which the prepos-
itions unambiguously apply and that deviations from the acceptable region cause the
terms to be less applicable is central to many models, e.g. [117, 118], and was largely
popularised in [68]. Logan and Sadler [68], focusing on projective prepositions in simple
2D grid scenarios, provided experimental data suggesting that humans fit ‘spatial tem-
plates’ to objects defined by ‘good’, ‘acceptable’ and ‘bad’ regions of acceptability. These
regions provide natural gradations of the applicability of spatial prepositions centred
around the ‘good’ acceptability region and a focus of subsequent work [94, 118, 119]
has been to quantify the deviation in acceptability.
There have been various differing approaches to modelling this deviation. For ex-
ample, Kelleher and Costello [91] consider how this deviation in acceptability may be
influenced by various contextual factors. They begin with the idea of a ‘potential field’
— providing a measure of acceptability of a preposition for each point in space — which
also incorporates a measure of salience of the ground object and is then modified con-
sidering the effects of other potential ground objects in the scene, providing a ‘relative
potential field’.
Mast et al. [64] model this deviation in acceptability of spatial prepositions using
Prototype Theory, where a prototypical point is given in a feature space and the accept-
ability is measured by the distance from the prototype. Mast et al. take this approach
in developing a semantic component of a dialogue system to tackle problems involving
referring expressions. The use of a prototype in a feature space rather than spatial
template means that the semantics are not constrained to simple geometric features.
However, as with the majority of work on computational models of spatial prepositions
Mast et al. focus on modelling projective prepositions (in particular, ‘left of’, ‘right
of’, ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’) and the features considered are ‘centre point angular
deviation’, ‘bounding box angular deviation’ and ‘physical distance’. In Chapter 4 we
will extend this approach to model the prepositions considered in this thesis as well as
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provide an empirical method for generating the model parameters from data.
Much work on modelling spatial language is focused on modelling projective spatial
prepositions, e.g. [64, 118–122]. Clearly this is relevant to this thesis as we are attempt-
ing to model ‘over’, ‘under’, ‘above’ and ‘below’. However, often this work only considers
a simple geometric representation of the terms and is focused on the pragmatic and/or
grammatical complexities that arise, e.g. [64, 118, 121, 122]. While exploring the prob-
lem of representing projective prepositions using spatial calculi, Hois and Kutz [121]
highlight the following common pragmatic considerations for interpreting these terms:
1. Position and orientation of speaker. For example, in ‘in front of me’ one must
know the position and orientation of the speaker in order to locate the figure.
2. Reference system. For example, in ‘to the right of that table’ a decision must be
made about which reference frame to adopt. This could be intrinsic if the table
has an obvious front, but most likely will be relative in this utterance.
3. Various aspects of domain-specific knowledge. Most commonly ‘intrinsic fronts’
e.g. in ‘the bike in front of the bus’ it is necessary to understand which part of
the bus is considered its front.
4. Dialogue history. For example, when the speaker makes a clarification such as
‘no, further to the right’.
These considerations are often the focus of work on computational accounts of
projective terms. For example, Moratz and Tenbrink [118] create a computational model
of projective prepositions for scenarios where a robot agent must identify an object
based on locative descriptions given by humans. The semantic portion of the model is
based on simple geometric features and the topics of analysis are pragmatic in nature
e.g. how does the direction of view of the robot influence the choice of frame of reference?
It should be noted, however, that there are instances of quite detailed models for
projective terms. For example, Regier and Carlson [94] provide the Attention Vector
Sum (AVS) model of some projective prepositions. To determine the acceptability of a
preposition in this model for a given configuration, a set of vectors is constructed from
various points on the ground object pointing towards the figure object. These vectors
are weighted by the ‘attention’ paid by the viewer to the origin of the vector and the
vectors are then summed and compared to a canonical direction. For the preposition
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‘above’, the closer this summation is to the upright vertical the more acceptable the
configuration is (with some adjustments made for height).
The models discussed so far have been based on assumptions about the underlying
conceptual model, either representing the semantics in the form of rules or as central
acceptability regions from which semantic distance can be measured. However, various
more recent modelling approaches have relied more on data and training while limiting
the conceptual assumptions. Such approaches are appealing as it is a difficult challenge
to generate rules or conceptual models which sufficiently capture the varied meanings
of spatial prepositions.
For example, Doğan et al. [79] consider the problem of grounding spatial prepositions
for human-robot interaction in scenarios where a robot must identify an object on a
tabletop given a locative expression. To model the semantics of spatial terms, Doğan
et al. train a ‘Relation Presence Network’ — a multilayer perceptron which takes feature
values of a configuration as input and outputs, for each preposition, the probabilities
that the spatial preposition is present. Similar work has been carried out for 3D blocks
world environments by Yan et al. [123]. However, as we have discussed in Section 2.3.2,
these types of representations are problematic and do not provide much insight with
regards to a semantic analysis.
A different approach by Fichtl et al. [124] has been to train a model using a Random
Forests algorithm [125] to classify configurations with spatial prepositions. This work is
focused mainly on the pipeline of computer vision, converting point clouds into useful
histogram representations. The spatial prepositions ‘on top of’ and ‘inside’ are classified
in a binary manner as either present or not and given the vagueness exhibited by spatial
prepositions, this is not a useful approach for referring expressions.
To conclude, in general there are various issues which are not covered so far in com-
putational accounts of spatial prepositions. Firstly, functional features such as support
and location control are not represented, though they are often cited as important. This
will be explored in Chapter 4.
Secondly, the sorites vagueness exhibited by spatial prepositions is well recognised
and is captured by most models. However, the conceptual vagueness, or polysemy,
exhibited by spatial prepositions has not been addressed, with the possible exception
of the preposition ‘on’ in [78]. The inclusion of polysemy in our semantic model will be
explored in Chapter 5.
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Finally, in general features in the models are relational and features specific to
the figure or ground are not taken into account. The influence of such object-specific
features will be explored in Chapter 6 in the context of their influence on categorisation
and typicality judgements. A concrete solution to including these features will not be
provided but we will provide some suggestions of how this may be achieved with our
semantic model.
2.5 Datasets
Over a decade ago Barclay and Galton [81] highlighted the lack of, and need for, a
comprehensive ‘scene corpus’ which encompasses all aspects of spatial language. Such a
corpus would include a large variety of scenes and situations, e.g. spatial relationships,
functional relationships, viewpoints of speakers and listeners, scales etc.. in order to
provide a useful tool for training and testing spatial dialogue systems. Though there is
a large number of datasets for related challenges in computer vision research,15 there are
very few concerned with spatial language. In this section, we will provide an overview of
related datasets and provide motivation for conducting the studies described in Chapter
3.
In order to provide the semantic analysis desired in this thesis there are some require-
ments for any prospective dataset. Datasets should include a variety of relationships
between objects, both functional and geometric, and a variety of objects which have
associated object-specific features. Datasets should also include a rich set of features
for each configuration, or allow the extraction of such features.
Regarding the construction and testing of semantic models, to generate the concept
representations described in Section 2.3.2 we require a collection of preposition in-
stances. To test the applicability of these concept representations for referring expres-
sions, we require a separate collection of varied referring expressions which are grounded
in some way e.g. where the referent is labelled.
There exist a variety of broad datasets containing images annotated with descrip-
tions such as ImageCLEF [106], PASCAL [126], HuRIC [16], Visual Genome [127] and
SUN09 [128]; and similar datasets restricted to spatial language such as SpatialSense
[86]. However, extracting rich features from images is extremely difficult and hinders
15See the collected list of databases for computer vision research:http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.
uk/rbf/CVonline/Imagedbase.htm Date Accessed: 01/12/2020
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any deep semantic analysis.16 Datasets comprising 3D scenes are therefore desirable.
There are various instances of implementations for real world environments, par-
ticularly in robotic applications, for example [118, 131, 132]. However, the training
and testing processes for such implementations are generally not useful in the current
thesis. For example, there may be no method for reproducing the real world set up or
the models are trained on video data which suffers from similar problems to 2D images
with respect to feature extraction.
There are exceptions however, for example in [131] where a robotic system is eval-
uated using the Train Robots dataset [133]. Train Robots provides virtual scenes of a
robot arm performing actions on different objects along with natural language descrip-
tions of the actions. Human annotators were provided with pairs of scenes to annotate,
an initial scene and a final scene, where the annotators were asked to provide appro-
priate commands for the robotic arm to produce the final scene from the initial scenes.
As the focus is on robotic manipulation and object placement, the spatial terms in the
study are being modified by verbs and so it is harder to provide in depth analysis of
the semantics. For example, if somebody says ‘put the green block on the red block’,
‘on’ will most often be interpreted in its canonical ‘on top of’ sense and so from such a
dataset we may not see the true semantic variability of these terms.
Similarly, there has been much recent interest in the interplay of vision and common-
sense in the field of Visual Question Answering (VQA). For example, Gordon et al. [134]
developed the IQUAD V1 dataset using the interactive 3D environment AI2-THOR
[135]. The IQUAD V1 dataset provides virtual scenes and multiple choice questions for
a situated agent to answer. The focus of the dataset is on interaction with the envir-
onment, so for example to answer the question ‘is there a cup in the microwave?’ an
agent must navigate the room, find the microwave and see if a cup is in it. As a result,
the dataset does contain a large number of instances of spatial prepositions. However,
as the focus is on commonsense visual reasoning and not natural language semantics,
the questions and ground truth answers are automatically generated and, moreover,
the spatial prepositions used are limited to ‘in’ and ‘on’. Automatic generation of ques-
tions including spatial relations is challenging, as also noted by Johnson et al. [136]
when constructing the CLEVR VQA dataset. Therefore, datasets using automatically
16Recent advances in reconstructing 3D scenes from 2D images, e.g. [129, 130], may make this more
plausible in future however.
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generated spatial expressions are generally limited to unambiguous cases of the spatial
terms, as is the case with IQUAD V1.
As a subset of VQA tasks, there has been recent interest in multimodal communica-
tion, primarily focused on gesture, in the interpretation of situated referring expressions
[137–139]. Though this is a strongly related topic, the focus of this thesis is on the se-
mantic content of spatial prepositions and we therefore desire data which does not
include extra pragmatic factors, such as gesture.
There are various datasets relating to spatial language in referring expressions which
are based on blocks worlds i.e. scenes containing simple geometric objects such as blocks
and balls [17, 90, 91, 138, 140]. Such datasets may be easy to generate and allow
researchers to test specific pragmatic or semantic issues of spatial language; however,
as we would like to explore the influence of object-specific features such datasets are
not appropriate.
As a result of this lack of data, similar research has relied on constructing small
scale datasets [78, 89]. Using scenes from the Google Sketchup 3D warehouse Golland
et al. [89] collect referring expressions and interpretations of referring expressions from
human annotators. However, the provided data is limited to referring expressions and
simple categorical judgements are not provided. Moreover, the dataset does not appear
to contain the prepositions ‘in’, ‘on top of’, ‘against’ or ‘over’.
In providing a rule-based model of spatial prepositions, Platonov and Schubert [78]
provide a dataset which is similar to our requirements. Human annotators annotated
configurations in screenshots of virtual scenes according to two tasks: a ‘truth judgement
task’ and a ‘description task’. In the truth judgement task, participants are asked to
provide a response from the Likert scale (‘Yes’, ‘Rather yes’, ‘Uncertain’, ‘Rather no’
and ‘No’) assessing the degree to which a given spatial relation holds between two
objects (e.g. ‘Is the chair near the table?’). In the description task participants are
given an object, by referring to the object label e.g. ‘Where is Pencil 1?’, and asked
to provide a description of the location of the object. In this way the description task
provides a collection of grounded referring expressions.
We have decided not to make use of this dataset as, firstly, the prepositions ‘on top
of’, ‘inside’ and ‘against’ are not tested in this data. Secondly, the dataset is comprised
of only 48 scenes with a large portion being blocks worlds. Finally, I believe that the
question phrasing of the truth judgement task may prime a more geometric reading of
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the prepositions. For example, reconsidering the many examples given above where ‘in’
is used to describe a configuration displaying no geometric containment (e.g. the pear
and bowl), it is plausible that when asked ‘Is the pear in the bowl?’ people in general
respond ‘no’ even though they may refer to the pear as ‘the pear in the bowl’ or label
the (pear, bowl) configuration with ‘in’.
This nevertheless represents a valuable groundwork for the data collection approach
of this thesis, which we enrich by supporting tasks in 3D environments (instead of
screenshots) where participants can navigate the scenes and select objects. We believe
that such additional features may be important in providing more flexibility for the
exploration of borderline configurations.
Since the beginning of the empirical studies contained in this thesis, these same
issues regarding grounding spatial prepositions have been highlighted in the very recent
paper of Goyal et al. [82]. Goyal et al. provide the Rel3D dataset in order to overcome
some of these issues, which may be beneficial for future work.
To conclude this section, in general we have seen that there isn’t a suitable existing
dataset for providing an in depth semantic analysis of a range of spatial prepositions.
Of course, this isn’t to say that there are no existing in depth semantic analyses of
spatial prepositions. There have been many experimental studies conducted over the
past couple of decades in order to analyse particular aspects of spatial prepositions
[8, 10, 32, 118, 141–143]. However, such studies are necessarily limited to test some
hypothesis and therefore cannot be used to generate or test broad semantic models.
Where there are potential candidate datasets they are small scale and don’t in-
clude all the prepositions we investigate in this thesis. Moreover, none of the discussed
datasets contain representations of functional relationships which we will explore and
include in the dataset provided in this thesis.
Overall, we find that there is a lack of detailed geometric, functional and contextual
data which hinders the capacity to properly investigate the semantic complexity of
spatial prepositions and provide a semantic model reflecting how they are used to
achieve communicative success. As a result, we have created a new data collection






Due to the lack of appropriate existing datasets, as discussed in Section 2.5, we have
conducted three studies to collect data on spatial prepositions which are described in
the following sections.
3.1 Preliminary Study
In order to begin exploring the semantics of spatial prepositions in grounded settings,
suggest further directions and inform future studies we initially conducted a preliminary
study. We give a very brief overview here and the study is discussed in detail in [5] and
is archived in the Leeds research data repository.17
The framework18 for the preliminary study is built on the 3D modelling software
Blender.19 Two distinct tasks were created — a Selection Task and a Description Task.
In the Selection Task participants are given a preposition on screen and asked to select
all figure-ground pairs in the scene which fit the preposition. The Selection Task was de-
signed to efficiently collect large amounts of data regarding the semantics, with minimal
pragmatic considerations. In the Description Task objects are highlighted and parti-
cipants are able to type in a spatial description of the object. The Description Task
provides data on how spatial prepositions are used in referring expressions. In both
tasks, participants are given a first person view of a scene which they can navigate
using the mouse and keyboard.
The use of virtual 3D environments allows for the extraction of a wide range of fea-
tures that would not be immediately available in real-world or image based studies. A
wide range of geometric features were extracted as well as the functional notion of sup-
port. Further, we extracted some object properties using the relational knowledgebase
ConceptNet [144].
3.1.1 Issues and Insights
Some tentative insights were gained from the preliminary study which help to highlight
the complexities of modelling spatial language [5]. Firstly, the ground of almost all con-




20We call an object a container if there exists an ‘IsA’ edge between it and ‘container’ in ConceptNet.
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but suggests that object roles and properties as well as physical relationships between
objects should be accounted for in semantic models. Secondly, we found that there
was significant overlap between ‘in’ and ‘on’. This highlights some of the complexity of
modelling this language — borderline scenarios are common and often more than one
preposition can be used in a given situation. Finally, support appeared salient for ‘on’
but not ‘in’. This suggested that functional features ought to be accounted for but that
support was not a good proxy for location control in relation to ‘in’.
The Selection Task relied on the thoroughness of participants in selecting all ad-
missible configurations for each preposition; however we found that our scenes likely
contained too many objects for this to be a reliable outcome for every participant. This
hampered our efforts to provide any significant analysis.
When analysing descriptions given by participants in the Description Task many
appear genuinely ambiguous. This could be as a result of participants not being fully
aware of all the objects in the scene, not having properly read the instructions or that
the aim of the task was not made clear enough. From this point we decided to restrict
the potential pragmatic influences that may arise when collecting data on referring
expressions.
Following the insights of this preliminary study, a new study was conducted which
provides the main dataset of this thesis and which is described below.
3.2 Study on the Semantics of Spatial Language (Study
1)
In order to train and test typicality measures of spatial language (see Chapters 4 and 5),
we collected data on spatial prepositions, again using 3D virtual environments, which is
described in [1]. Collected data and details of the framework can be found in the Leeds
research data repository.21,22 The latest version of the data collection environment and
code for analysis can be found on the GitHub repository.23
The data collection framework is built on the Unity3D24 game development soft-
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was used instead of Blender as the Unity3D game engine is more sophisticated and
allows the resulting environments to be embedded easily in websites, which facilitated
online studies.
3.2.1 Tasks
Two tasks were created for our study — a Preposition Selection Task and a Comparative
Task. The former allows for the collection of categorical data with which models can
be constructed and the latter provides typicality judgements on which the models can
be tested.
Preposition Selection Task
In the Preposition Selection Task participants are shown a figure-ground pair (high-
lighted and with text description, see Figure 3.1) and asked to select all prepositions
in the list which fit the configuration. Participants may select ‘None of the above’ if
they deem none of the prepositions to be appropriate.
Figure 3.1: Preposition Selection Task
Often concepts are viewed as antagonistic entities; for example work in Conceptual
Spaces is often concerned with comparison of categories, e.g. partitioning a feature
space [145], and data collection for exemplar models is often presented as a choice
between categories. We believe however that the vagueness present in spatial language
is so severe that it is not clear that a meaningful model distinguishing the categories
is possible, as also evidenced in the preliminary study. It is for this reason that in
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the Preposition Selection Task participants are asked to select all possible prepositions
rather than a single best-fitting preposition.
Comparative Task
In the Comparative Task a description is given with a single preposition and ground
object where the figure is left ambiguous, see Figure 3.2. Participants are asked to
select an object in the scene which best fits the description. Again, participants can
select none if they deem none of the objects appropriate.
Figure 3.2: Comparative Task
This task is restricted compared to the Description Task described in Section 3.1
in a number of ways in order to limit pragmatic influences and allow a better semantic
analysis. In this task rather than providing descriptions to identify a given figure,
participants interpret the given locative expression by selecting a figure object. Also, the
ground object is clearly marked so there is no ambiguity relating to the selection of the
ground and, moreover, the resulting annotation provides an unambiguous configuration
which can be compared with other configurations in the scene.
In both tasks, participants are given a first person view of an indoor scene which
they can navigate using the mouse and keyboard. To allow for easy selection, objects
in the scene are indivisible entities e.g. a table in the scene can be selected but not a
particular table leg.
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3.2.2 Scenes
For the study 67 separate scenes were created in the Unity3D editor in order to capture
a variety of tabletop configurations. Each scene is a small collection of objects which
provide test configurations for each task. For the Preposition Selection Task, config-
urations to test in each scene are predetermined and when a participant is tested on
a scene they are tested on each of these configurations. For the Comparative Task,
ground objects to test are predetermined and when a participant is tested on a scene
they are tested on each ground object with a randomly selected preposition. All salient
objects are made to be visible from the initial view of the camera.
3.2.3 Feature Extraction
The use of virtual 3D environments allows for the extraction of a wide range of features
that would not be immediately available in real-world or image-based studies. In this
section we describe the features extracted from scenes and used in our analysis. Exact
details of how each feature is calculated are given in the data archive21 and diagrams
providing more details for each of the features are provided in Appendix A.
In our analysis we have represented in some form each relational feature discussed
in Section 2.3.3, which we believe accounts for the majority of features given in com-
putational models of spatial prepositions.
Geometric Features
Geometric features (distance between objects, bounding box overlap etc..) are in general
simple to extract. We made use of eight geometric features:
• shortest distance: the smallest distance between figure and ground
• contact: the proportion of the figure which is touching the ground
• above proportion: the proportion of the figure which is above the ground
• below proportion: the proportion of the figure which is below the ground
• containment: the proportion of the bounding box of the figure which is contained
in the bounding box of the ground
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• horizontal distance: the horizontal distance between the centre of mass of each
object
• f covers g: this feature takes the area of the figure and ground in the horizontal
plane and measures the proportion of the area of the ground which overlaps
with the area of the figure (with some adjustments made with respect to vertical
separation)
• g covers f : As above, with figure and ground reversed
Some simplifications have been made in the calculations of these features. For ex-
ample, we measured contact as the proportion of the vertices of the figure mesh which
are under a threshold distance25 to an approximation of the ground.
Functional Features
Building on the preliminary investigation, we explore the relationship between spatial
prepositions and the functional features support and location control and consider how
to extend existing semantic models to account for them.
We take support to express that the ground impedes motion of the figure due to grav-
ity, while location control expresses that a horizontal movement of the ground causes
a movement of the figure. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, useful methods of quantifying
these notions in a given scene are not apparent. Rather than attempting to formally
define these notions, as in [92, 146], we quantified these notions via simulation using
Unity3D’s built-in physics engine.
Support To assess the degree to which an object, G, gives support to another object,
F ; we analyse how F falls when G is removed from the scene by measuring the distance
fallen, d, by the centre of mass of F . We would like support, S, to be 1 when F is fully
supported and 0 when no support is apparent.
A simple way to achieve this is to normalise d by the height, h, of G and then limit
S to between 0 and 1:
25The threshold distance used is the ‘Default Contact Offset’ used by Unity3D — when the distance
between two objects is under the sum of the Default Contact Offset of the objects then they are
considered to be in contact.
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h , if d ≤ h
1, otherwise
(3.1)
This works well in canonical cases where F is supported on top of the highest surface
of G. However, this is not always the case e.g. if F is attached to the side of G. We
therefore modify h to obtain a more appropriate normalising factor, h′.
h′ is calculated as follows:
• If the bottom of F is above the top of G, then h′ = h
• Else, if the bottom of F is above the bottom of G, then h′ = Fb −Gb where Fb,
Gb are the lowest points of F and G respectively
• Otherwise, if the initial centre of mass of F is above the Gb then h′ = Fcom −Gb
• In all other cases h′ = h
Note that there is still room for improvement e.g. this method may produce a value
less than 1 when G fully supports F in the case that F falls onto another object which
catches it. However, this method appropriately models many cases and this is supported
by later results discussed in Section 4.4.3.
Location Control To assess the degree to which an object, G, gives location control
to another object, F ; we analyse how F moves when forces are applied to G. We take
four separate measurements, applying a force to G in the four cardinal directions, which
are averaged. For each measurement, the horizontal movement of the centre of mass of
F in the direction of the force is measured, this is then normalised by the movement
of the centre of mass of G in the direction of the force. Again this value is limited to
between 0 and 1.
Standardising Features
In order for the feature weights calculated in the following chapters to be meaningful
and comparable, it is necessary to standardise the feature values. As in [75], we achieve
this using the standard statistical method of z-transformation — where a calculated
feature value, x, is converted to a standardised form, z, as follows:
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z = x− x̄
σ
(3.2)
where x̄ is the mean of the given feature and σ is the standard deviation. In this
thesis, where feature values are discussed or given in plots, the unstandardised values
are given for readability.
3.2.4 Study
The study was conducted online and participants from the university were recruited via
internal mailing lists along with recruitment of friends and family.26 Each participant
performed first the Preposition Selection Task on 10 randomly selected scenes and then
the Comparative Task on 10 randomly selected scenes, which took participants roughly
15 minutes. Some scenes were removed towards the end of the study to make sure each
scene was completed at least 3 times for each task. 32 native English speakers particip-
ated in the Preposition Selection Task providing 635 annotations, and 29 participated
in the Comparative Task providing 1379 annotations.
As the study was hosted online we first asked participants to show basic competence.
This was assessed by showing participants two simple scenes with an unambiguous
description of an object. Participants are asked to select the object which best fits
the description in a similar way to the Comparative Task. If the participant makes an
incorrect guess in either scene they are taken back to the start menu.
3.2.5 Annotator Agreement
In order to assess annotator agreement we calculate Cohen’s Kappa for each pair of
annotators in each task, Table 3.1 provides a summary. Cohen’s kappa for a pair of
annotators is calculated as po−pe1−pe where po is the observed agreement and pe is the ex-
pected agreement. For the Comparative Task pe is approximated, see the data archive21
for details.
The observed agreement is significantly higher for the Preposition Selection Task,
however chance agreement is higher in this task due to the distribution of responses —
for a given preposition, participants were very likely to not select the preposition for
a given configuration in our scenes. Expected agreement in the Preposition Selection
26University of Leeds Ethics Approval Code: 271016/IM/216. Participants were recruited without
incentive.
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11880 0.78 0.893 0.718
Comparative 1325 0.566 0.766 0.717
Table 3.1: Summary of annotator agreements in Study 1
Task is therefore higher than in the Comparative Task and when we account for this
using Cohen’s Kappa, the average agreement of participants is very similar in both
tasks.
Often semantic models are trained on and attempt to model the kind of categor-
isation judgements given in the Preposition Selection Task. Given the similarity of
annotator agreement for both tasks, we conclude that it is also reasonable to attempt
to construct a model which represents the kind of typicality judgements that are given
in the Comparative Task.
3.2.6 Model Evaluation
While the Preposition Selection Task provides categorical data from each participant,
the Comparative Task provides qualitative judgements regarding which configurations
of objects better fit a description. We suppose that the configuration (figure-ground
pair) which best fits a given description should be more typical, for the given preposi-
tion, than other potential configurations in the scene. We therefore use these judgements
to test models of typicality — a model agrees with a participant if the model assigns
a higher typicality score to the configuration selected by the participant than other
possible configurations.
As there is some disagreement between annotators (see Table 3.1) it is not possible
to make a model which agrees perfectly with participants. We therefore create a metric
which represents agreement with participants in general.
Taking the aggregate of participant judgements for a particular preposition-ground
pair in a given scene, we can order possible figures in the scene by how often they
were chosen. This creates a ranking of configurations within a scene from most to least
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typical for a given preposition and ground. We turn the collection of obtained rankings
into inequalities, or constraints, which the models should satisfy. This provides a metric
for testing the models.
As an example, consider an instance from the Comparative Task — a ground, g,
and preposition, p, are given and participants select a figure. Suppose that there are
three possible figures to select, f1,f2 and f3, which are selected x1, x2 and x3 times
respectively. Let M be a model we are testing and Mp(f, g) denote the typicality, for
preposition p, assigned to the configuration (f, g) by the model M.
Suppose that x1 > x2 > x3, then we want Mp(f1, g) > Mp(f2, g), Mp(f1, g) >
Mp(f3, g) and Mp(f2, g) > Mp(f3, g). Let’s say that x1 = 10, x2 = 1, x3 = 0. As the
distinction between (f1, g) and (f2, g) is greater than for (f2, g) and (f2, g), it is more
important that the model satisfies the first constraint than the last constraint. For this
reason we assign weights to the constraints which account for their importance.
A constraint is more important if there is clearer evidence for it — if more people
have done that specific instance and if the number of participants selecting one figure
over another is larger. We assign weights to the constraints by taking the difference in
the number of selections e.g. in the first constraint above, we would assign a weight of
x1 − x2.
In this way we generate a set of weighted constraints to be satisfied. The ‘overall’
score given to the models is then equal to the sum of weights of all satisfied constraints
divided by the total weight of all constraints. A higher score then implies better agree-
ment with participants in general.
In the following we separate the scores given for each preposition in order to assess
differences across the prepositions. We also give an average score across prepositions
which is simply the sum of scores for each preposition divided by the number of pre-
positions.
3.3 Comparing Category and Typicality Judgements for
Spatial Prepositions (Study 2)
In order to investigate the influence of object-specific features on typicality and categor-
isation judgements (see Chapter 6), we conducted a study which is described below.
Collected data, details of the framework and results of the analysis can be found in the
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Leeds research data repository.27 The latest version of the data collection environment
and code for analysis can be found in the Github repository.23
3.3.1 Tasks
The data collection framework is again built on the Unity3D28 game development
software and two tasks were created for our study — a Categorisation Task and a
Typicality Task.
Categorisation Task
The Categorisation Task is a modified version of the Preposition Selection Task which
will allow better comparison with typicality judgements, this is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 6. In the Categorisation Task participants are shown a figure-ground pair
(highlighted and with text description, see Figure 3.3) and asked to select all preposi-
tions in the list which fit the configuration. Participants may select ‘None of the above’
if they deem none of the prepositions to be appropriate.
Figure 3.3: Categorisation Task
Typicality Task
In the Typicality Task participants are given a description and shown two configura-
tions, see Figure 3.4. Participants are asked to select the configuration which best fits the
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Figure 3.4: Typicality Task
In order to minimise differences in the tasks that may elicit different conceptualisa-
tions of objects in the scenes, the phrasing of the descriptions is the same in both the
Categorisation Task and Typicality Task e.g. both tasks use the definite determiner
‘the’ and objects are referred to by their colour.
3.3.2 Scenes
We hypothesise that object-specific features strongly influence category decisions while
the geometric ideals associated to the prepositions are more salient in typicality de-
cisions. Scenes are therefore created for each preposition which vary the degree to
which these object-specific features are present and also vary how similar the relational
aspects of the configurations are to the geometric ideals associated with the given pre-
position. For example for the preposition ‘in’, we have a scene where the ground is a
container and the figure is not very well contained in it and a scene where the ground
is not a type of container but the figure is well contained in it. In this case, if the
hypothesis is correct, we would expect a preference for categorisation in the former and
a preference for typicality in the latter.
We have created 18 virtual 3D scenes, given in Appendix C, each containing a
single highlighted figure-ground pair. Four scenes each were created for ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘over’
and ‘under’ and these scenes were also shared with their respective geometric counter-
parts: ‘inside’, ‘on top of’, ‘above’ and ‘below’. Two scenes were created for ‘against’.
In the Typicality Task, participants compare scenes/configurations associated with the
preposition given in the description.
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3.3.3 Study
The study was conducted online and participants from the university were recruited
via internal mailing lists along with recruitment of friends and family.29 Each parti-
cipant performed first the Categorisation Task on 6 randomly selected scenes and then
the Typicality Task on 15 randomly selected scenes, which took participants roughly
5 minutes. 30 native English speakers participated providing 180 annotations in the
Categorisation Task and 447 annotations in the Typicality Task.
Again, as the study was hosted online, we first asked participants to show basic
competence. This was assessed by showing participants two simple scenes with an
unambiguous description of an object. Participants are asked to select the object which
best fits the description in a similar way to the Comparative Task. If the participant
makes an incorrect guess in either scene they are taken back to the start menu.
3.3.4 Annotator Agreement
In contrast to the annotator agreements in Section 3.2.5, participants agreed substan-
tially more in categorisation judgements than typicality judgements for which inter-
annotator agreement is surprisingly low, see Table 3.2. This study contained a small
number of purposely difficult comparisons for the Typicality Task, and it is possible













Categorisation 7731 0.738 0.845 0.689
Typicality 982 0.476 0.683 0.413
Table 3.2: Summary of annotator agreements in Study 2






4.1 Semantic Distance and Semantic Similarity
In this chapter we explore general issues of representing spatial prepositions for hand-
ling referring expressions, in particular when making typicality judgements. Various
underlying conceptual representations, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, will be compared
and the issue of generating appropriate parameters for these models from data will be
addressed. We will also explore the utility of including the functional features discussed
in Section 3.2.3.
The main outcomes of this chapter are the Baseline Prototype Model of spatial
prepositions based on Prototype Theory, and methods for determining its parameters.
In providing suitable methods for generating the model parameters from data, we allow
for similar models to be constructed for concepts where the semantics may not be
easily defined; and this will allow us to model the semantics of distinct polysemes in
the following chapter. To demonstrate the suitability of this approach, three ‘Simple
Relation’ models relying on expert intuition of the author and two other models which
are generated using data from the Preposition Selection Task are set up to provide a
comparison. We will conclude that the Baseline Prototype Model provides significant
improvement over the other given models and also discuss the improvements given by
a novel inclusion of functional features in our model. Finally, limitations of the model
will be discussed.
4.1 Semantic Distance and Semantic Similarity
The models in this chapter rely on a notion of semantic distance to measure typicality
and following much of the existing literature, e.g. [71], semantic similarity between two
points x and y in a feature space is measured as a decaying function of the distance,
d(x, y):
s(x, y) = e−d(x,y) (4.1)
As is common, we take the distance, d(x, y), to be the weighted Euclidean metric:
d(x, y) =
√
w1(x1 − y1)2 + · · ·+ wn(xn − yn)2 (4.2)
where wi is the weight for the ith feature and xi, yi are values of the ith feature for
points x and y.
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With the exception of the Exemplar model, each of the following models are then
defined by a prototype and set of feature weights for each preposition:
1. P = (x1, ..., xn) the prototype in the feature space
2. W = (w1, ..., wn) the weights assigned to each feature
where typicality of a configuration, x, is then calculated as the semantic similarity
to the prototype using Equation 4.1:
T (x) = s(x, P ) = e−d(x,P ) (4.3)
4.2 Simple Relation Models
In this section we outline some ‘Simple Relation’ models of spatial prepositions which
will be used for comparison. The intention is for these models to replicate rule-based
models which are often given in the literature.
A specific advantage of rule-based models is usually the ability to construct complex
dependent statements, e.g. we could define in(X,Y ) by saying that if Y is a container
then either X must be at least partly contained in Y or Y must provide location control
to X, and if Y is not a container then X must be at least partly contained in Y. This
kind of definition is rare, however, due to the complexities which arise in attempting
to handle the many varied situations that may occur.
One example of this comes from [78], where ‘on’ is defined using various rules which
aim to capture different senses of the preposition. For example, where the ground is
‘planar’ (e.g. a wall), the ground is larger than the figure and the centre of the figure is
above half of the ground’s height, ‘on’ is measured as the extent to which the figure is
touching the ground. The condition that the centre of the figure be above half the height
of the ground appears somewhat arbitrary and highlights an issue with constructing
these types of rules. Moreover, the final generated value of ‘on’ is the maximum value
given by any such sense and this doesn’t appear to account for the apparent hierarchy
of senses that prepositions exhibit, which is discussed further in Chapter 5.
It should be noted that for some prepositions there are instances of quite detailed
rule-based or template-based models which are not precisely replicated here. For ex-
ample, [94] provide the attention vector sum (AVS) model of some projective preposi-
tions, discussed in further detail in Section 2.4. Suitably reconstructing such a model
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would be an intensive process and the model we provide below for ‘above’ would ar-
guably provide similar results in many cases. In general, it is a challenge to accurately
replicate other computational models as there are important differences in the features
being used and some of the features involve an intensive process of labelling salient
working parts of objects which may not easily translate into real environments.
Instead of reconstructing some of the more involved models, we provide more basic
simple relation models here which are based on various rule-based accounts given in
the literature [36, 77, 78, 92]. We have set up a simple geometric model and an intuitive
best guess model which includes functional features.
For readability in the following model definitions, the models are specified by salient
features and prototypical feature values for each preposition. The typicality in the
models is then calculated using Equation 5.1, where the feature weights are 1 for each of
the given salient features and 0 for remaining features. Note that the given prototypical
feature values, e.g. 1 for above proportion and 0 for horizontal distance when specifying
‘above’ and ‘over’ in the Simple Model, are values prior to standarisation, but these
values are standardised, as discussed in Section 3.2.3, in the actual models.
4.2.1 Simple Model
The Simple Model is based on what can be found in many computational models of
spatial prepositions. ‘in’ and ‘inside’ are measured by containment; ‘on’ and ‘on top
of’ are measured using contact and above proportion; ‘above’ and ‘over’ are measured
using above proportion and horizontal distance; ‘below’ and ‘under’ are measured us-
ing below proportion and horizontal distance; ‘against’ is measured using contact and
horizontal distance. For the full specification see Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Best Guess Model
The Best Guess Model is a copy of the Simple Model except we add in functional fea-
tures for ‘in’, ‘on’ and ‘against’ and for ‘over’ we change horizontal distance to f covers g
and for ‘under’ we change horizontal distance to g covers f . ‘inside’, ‘on top of’, ‘above’
and ‘below’ are the same as in the Simple Model. For the full specification see Table
4.2.
In general, for the Simple Relation Models the given prototypical feature values
are limit values i.e. 0 or 1. However, in the case of ‘against’ the prototypical value of
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Salient Features Prototypical Value
‘in’ & ‘inside’ containment 1












Table 4.1: Prototype feature values in the Simple Model










f covers g 1
‘under’
below proportion 1





Table 4.2: Prototype feature values in the Best Guess Model
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location control is presumed to be 0.5. This decision was motivated as if one imagines a
typical instance of ‘against’, e.g. a bike leaning against a wall, it does not appear that
the ground object fully constrains movement of the figure. We expect that movements
of the wall towards and away from the bike significantly impact the position of the
bike and that movements of the wall in other directions have a minimal impact. For
this reason, the value of 0.5 was used. This particular case highlights the difficulties in
general that exist in assigning prototype values.
4.2.3 Proximity Model
Finally, as a baseline we have created a Proximity Model which judges typicality based
solely on shortest distance — the closer two objects are, the higher the measure of
typicality.
For every preposition the semantic distance to the prototype is given as:
d(c, P ) = 0− shortest distance(c) (4.4)
This model is included based on the preliminary study [5] which indicated that
judgements based solely on proximity may be relatively successful in interpreting re-
ferring expressions for some prepositions.
4.3 Data-driven Models
So far we have considered models which rely on expert knowledge. In this section we
consider models which are trained on data from the Preposition Selection Task. Each
of these data-driven models represent concepts in a feature space and we use all of the
features given in Section 3.2.3 to represent each preposition.
4.3.1 Baseline Prototype Model
The main focus of this chapter is the Baseline Prototype Model. This model is based
on Prototype Theory and typicality is calculated by considering the semantic distance
to a prototype using Equation 4.3. Such a representation seems intuitively plausible
for spatial prepositions, particularly if we are to follow the thesis that the meaning of
spatial prepositions is structured around some sort of ideal meanings. If we suppose
that the variety of usages of a spatial preposition arise from deviations from some ideal
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meaning, then it makes sense to assess typicality based on its semantic distance from
the ideal meaning or prototype.
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, ideal meanings may be deviated from in a variety of
ways involving commonsense and pragmatic reasoning. Modelling the deviation from
a single prototype in a feature space is essentially modelling only the ‘tolerance shift’-
type deviations and not the ‘sense shifts’ and is therefore a significant simplification
of human usage of these terms. However, modelling such commonsense reasoning is
notoriously difficult and would require, arguably, genuine intelligence. Improvements
to this conceptual model which model some ‘sense shift’-type deviations are, however,
discussed in Chapter 5.
The underlying conceptual model and usage of Prototype Theory is not a new pro-
posal for spatial language and follows [64, 67, 73, 147]. Of particular interest is the work
of Mast et al. [64] where a pragmatic model is developed to tackle problems involving
referring expressions. Mast et al. focus on projective prepositions (in particular, ‘left
of’, ‘right of’, ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’) and as a result, the challenge of assigning
parameters to the model is simpler and appears to be achieved via the researchers’
intuition. We extend the approach taken by [64] to model a set of spatial prepositions
whose semantics are not so clear and show that model parameters can be automat-
ically determined from a small dataset using a simple regression-based methodology.
By automatically generating model parameters we are able to include a wider variety
of features in our models and provide support for a novel inclusion of functional fea-
tures. The automatic generation of parameters will also be useful in Chapter 5 when
we distinguish separate polysemes and attempt to model their semantics.
Learning Prototypes and Weights
The prototype, exemplar and conceptual space models in this chapter each rely on cal-
culating a weighted semantic distance to some central instance or instances. However,
it is not often discussed how the weights should be determined in practice, and meth-
ods for determining a prototype which rely on centrality within the concept appear
unsatisfactory.
In order to generate prototypes and weights, firstly a ‘Selection Ratio’ is generated
for each configuration (and preposition) based on how often participants would label
the configuration with the given preposition in the Preposition Selection Task.
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The weights in the semantic distance ought to represent how influential or salient
each feature is in making typicality judgements. To determine the salience of each fea-
ture the selection ratio is plotted against the feature values. Using off-the-shelf multiple
Linear Regression [148] we obtain coefficients for each feature which indicate how the
selection ratio varies with changes in the feature. The feature weights are then assigned
by taking the absolute value of the coefficient given by this linear regression model.
The method we propose for determining prototypes in the Baseline Prototype Model
is based on a simple idea — that, rather than being central members of a category,
prototypes should be learnt by extrapolation based on confidence in categorisation. It
is hoped that this accounts for the possibility that many concept instances in the data
will not be an ideal prototype. For example, there may be many instances for ‘in’ where
the degree of containment is not 100% and in fact there may be no such instance of ‘in’
with 100% containment. However, if containment is a salient feature for ‘in’ and ‘in’
implies higher containment we ought to see that the higher the degree of containment,
the more likely the instance is to be labelled ‘in’.
In order to find the prototypical value of a given feature for a preposition we plot
the feature against the selection ratio, then using simple off-the-shelf Linear Regression
modelling [148] the feature value is predicted when the selection ratio is 1. Figure 4.1
shows the linear regression plot for some features in the case of ‘on’. The blue cross
denotes the prototype generated by the Conceptual Space model and the orange asterisk
denotes the mean value of exemplars in the Exemplar model.
On inspection of the plots it is clear that the simple linear regression model is not
well-suited to represent the data. This is in part because the individual features alone
cannot sufficiently capture the semantics of the terms. For example, in the case of the
feature above proportion for the preposition ‘on’, there are clearly many possible cases
where above proportion is high but it is not an admissible instance of ‘on’ and vice versa
(this can be seen by the line of instances along both axes in Figure 4.1). As a result,
there is significant deviation from the linear regression. The linear regression, however,
provides a simple and effective method for generating feature prototypes — we can see








































































Figure 4.1: Finding prototypical feature values for ‘on’.
4.3.2 Conceptual Space Model
Often Conceptual Spaces are constructed beginning with concept prototypes as a start-
ing point, e.g. [149]. In such work, prototypes are usually presumed to be central within
the concept representation and the conceptual space is accordingly constructed out-
wards. However, in this work we are concerned with finding prototypes which may be
uncertain.
In order to replicate the Conceptual Space approach, we take the set of all possible
instances of a given preposition (all configurations labelled at least once with the pre-
position) to provide an approximation of the conceptual region. Then, supposing that
the prototype is central to the concept [150], we take the prototype to be the barycentre
of the set of instances.
This is a very simple way to construct a Conceptual Space and there are other more
involved approaches to constructing Conceptual Spaces. For example, a more common
approach is to use Multi-Dimensional Scaling [151]. Such an approach, however, has
the limitation that it cannot generalise to unseen inputs.
Regarding the calculation of similarity within the space, we assign feature weights




For the Exemplar model we first have to decide which datapoints can act as exemplars
for a given preposition. Rather than considering all possible instances, we consider only
instances that were always labelled with the preposition, these instances act as typical
exemplars. In the absence of such instances, we take the next best instances as typical
exemplars.
Typicality of a given point, T (x), is then calculated by considering the similarity of





where E is the set of exemplars. This is still reliant on having appropriate feature
weights and again we assign feature weights using the weights calculated for the Baseline
Prototype Model.
4.3.4 Training Paradigm
As we have outlined earlier in Section 4.3, the cognitive models are each trained on
categorisation data from the Preposition Selection Task and are then tested on the
Comparative Task — in effect the models are trained using transfer learning. In the
case of the Exemplar and Conceptual Space models, disregarding feature weights for a
moment, this is necessary as they are constructed from concept instances. The Baseline
Prototype Model, however, simply requires a prototype to be constructed along with
the feature weights and there may be many ways to achieve this. In particular, a
supervised learning approach may be taken which refines the prototypes and weights
based on performance in the Comparative Task.
It seems that such an approach, however, may find solutions which do not align
with human usage of these terms. For example, it is possible to find a prototype and
weights for the preposition ‘inside’ which performs perfectly on the Comparative Task
and where the feature weight for containment is 0. Similarly, there are solutions which
perform better than any of the models in this thesis for ‘in’, ‘on’ and ‘above’ where
feature weights for the seemingly most important features are set to 0: containment




In this section the performance of the models is evaluated using the metric described
in Section 3.2.6.
4.4.1 Initial Results
As a preliminary insight, we generate models as described above using all the data
from the Preposition Selection Task (139 configurations) and then evaluate the models
as described in Section 3.2.6 using all data from the Comparative Task. As the tasks
use the same scenes, some of the same configurations will be used for both training
and testing and we therefore cannot be confident that the models are not over-fitted.
Nonetheless, as discussed in Chapter 6, there may be a distinction between the kind
of categorisation judgements made in the Preposition Selection Task and typicality
judgements made in the Comparative Task and it is interesting to consider how well
























































Figure 4.2: Initial Results: Scores using all scenes for both training and testing.
Regarding the Simple Relation models, the Best Guess and Simple models are quite
similar, with the Best Guess model performing slightly better overall — adding func-
tional features has significantly improved results for ‘on’ but has not changed ‘in’ or
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‘against’. In the case of ‘in’ this may be the case because, though location control does
influence the usage of ‘in’, it is difficult to generate situations where an object is the
most ‘in’ another object without exhibiting any containment.
Though the ‘topological’ prepositions usually indicate proximity, we can see that
proximity alone does not provide a reasonable measure of typicality for any of the
prepositions.
Of the data driven models, the Exemplar model and Conceptual Space model have
similar results overall while the Baseline Prototype Model appears to perform signific-
antly better than all the other models. We however need to test how robust the models
are to changes in training data.
4.4.2 K-Fold Testing
In order to test the ability of the models to generalise to unseen configurations of objects
and compare robustness of the models, we created train-test scenes using K-fold cross-
validation. We generate the models based on data from the training scenes given in
the Preposition Selection Task and test the models using constraints generated from
the testing scenes in the Comparative Task. We repeated this process 100 times and
averaged the results, shown in Figure 4.3.
For the cross-validation K = 2 is used to provide the largest contrast with Section
4.4.1 and also simplify the testing process as for large values of k it may be common to
generate folds which do not contain constraints to test.30 K = 2 is generally preferable
as it provides the largest testing sets while also maintaining disjoint training sets [152].
Note that the results with K = 3 are similar.
Firstly, the results show that our model is robust to reducing the training data. From
∼70 training configurations we can generate a model which on average outperforms all
other models. Moreover, our model still performs very well when generalising to unseen
configurations (overall score: 0.861) compared to the score when all data is given (overall
score: 0.884).
This seems promising — that from roughly 70 tested configurations in the Pre-
position Selection Task we can generate a model which outperforms other cognitive
models.
30Whenever a set of folds is generated, the folds are checked to verify that each fold has at least one

























































Figure 4.3: K-Fold Test Results (K=2, N=100).
If we consider each pair of ‘functional’ prepositions and their geometric counter-
parts, we can see that each of the data-driven models perform better for the geometric
counterparts in both test cases (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3), with the single exception of
the Exemplar Model and Conceptual Space Model and ‘in’/‘inside’ in the repeated 2-
fold cross validation. This possibly suggests that these terms have a simpler semantics
which is easier to represent.
Significance
To assess whether the improvement shown by our model over the others is significant,
we use a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the overall score given by
the models on each fold. The Wilcoxon test is used here as it doesn’t assume that the
distribution of the difference between scores of the models is normally distributed, as
in the commonly used paired Student’s t-test and is therefore statistically safer [153].31
The null hypothesis is that the models perform equally well (with respect to the overall
score) and alternative hypothesis that the Baseline Prototype Model performs better.
The p-value is calculated using SciPy’s implementation of the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test [154].
31Note that this differs from the method reported in [1] where the Sign test was used. The Wilcoxon
test is preferable however due to its greater statistical power.
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The largest calculated p-value when comparing the Baseline Prototype Model with
each of the other models is 3.5 × 10−18, when comparing with the Best Guess Model.
We may therefore conclude that our model does genuinely outperform the others.
It should be noted that here the training and testing data is split by assigning
training and testing scenes as this ensures that particular configurations don’t appear
in both testing and training. As a result, individual participants may appear in both
training and testing e.g. if they provide a response in the Preposition Selection Task for
one of the training scenes and in the Comparative Task for one of the testing scenes.
This does not mean that the same data appears in both training and testing — the
configurations differ as well as the task, and participant judgements are aggregated
in both tasks to generate the ‘selection ratio’ for training and constraints for testing,
as described in Section 3.2.6. However, it is plausible that the data-driven models are
over-fitted for the participants in our study.
In order to confirm that this is not the case, we have also run the same K-Fold cross
validation (K=2, N=100) where folds are created by separating participants rather
than scenes. In this case, each of the models performs marginally worse than when
all data is used for training and testing (the largest drop in performance however is
0.009) but this is to be expected for the data-driven models as the training data has
been reduced. Moreover, the overall result does not change and the largest calculated
p-value when comparing the Baseline Prototype Model with each of the other models
is 7.2 × 10−35, when comparing with the Simple Model. It does not appear that the
presence of individual participants in both training and testing has a significant impact
on performance of the models or on the overall results.
4.4.3 Functional Features
As previously discussed, we have included features representing the functional notions
of support and location control in the models. As these are novel and unexplored in
computational models of spatial prepositions, in this section we briefly analyse their
usefulness in the semantic model.
We will do this in two ways, firstly by considering the weights and values given
to features by our model when trained on all available data. Secondly, by comparing




Firstly, support correlates strongly with ‘on’ (weight = 0.32) while location control
correlates strongly with ‘in’ (weight = 0.06). Though not as strong as the case with
support and ‘on’, location control is the second highest weighted feature for ‘in’. This
indicates that the way we have quantified these notions is appropriate.
In general, geometric features are weighted higher and have a more extreme value
for the geometric counterparts. This can be seen with ‘on’ and ‘on top of’ where ‘on
top of’ has a higher weight and value for above proportion and similarly for ‘in’ and
‘inside’ with containment. Also, comparing ‘above’ with ‘over’ and ‘below’ with ‘under’,
above proportion and below proportion are both given higher weights for the former
while f covers g and g covers f are given higher weights for the latter.
It is not the case, however, that the functional features are more exaggerated for the
more functional prepositions. In fact, it is the opposite — support is higher for ‘on top
of’ than ‘on’ and location control is higher for ‘inside’ than ‘in’. This is unsurprising,
however, as it is very often the case that being geometrically ‘on’ or ‘in’ implies being
functionally ‘on’ or ‘in’ e.g. containment often implies location control.
Removing Features
In order to assess how the inclusion of these functional features affects model perform-
ance, we compared performance of our model with no features removed against our
model with support removed and with location control removed. Similarly to how we
compared each model earlier, we ran 100 repetitions of K-fold cross-validation with
K = 2. The results are shown in Table 4.3.
As we can see, in most cases our model performs better with the functional features
included. Again, we can calculate the significance of this result as in Section 4.4.2, and
find that the model performs significantly better overall when location control (p value
= 1.28× 10−23) and support (p value = 1.07× 10−28) are included. Most notably, the
model performs much worse for ‘in’ when location control is removed and for ‘on’ when
support is removed. Also, we can see that the model performs worse for ‘inside’ when
location control is removed and for ‘on top of’ when support is removed. This further
supports the idea discussed in Section 2.2.3 that though these prepositions are strongly
influenced by geometric features they are also influenced by functional interactions.
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Location control Support None removed
in 0.784 0.813 0.814
inside 0.830 0.868 0.856
against 0.845 0.883 0.874
on 0.911 0.855 0.913
on top of 0.971 0.932 0.973
under 0.721 0.730 0.737
below 0.861 0.866 0.867
over 0.792 0.749 0.796
above 0.838 0.849 0.842
Average 0.839 0.839 0.852
Overall 0.848 0.841 0.859
Table 4.3: K-Fold Test Results (K=2, N=100), with changing feature set
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have explored some approaches to modelling spatial prepositions and
provided a method for generating prototypes and weights for a prototype model which
appears to perform well in the Comparative Task and will be useful going forward.
The overall picture that is painted of typicality in cognitive accounts is that typical-
ity is related to centrality within a concept model generated from concept instances. For
certain concepts, e.g. abstract concepts with idealised meanings, this is problematic as
the notion of typicality which is useful for processing referring expressions is detached
from frequency of occurrence.
Consider the spatial preposition ‘inside’. Suppose that we do not know what ‘inside’
means but have some data representing instances of ‘inside’ and would like to generate
a typicality measure for ‘inside’. ‘inside’ is generally understood to have an ideal mean-
ing represented by the notion of containment [29], where the more containment being
expressed in an instance the more typical it is of ‘inside’. However, as can be seen in
our data, full containment is not always present for typical instances of ‘inside’.32
Figure 4.4 compares the containment exhibited by configurations and the likelihood
they are labelled with ‘inside’ in the Preposition Selection Task. The blue cross denotes
32Overall, it is for this reason we do not use ‘typical’ in the usual way to mean frequency of occurrence.
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the prototype generated by the Conceptual Space model and the orange asterisk denotes
the mean value of exemplars in the Exemplar model. The red line is a simple linear
regression, and its value when the selection ratio is 1 is the prototype given by our
generated model. We can see there are only two configurations labelled with ‘inside’
which express full containment and that there is a configuration which was always
labelled with ‘inside’ that exhibits a very low degree of containment. As a result, the
Exemplar and Conceptual Space models will provide greater typicality to configurations
with containment values around 0.5, rather than 1. The same applies to our model to
some degree, though it is a clear improvement. We believe that the overall improvement
shown by the Baseline Prototype Model over the Conceptual Space and Exemplar
approaches is primarily a result of this.














Figure 4.4: Instances of ‘inside’.
As discussed in Section 2.2, many features can influence the usage of spatial pre-
positions and should be accounted for in the computational model. For example, ‘over’
is often characterised by the figure being located higher than the ground and within
some region of influence. However, as discussed in [30], ‘over’ may also indicate contact
between figure and ground.
Moreover, considering the polysemy exhibited by spatial prepositions, some features
which may not seem to be salient for the preposition in general may be very important
for determining the typicality for particular polysemes. For example, in some cases ‘on’
may indicate that the figure is in contact with some region of influence surrounding
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the ground rather than the ground itself [34], and shortest distance rather than contact
becomes more salient in this case. For this reason we wanted to explore models which go
beyond expressing spatial prepositions with one or two hand-picked features. Moreover,
by automatically generating weights and prototypes for concepts we provide a method
for modelling concepts where the semantics are less clear e.g. for polysemes and this is
explored further in Chapter 5.
With regards to the functional relationships that spatial prepositions appear to
encode, as far as I am aware, the models described in this chapter are the first to
include such features. Moreover, we have shown that our Baseline Prototype Model
performs significantly worse overall when either functional feature is removed. This is
quite a strong result as one would expect that the functional features are not salient for
some prepositions, e.g. ‘above’. However, as is expected location control is particularly
useful for modelling ‘in’ and support is particularly useful for ‘on’.
Overall, we have shown that it is possible to generate a model of typicality which
(1) includes limited prior knowledge of the semantics of the concepts and (2) includes
a greater range of features than most ‘Simple Relation’ models and outperforms them
in doing so.
Using the collected data and semantic model discussed in this chapter there are
a number of further issues related to spatial language use that we are interested in
exploring. In the following section, we will consider the limitations and errors of the
Baseline Prototype Model which suggests some directions for further improvements.
4.6 Improvements
We have seen that the Baseline Prototype Model provides a general improvement over
the other models outlined in this chapter. However, there is clearly some room for
improvement and in this section we will consider errors made by the model and how it
may be improved.
4.6.1 Motivating Examples
In order to suggest where the Baseline Prototype Model may be improved and give
further insight into the complexity of modelling spatial prepositions, we examine some




The highest weighted unsatisfied constraint for both ‘in’ and ‘inside’ arises from
configurations (pear, cup) and (cube, cup) where to satisfy the constraint the model
should assign a higher typicality to (pear, cup). Both these configurations are non-ideal
instances of ‘in’ or ‘inside’, exhibiting a high degree of location control but only partial
containment. Interestingly, containment is actually lower for (pear, cup) than (cube,
cup) but with a quick glance at an image of the configurations (Figure 4.5) we can see
why (pear, cup) may be a better instance of both ‘in’ and ‘inside’ than (cube, cup).
Figure 4.5: Where the Baseline Prototype Model fails for ‘in’ and ‘inside’.
Such instances may frequently occur as not all types of containment are the same,
see [37, 38]. Measuring the overlap of bounding boxes is a crude simplification of the
notion of containment and, as in the case of (cube, cup), may represent containment
in a very weak sense. Using the terminology of [37], in (pear, cup) the pear is partially
contained in the containable inside of the cup, while in (cube, cup) the cube is partially
geometrically inside the cup. This provides another good example of why simple relation
models fail, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
One solution to this may be to distinguish and assign differing priority to these
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different types of containment. However, extracting such information from a 3D scene is
a difficult computational challenge which, as far as I am aware, has not been addressed.
In such instances, one would expect that the cup offers a higher degree of
location control to the pear than the cube and that as a result the model assigns
higher typicality to (pear, cup) than (cube, cup) for both ‘in’ and ‘inside’.33 However,
the calculated value of location control is in fact slightly higher for (cube, cup) than
(pear, cup); it may therefore be possible to improve performance in these cases by
refining how this feature is calculated.
Figure 4.6: Different senses of ‘on’.
The highest weighted unsatisfied constraint for ‘on’ arises from (clock, board) and
(book, board) (see Figure 4.6) where to satisfy the constraint the model should assign
a higher typicality to (clock, board). The (book, board) configuration is an instance
of ‘on’ with a high value of above proportion and support, but as it is precariously
balanced on top contact is low. The (clock, board) configuration is an instance of ‘on’
with a high value of contact and support but not above proportion. It appears that both
configurations are instances of different senses of ‘on’ and are examples of the polysemy
exhibited by this spatial preposition, and as the meaning of ‘on’ is learnt as a single
sense by the model, and above proportion is generally present for ‘on’, (clock, board) is
assigned a low typicality score even though it is a very good instance of this ‘attached
33The importance of location control for ‘inside’ can be seen in Table 4.3.
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to the side’ sense of ‘on’.
In Figure 4.7 feature values of configurations tested in the Preposition Selection Task
are displayed along with their selection ratio for ‘on’. We can see that configurations
like (clock, board) where above proportion is low are not uncommon, and that there
are many with a high selection ratio. In this plot the prototypes for the Conceptual
Space model and Baseline Prototype Model are given along with the mean value of
exemplars in the Exemplar model. We can see that the generated models favour values
of above proportion around 0.7, when for the canonical sense of ‘on’ we would expect a
prototypical value of 1. It may therefore be possible to improve the models by accounting
for the various senses that spatial prepositions exhibit, and this is discussed further in
the following chapter.




























In the previous chapter we outlined a Baseline Prototype Model for automatically
generating typicality measures for spatial prepositions in grounded settings and intro-
duced methods for learning its parameters from data. However, though there is much
to suggest that spatial prepositions exhibit polysemy (see Section 2.2.4), each term was
treated as exhibiting a single sense.
In this chapter we will explore how to model the polysemy that spatial prepositions
appear to exhibit and refine the previous Baseline Prototype Model by accounting
for polysemy. We will provide novel methods for distinguishing separate polysemes,
modelling the semantics of these polysemes and incorporating these into models of
typicality for each preposition.
The previous chapter has shown that spatial prepositions are amenable to being
modelled using prototypes and we now have methods for determining suitable proto-
types in a feature space and feature weights for measuring typicality. In order to utilise
these methods in modelling polysemy, we must first devise a method for differentiating
polysemes such that when given a configuration labelled with a preposition we are able
to determine which polyseme the configuration exemplifies.
Once methods for differentiating polysemes and determining the typicality of a
given configuration for a specific polyseme have been defined, we must consider how
typicality of a configuration is assigned for prepositions in general. This consideration
gives rise to the notion of a ‘polyseme hierarchy’. The Polysemy Model is then generated
by combining the methods for differentiating polysemes with this notion of a ‘polyseme
hierarchy’.
We will also explore a more data-driven approach to modelling polysemy which
relies on a clustering algorithm — we call the resulting model the k-Means Model. The
performance of the Polysemy Model is initially tested by comparing it to the Baseline
Prototype Model and the k-Means Model and we find that our method for incorporating
polysemy into the Baseline Prototype Model provides significant improvement.
The main approach explored in this chapter relies on the author’s intuition and
evidence from the literature. However, once the performance of the Polysemy Model
has been displayed we will explore refinements of the model and simple methods for
reducing the reliance on intuition to build the model. The improved model will be called
the Refined Model.
Finally, we will analyse the properties and behaviour of the generated Polysemy
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Model and Refined Model, providing some insight into the improvement in performance
over the Baseline Prototype Model, as well as justification for the given methods.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
1. a method of identifying polysemes based on ‘ideal meanings’ [29] and a modific-
ation of the ‘principled polysemy’ framework [30]
2. a notion of a ‘polyseme hierarchy’ which allows polysemes to be compared and
aids typicality judgements
5.1 Which Prepositions?
The main motivations of this chapter are to deepen the understanding of the semantics
of spatial prepositions and the polysemy they appear to exhibit, as well as provide a
method which accounts for the apparent polysemy that helps to overcome some of the
limitations discussed in Section 4.6.1. As such, the methods developed here (and the
initial report of [2]) are initially focused on those spatial prepositions for which there
is evidence in the literature that they exhibit polysemy at the kind of room-scales we
are considering. We consider these to be ‘in’ [57], ‘under’ [155], ‘over’ [30, 155] and ‘on’
[6].34
Each of these prepositions may be considered ‘functional’ spatial prepositions and
are considered semantically more complex than their geometric counterparts. Given the
extra semantic complexity, it is unsurprising that these prepositions may more read-
ily express a larger variety of senses. Furthermore, the scores obtained by the Baseline
Prototype Model in Section 4.4 for each of these prepositions are worse than for their re-
spective geometric counterparts; suggesting a greater need for a more detailed semantic
model for these prepositions. In Section 5.5 we will, however, explore the applicability
of the approach developed in this chapter to these ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions and
discuss the extent to which they are actually non-polysemous.
34Though not explicitly studying polysemy, Bowerman and Choi [6] provide various examples of
object configurations which are labelled simply with ‘on’ in English but are distinguished with multiple
prepositions in other languages, see Figure 2.1.
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5.2 Polysemy Models Based on Ideal Meanings
In this section we will specify how semantic models can be trained using data from
the Preposition Selection Task which account for polysemy based on a notion of ‘ideal
meanings’ and we will also outline the motivations for this approach.
5.2.1 Identifying Polysemes
The first challenge is to identify the different polysemes that may be expressed by a
preposition and this issue is explored in this section.
For each preposition the goal is to construct a meaningful set of polysemes where,
given a configuration in a scene, there is a method for determining which polysemes
the configuration could represent. Once this has been achieved, the model can then be
trained treating each polyseme separately, which is described in a later section.
Clustering
In order to potentially distinguish polysemes, suggest distinguishing features and sup-
port the approach taken to finding polysemes, we begin by attempting to cluster prepos-
ition instances. Data from the Preposition Selection Task is clustered using off-the-shelf
clustering algorithms provided by scikit-learn [148]. In the remainder of this chapter,
where the k-means clustering algorithm is used, all tested configurations are used and
are weighted by their ‘selection ratio’ for the given preposition. Where Hierarchical Ag-
glomerative Clustering (HAC) is used, only ‘good’ instances of the preposition (where
the ‘selection ratio’ is greater than or equal to 0.5) are used. Though features which do
not directly influence typicality of a preposition may help to distinguish polysemes, e.g.
whether or not the ground is a container, currently only the relational features given
in Section 3.2.3 are considered.
Due to the vagueness they exhibit, spatial prepositions are difficult to cluster and it
may not be clear when meaningful clusters have been established. For example, when
generating clusters using the k-Means algorithm, where the number of clusters k must
be specified in advance, one may employ the ‘Elbow’ Method to determine how many
clusters should be generated. This involves running the algorithm with varying values
for k and plotting the inertia (within-cluster sum-of-squares) of each of the generated
models against k. A distinct kink in the plot signifies the optimal value of k. When
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we apply this to our data no such kink is discernible, possibly with the exception of
‘under’, see Figure 5.1 for the case of ‘on’. It may be that, though to humans there
are meaningful distinctions between polysemes, the clusters representing polysemes
significantly overlap and finding well-defined significant clusters is a computational
challenge.












Figure 5.1: Inertia from k-means clustering of ‘on’.
In order to get a better understanding of the data, we cluster the data using HAC
with the Nearest Point Algorithm, and use the provided dendrograms for analysis.
In Figure 5.2 we see the clusters generated by the HAC algorithm for ‘on’. We can
see a large grouping (in red) which appears to represent the ideal/canonical meaning
of ‘on’ — instances in the group have a high degree of support, above proportion and
contact. These are most sharply distinguished from the group in green (24, 35, 38)
where support and contact are high but above proportion is 0. In the turquoise group
support and contact are generally apparent but above proportion is low. Finally the
clade (43) represents an instance where above proportion and support are near 0 and
there is some contact. These generated clusters appear to represent and support the
distinctions (Sense 1: Red and Turquoise), (Sense 2: Green) and (Sense 3: Blue) given
for ‘on’ in the Section 2.2.4.
In general, the clustering appears to show that for each preposition there is a cluster
representing canonical examples of the preposition and that other clusters may be
distinguished by their lack of a particular salient feature. We explore representations
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Figure 5.2: Dendrogram from HCA for ‘on’.
of these canonical meanings in the following sections.
Ideal Meanings
Herskovits [29] argues that the meanings of spatial prepositions should be understood
as ideal meanings from which other uses of the prepositions are derived, see Section
2.2.2. Clearly the ideal meaning of a preposition represents a polyseme that should be
represented in our model and so we begin by defining these.
In order to represent each ideal meaning, salient features, threshold values and or-
dering relations are assigned to each preposition such that a configuration is considered
an ideal instance of the preposition if the values are greater than (or less than, depend-
ing on the ordering relation) or equal to the threshold for each salient feature. Initially,
we draw on the existing literature to determine which features should be considered
salient, and rely on the author’s intuition to assign threshold values such that the in-
stances will likely be close to what we may consider an ideal meaning and also that
training instances will likely be apparent for each generated polyseme (see Table B.1
in the Appendix for the precise definitions).
The polysemy model reported in [2] uses these intuitive definitions, however a more
robust implementation would automatically generate these threshold values from the
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training data. This has in fact been achieved, which we will discuss in Section 5.6.1.
Representations of the ideal meaning of each preposition are described below. For
the prepositions ‘in’ and ‘on’ we follow [8] and assume that the underlying representa-
tions comprise both geometric and functional components.
In Following [8], ‘in’ expresses geometric containment as well as the functional notion
of location control. We define the ideal meaning of ‘in’ by a high value of two features:
containment and location control.
On In [8] various accounts and definitions of ‘on’ are listed and the recurring features
are contiguity and support. We also believe that the canonical representation of support
supposes that an object is supported from below, as is discussed in [34] and is seen in
the support image schema provided in [9]. We therefore define the ideal notion of ‘on’
as having a high value of three features: support, above proportion and contact.
Under Herskovits [29] gives the ideal meaning of ‘under’ as ‘partial inclusion of a geo-
metrical construct in the lower space defined by some surface, line or point’. We therefore
define the ideal meaning of ‘under’ by a high value of two features: below proportion
and g covers f .
Over Work on the semantics of ‘over’ often considers moving objects and the path
taken by the figure. When we only consider static objects, ‘over’ appears to have two
central notions — that the figure is above the ground and that the figure covers the
ground [30, 46]. We therefore define the ideal meaning of ‘over’ by a high value of:
above proportion and f covers g.
Meaning Shifts
Once the ideal meanings are understood, the derived uses of a spatial preposition are
then achieved via what Herskovits calls ‘sense’ and ‘tolerance’ shifts. In tolerance shifts
the ideal meaning may be deviated from in a continuous manner — e.g. ‘in’ may be
used to express partial containment rather than full containment. Sense shifts appear
in a discontinuous manner where the relations expressed by the ideal meaning are sub-
stituted for conceptually similar relations — Herskovits gives the instructive example
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of ‘the muscles in his leg’ where the relation being expressed by ‘in’ is no longer con-
tainment but parthood.
How sense shifts and their associated language conventions may arise relies on the
complex interactions of commonsense reasoning and the evolution of language. We do
not attempt to fully characterise how these processes occur. However, in the case of both
sense and tolerance shifts, the meaning expressed by a preposition generally violates a
condition of the ideal meaning but is still closely related to it.
This relates to the ‘principled polysemy’ approach set out in [30] which aims to
provide a more objective footing for determining when preposition instances repres-
ent genuinely distinct senses. The principled polysemy framework assumes a ‘primary
sense’, similar to the notion of ‘ideal meaning’ and comprises two criteria for a sense
to count as distinct:
1. The sense must include a non-spatial component which distinguishes it from other
senses and/or where the spatial configuration is meaningfully different from other
senses
2. There must be instances of the sense where its meaning cannot simply be derived
from the context along with knowledge of the other senses
With regards to the first criterion, we do not distinguish spatial and functional features.
The second criterion is rather subjective and would rely on an advanced model of
commonsense in order to automate. We condense the criteria to:
Criterion 1 A sense may be considered distinct if the sense meaningfully differs from
other senses with regards to some spatial or functional features
We suppose that whether a sense satisfies or violates one of the conditions of the
ideal meaning constitutes a meaningful distinction. Following this, the ideal meaning
of a preposition can be considered to be a distinct polyseme and every other polyseme
is represented by some non-ideal meaning.
The various ways that the conditions of the ideal meaning may be violated provide
a method of grouping non-ideal meanings and we take these groupings to represent
distinct polysemes. For example, in the case of ‘on’ each non-ideal sense is generated
by negating at least one of the three conditions, giving eight potential senses for ‘on’.
So, for example, there is a sense of ‘on’ where the figure is supported by and in contact
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with the ground but not above it and this sense is distinguished from the sense where
the figure is above, in contact with and supported by the ground.
Clearly, it may be the case that a non-ideal meaning constructed in this way encom-
passes more than one genuine polyseme, however the distinctions would then become
very fine-grained and a larger dataset would be required for training. This is a potential
avenue for further work.
For each preposition we now have a set of polysemes each with a set of conditions
that a configuration must satisfy in order to be a potential polyseme instance.
5.2.2 Determining Typicality
Given that we have outlined how polysemes may be distinguished, how do we translate
this into a semantic model? Firstly, we construct models for each polyseme such that,
given a particular configuration, we can assign a value representing how typical the
configuration is for the polyseme.
In order to construct such models we treat each polyseme as if it were a distinct term
and employ the same method, underlying model and feature space used in the Baseline
Prototype Model. To train each polyseme separately and ensure that the polyseme is
only trained on polyseme instances, the training datasets are modified. This is achieved
simply by removing potential preposition instances that are not examples of the given
polyseme i.e. configurations which have been labelled with the preposition but which
do not fit the polysemes conditions. For example, for the ideal sense of ‘on’ we would
use the ‘on’ dataset and remove instances of ‘on’ where one of the ideal conditions does
not hold. In this way, the model is trained on instances of a particular polyseme and so
the generated prototype and weights reflect properties of the distinct polyseme rather
than the preposition in general. In Equation 5.1, the typicality, typicalityp(c), assigned
by a polyseme, p, to a configuration, c, is specified by these prototypes and weights.
5.2.3 Polyseme Hierarchy
Given that we have a model which assigns a typicality score to any given configuration
for a given polyseme, how can we exploit this to answer the kind of referring expressions
which appear in the Comparative Task e.g. ‘the object on the board’?
In some cases, given a preposition and ground, only one polyseme of the preposition
may be applicable to all potential figure-ground pairs in the scene. In this case we can
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just compare the typicality for each figure-ground pair, with respect to that polyseme,
and the most typical is the one selected.
However, in many cases there will be multiple possible figures each potentially fitting
a different polyseme. For example, there may be a scene with a book on a table — Sense
1 from Section 2.2.4 — as well as a box on the floor but touching the table — Sense
3 from Section 2.2.4. It may be the case that the typicality Sense 1 assigns to (book,
table) is slightly less than Sense 3 assigns to (box, table). If we are to simply select
objects based on raw typicality, ‘the object on the table’ may be interpreted as ‘box’.
This would clearly be a mistake as Sense 3 is a weaker sense of ‘on’. We must therefore
somehow account for this apparent hierarchy of senses.
The notion of sense hierarchies is not in itself new; however hierarchies are usu-
ally based on inheritance and generality e.g. the hierarchies in WordNet [53] capture
knowledge such as ‘a car is a vehicle’. In the case of prepositions, [156] create a hierarch-
ical taxonomy of preposition ‘supersenses’ which may be used to annotate text. These
‘supersenses’ group together ‘fine-grained’ preposition senses which are then ordered
into an inheritance hierarchy. However, the apparent hierarchy of the polysemes we are
considering is less related to inheritance and more related to a perceived applicability
of the polyseme — in the above example Sense 1 is a better sense of ‘on’ than Sense
3. Furthermore, we aim to somehow quantify the hierarchy so that polysemes may be
compared.
In order to account for this apparent hierarchy, the typicality scores are adjusted
based on the likelihood that a participant uses the given preposition to denote the given
polyseme. To determine how the scores should be adjusted, using data from the Pre-
position Selection Task we generate a rank for each polyseme. The rank for a polyseme
is calculated by taking the average value of the selection ratio for all configurations
that fit the conditions of the polyseme.
For a given preposition, the polysemy models calculate the typicality of a configur-
ation, c, using Equation 5.1. P is the set of polysemes of the preposition which may
apply to c, typicalityp(c) is the typicality of c with respect to a polyseme p and rp is




By adjusting the typicality assigned by polysemes by their rank, configurations
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fitting weaker senses, e.g. Sense 3, should only be selected if there are no good examples
present of stronger senses, e.g. Sense 1.
5.2.4 Specification
The polysemy model described in this section, which will be called the Distinct Proto-
type Model, is defined for each preposition as a set of polysemes where each polyseme
is in turn defined by:
• A set of conditions under which the polyseme may be applicable
• A set of feature weights and a prototype allowing for typicality measurement
• A rank which represents the preference for the polyseme
and the overall typicality of a configuration for a given preposition is given by
Equation 5.1.
It is possible that when the data is split into train/test sets, there will be cases where
a polyseme is not given any positive instances to train on. In this case, the polyseme
is assigned prototype and weights equal to those assigned by the Baseline Prototype
Model for the associated preposition. The rank for the polyseme, instead of being 0 is
then taken as the average value of the selection ratio for all training configurations.
We can see that overall the resulting model is a collection of prototypes with as-
sociated weights, organised around a central ideal meaning. This has some similarity
with the radial category approach [157] in so far as each sense is linked to a central
sense, though the radial category approach is aimed at distinguishing less fine-grained
distinctions than we consider here where senses do not share the same underlying rep-
resentations and are created through schematic transformations (similar to the ‘sense
shifts’ discussed in Section 2.2.4).
In order to explore the nature of polysemy and how it may impact semantic rep-
resentations we will also consider a similar model, the Shared Prototype Model, where
the polysemes share a prototype. The Distinct Prototype Model and Shared Prototype
Model are the same except that in the former each polyseme learns its own prototype
while in the latter each polyseme uses the same prototype which is assigned using the
prototype from the Baseline Prototype Model.
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By comparing these two models we may test whether polysemes should share a
prototype or be organised into multiple prototypicality centres. For example, Senses
1, 2 and 3 for ‘on’ from Section 2.2.4 may assign varying salience to support, contact
and aboveness but within each sense more support, contact or aboveness may increase
typicality i.e. if the prototype for each sense is the canonical one and is shared.
5.3 k-Means Model
The polysemy models we have so far described rely on the intuition of the authors and
evidence from the literature to generate ideal meanings. In order to provide a more
thorough analysis and explore other methods for handling polysemy, we also generate a
model which requires no such expert knowledge and relies on a clustering algorithm to
find polysemes. We call this model the k-Means Model and in this section we describe
how it is generated and how it assigns typicality to configurations.
5.3.1 Typicality
The parameters defining the k-Means Model are:
• A set of feature weights for measuring semantic distance and similarity
• A set of clusters each defined by a cluster centre
• A rank associated with each cluster
Given these parameters, the k-Means Model assigns typicality to a given config-
uration, x, by first finding the cluster, C, which is semantically most similar to x.
Semantic similarity of x to a cluster is calculated using Equation 4.3 where the centre
of the cluster acts as the prototype P . The typicality of x is then given as the semantic
similarity of x to C multiplied by the rank assigned to C.
5.3.2 Generation
Here we describe how, for a given preposition, the parameters of the k-Means Model
are assigned when given training data.
Firstly, the feature weights for the k-Means Model are trained in the same way as
the Baseline Prototype Model, giving a measure of feature salience for the preposition in
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general. Semantic similarity can then be calculated using a weighted Euclidean metric,
as in Equation 4.3.
In order to find an appropriate set of clusters for the model, we begin with a
fixed number of clusters, k, to be generated. We set k to be the number of polysemes
generated by the polysemy models — ‘on’:8, ‘in’:4, ‘under’:4, ‘over’:4. We then cluster
the configurations in the training data using k-Means clustering to generate k clusters
defined by the centre of the cluster. For the algorithm the configurations are weighted
by their associated selection ratio for the preposition.
Finally we must determine a rank for each cluster. This is calculated by finding
the average selection ratio of configurations in each cluster. Before this is calculated,
each cluster is first modified to account for feature salience so that the given clusters
are more internally coherent with respect to semantic similarity. Where previously each
configuration is assigned to the cluster with the closest centre, now each configuration
is assigned to the cluster with the centre that it is semantically most similar to. Finally,
the rank of a given cluster is then calculated by taking the mean value of the selection
ratio for configurations in the cluster.
5.4 Model Performance
As in Section 4.4, the performance of the models is evaluated as described in 3.2.6.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the scores given to each preposition are the sum of weights
of the satisfied constraints involving the preposition divided by the total weight of
constraints involving the preposition. The average score is simply the average score for
each preposition and the overall score is the sum of weights of all satisfied constraints
divided by the total weight of all constraints. Higher scores imply better agreement
with participants in general.
5.4.1 Initial Results
To provide an initial insight into model performance and how well the models translate
categorical data into typicality judgements, we compare the models when training and
testing using all the data from both tasks. Results for each preposition are given in
Table 5.1.











in 0.864 0.864 0.814 0.814
on 0.951 0.951 0.945 0.957
under 0.908 0.752 0.809 0.894
over 0.824 0.765 0.800 0.812
Average 0.887 0.833 0.842 0.869
Overall 0.902 0.842 0.857 0.891
Table 5.1: Initial Results: Training & testing on all scenes. Scores represent agreement
with participants in the Comparative Task
der’ and ‘over’ and the models draw with ‘in’ and ‘on’. This suggests that learning
a distinct prototype for each polyseme is advantageous and supports the notion that
these terms ought to be represented by several distinct prototypicality centres.35 From
here on we discard the Shared Prototype Model and refer to the Distinct Prototype
Model as the Polysemy Model.
5.4.2 K-Fold Testing
In order to test and compare robustness of the models, we split the data into training
and testing scenes using K-fold cross-validation with K = 10. We then generate the
models based on data from the training scenes given in the Preposition Selection Task
and test the models using constraints generated from the testing scenes in the Com-
parative Task. We repeated this process 10 times and averaged the results, shown in
Table 5.2.36
Here K = 10 is used as opposed to in Section 4.4.2 where K = 2 is used as the









in 0.837 0.828 0.810
on 0.937 0.929 0.947
under 0.891 0.766 0.886
over 0.802 0.798 0.694
Average 0.867 0.830 0.835
Overall 0.891 0.846 0.867
Table 5.2: K-Fold Test Results (K=10, N=10). Scores are averaged results of the cross-
validation
Results
The Polysemy Model has improved on the Baseline Prototype Model for each prepos-
ition and both the models which have accounted in some way for polysemy have in
general improved on the Baseline Prototype Model. In the case of ‘in’, the Baseline
Prototype Model outperforms the k-Means Model. We believe that this is partly be-
cause the k-Means Model will in general require more data for training and ‘in’ is a
particularly difficult preposition to collect large amounts of data for — there are only
eight ‘good’ instances of ‘in’ in the data from the Preposition Selection Task.
Though the k-Means Model has under-performed for ‘in’ and ‘over’, it may provide
a useful method for handling the polysemy of terms which do not have such clear ideal
meanings.
Significance
In order to assess whether the improvement shown by the Polysemy Model over the
other models is significant, we again use a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test as in
Section 4.4.2. The calculated p-value is 1.3×10−6 when comparing to the Baseline Pro-
totype Model and 0.0043 when compared with the k-Means Model. We may therefore
35We also test the Shared Prototype Model in the following, where it performs significantly worse
than the Distinct Prototype Model, but omit its results for readability and brevity.
36As in Chapter 4, each fold is checked to verify that it contains a constraint to test for each preposi-
tion. Also, each training set of K-1 folds must contain enough training instances for the k-Means Model
— training scenes must contain at least k preposition instances, where k is the number of clusters
generated for the given preposition (given in Section 5.3.2).
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conclude that the Polysemy Model does genuinely outperform the others. The improve-
ment shown by the k-Means Model over the baseline also appears to be significant (p
value = 0.013).
5.5 Non-Polysemous Prepositions
So far, the study in this chapter has been based on those prepositions which, according
to existing literature, appear to exhibit polysemy at room/table-top scales and also
have an uncontroversial ideal meaning. It may be the case, however, that the ‘non-
polysemous’ prepositions considered in this thesis (‘inside’, ‘on top of’, ‘above’, ‘below’
and ‘against’) are actually polysemous or that the approach developed in this chapter
also performs well when modelling these non-polysemous concepts.
Consider the example of ‘inside’, it would seem that we may confidently assign an
ideal meaning to ‘inside’ represented by full containment and that this single sense
appropriately captures the semantics of ‘inside’. This is supported by the performance
of the Simple Relation models in Section 4.4. There are, however, instances of ‘inside’
where location control seems to be just as important as containment, see the examples
in Section 4.6.1.
It may be the case that accounting for polysemy is beneficial, or at least not several
detrimental, in modelling the ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions. We therefore extend the
original approach of [2] to include these prepositions and will discuss the degree to
which they exhibit polysemy.
The main approach of this chapter relies on modelling the ‘ideal meaning’ of each
preposition and these are described below for the additional prepositions.
5.5.1 Ideal Meanings
Supposing that ‘inside’, ‘on top of’, ‘above’ and ‘below’ are purely geometric versions
of their functional counterparts, their ideal meanings are simplified, from Section 5.2.1,
as follows:
• ‘inside’ is defined simply by a high value of containment
• ‘on top of’ is defined by a high value of above proportion and contact
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• ‘above’ is defined by a high value of above proportion and a low value of
horizontal distance
• ‘below’ is defined by a high value of below proportion and a low value of
horizontal distance
We attempt to include ‘against’ in the following, though it is not clear that such an
ideal meaning or a reliable way to model it exists.
‘against’ is quite a confusing preposition to define which has not been much treated
in the literature and in Section 4.4.1 we can see the poor performance of the Simple,
Best Guess and Proximity models. It would seem that ‘against’ usually denotes some
degree of proximity and/or contact. For example, in work by Doore et al. [158] the
preference for different spatial prepositions is assessed in different contexts and ‘against’
is preferred to ‘next to’, ‘touching’ or ‘along’ when describing contact relations. Also,
it is apparent that ‘against’ expresses a functional relationship where a force being
exerted by the figure is resisted by the ground [25].
We take the ideal meaning of ‘against’ to be expressed by a high value of contact
and location control and a low value of horizontal distance. Again, the precise values
assigned to the ideal meanings are given in Table B.1 in the Appendix.
5.5.2 Results
Again, the models are first tested when training and testing using data from all the
given scenes and the results are given in Table 5.3. We can see in general the Polysemy
Model still performs well, even for the ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions — outperforming
the Baseline Prototype Model and k-Means Model for ‘in’, ‘inside’, ‘under’, ‘over’ and
‘above’ and achieving a perfect score for ‘on top of’; and outperforming the Baseline
Prototype Model in all cases except ‘against’ and ‘below’.
To provide a more thorough test of the models, again the models are tested using
K-Fold cross validation (K=10, N=10) and the results are given in Table 5.4.
In both Tables 5.3 and 5.4 the models appear in general to perform better for the
‘non-polysemous’ prepositions than the polysemous prepositions. In both tables, with
the exception of the Polysemy Model in Table 5.4, the models achieve a higher score on
average for ‘inside’, ‘against’, ‘on top of’, ‘below’ and ‘above’ than ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘under’ and









in 0.864 0.814 0.814
inside 0.958 0.917 0.896
against 0.855 0.889 0.838
on 0.951 0.945 0.957
on top of 1.000 0.985 0.992
under 0.908 0.809 0.894
below 0.776 0.884 0.905
over 0.824 0.800 0.812
above 0.892 0.843 0.880
Average 0.892 0.876 0.887
Overall 0.892 0.884 0.899
Table 5.3: Testing the models on all prepositions. Initial Results: Training & testing on
all scenes
perform better for the non-polysemous prepositions than their functional counterparts.
The addition of ‘inside’, ‘against’ and ‘below’, for which the Baseline Prototype
Model appears to perform better than the Polysemy Model, means that there is no sig-
nificant improvement given by the Polysemy Model when considering all these terms.37
Nevertheless, the polysemy models perform surprisingly well on the ‘non-polysemous’
terms. This could simply be answered by saying that their semantics are simpler and
easier to model, however this does raise a couple of questions. Firstly, are these terms
actually not polysemous? Secondly, supposing these ‘non-polysemous’ terms are not
polysemous, is the performance of the Polysemy Model a result of something other
than the model actually capturing polysemy?
Are these prepositions non-polysemous?
In order to explore this in more detail we will consider some examples of each of these
prepositions.
37We will however see in Section 5.6 that it is possible to refine the Polysemy Model such that it









in 0.827 0.843 0.814
inside 0.893 0.923 0.861
against 0.815 0.862 0.837
on 0.949 0.932 0.945
on top of 0.989 0.975 0.969
under 0.889 0.782 0.874
below 0.769 0.850 0.885
over 0.811 0.793 0.684
above 0.843 0.828 0.824
Average 0.865 0.865 0.855
Overall 0.875 0.872 0.874
Table 5.4: Testing the models on all prepositions. K-Fold Test Results (K=10, N=10)
Inside Figure 5.3 shows some configurations which appear in the study scenes. In
the Preposition Selection Task when labelling the (pear, cup) configuration, all tested
participants gave ‘inside’. In the Comparative Task, when selecting the object referred
to by ‘the object inside the cup’, participants selected the pear — the Polysemy Model
agrees with participants here but the Baseline Prototype Model doesn’t. This appears
to be similar to the often cited instances of objects being ‘in’ other objects when there
is little or no containment and is usually explained by the presence of location control.
Following the previously discussed Criterion 1 for distinguishing polysemes, this appears
to be a non-ideal sense of ‘inside’ and provides some support that ‘inside’ is in fact
polysemous.
On top of Again, Figure 5.4 shows some configurations from the study. In the Pre-
position Selection Task, half of the tested participants labelled the (pencil, lamp) con-
figuration with ‘on top of’, and participants would select the pencil when given the
description ‘the object on top of the lamp’. Both the Polysemy Model and Baseline
Prototype Model pick the pencil in this case, as the other possible objects are not very
plausible instances. The Polysemy Model, however, gives a more marked distinction
between (pencil, lamp) and other configurations in the scene where the lamp is the
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Figure 5.3: ‘inside the cup’
ground.
This instance of ‘on top of’ may be explained by synecdoche, where the noun ‘lamp’
is being used to refer to the base of the lamp which the pencil is on top of in a canonical
sense. Following this we may argue that the meaning of ‘on top of’ here is unchanged
from the canonical one and that this is not evidence of ‘on top of’ exhibiting polysemy.
This relates to precisely how polysemy is defined, as we may say that being on top
of an object as a whole and being on top of some salient part of an object are distinct
senses of ‘on top of’ and that in this particular instance both synecdoche and polysemy
are occurring. However, regardless of the precise definition of polysemy, such instances
should be accounted for somehow.
One approach to modelling these phenomena would be to iterate over sections or
‘salient parts’ of objects, for example checking whether the pencil is on top of the lamp as
a whole, or some important section of the lamp e.g. its base. This is the approach taken
for ‘on’ in [78]. Automating such a process would require an ability to automatically
demarcate and label salient parts of objects and this is a significant research problem.
The method proposed in this chapter instead deals with these synecdochal instances
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Figure 5.4: ‘on top of the lamp’
in a simpler way by modelling a distinct sense of ‘on top of’ where above proportion is
low, and this potentially explains the good performance of the Polysemy Model for ‘on
top of’.
Above For the configuration (table, box) in Figure 5.5, all tested participants selected
‘above’, and there are many similar examples of this. This may seem uncontroversial,
however a large proportion of the table is not actually above the box and the value
of above proportion is 0.77. Similarly to the example of ‘on top of’ discussed above,
this instance may be explained by synecdoche — ‘table’ may be conceptualised as the
horizontal part of the table. However, it is interesting to note the existence of seem-
ingly unambiguous instances of ‘above’ where above proportion is not 1, and following
Criterion 1, we may suppose that this is a distinct sense of ‘above’ which is similar to
the ‘covering’ sense of ‘over’.
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Figure 5.5: ‘above the box’
Below For the (jar, board) configuration shown in Figure 5.6, four out of five tested
participants selected ‘below’ in the Preposition Selection Task. This is similar to the
example above given for ‘above’ (the value of below proportion is 0.19), however it is
even more striking as the board does not cover the jar (the value of g covers f is 0.15).
Against In both Figures 5.7 and 5.8 the configuration (box, table) was labelled with
‘against’ by every tested participant. These appear to be distinct senses of ‘against’,
in one the box is leaning against the table and in the other box is simply next to it.
This distinction can be drawn with either of the functional features — there is a higher
degree of support and location control in (1) than in (2).
Overall, it appears that the ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions may in fact exhibit poly-
semy to some degree and this may explain the reasonable performance of the Polysemy
Model for these prepositions.
Is the model capturing polysemy?
Above we have provided some evidence that these ‘non-polysemous’ terms may in fact
be polysemous. However, the question still stands whether the methods used for the
Polysemy Model are actually capturing polysemy or are just making training more
effective by partitioning the data. We do not believe the latter to be the case, and will
provide some evidence for this view here.
In order to test this, we generated the Partition Model which partitions the data
using defined ‘ideal meanings’ in the same way as the Polysemy Model, but where
the ‘ideal meanings’ are generated in an arbitrary fashion. To achieve this, for each
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Figure 5.6: ‘below the board’
preposition, we begin with the ideal meaning given by the polysemy model which is
defined by a set of features and threshold values. For each feature appearing in the
original ideal meaning, we randomly select a new ‘non-salient’ feature which does not
appear in the original ideal meaning. Then to determine threshold values for each of
the new features, we take the median values of the features in the training data. In this
way, there will always be training instances for the ideal meaning as well as the other
polysemes (provided there are at least as many training instances as polysemes). To
ensure that the ideal meaning is still represented by ‘good’ instances of the preposition,
we use the median feature values of ‘good’ training instances here (where the selection
ratio is ≥ 0.5).
As we can see from Tables 5.5 and 5.6, the Partition Model performs worse overall
than both the Baseline Prototype Model and Polysemy Model in both the initial and
K-Fold testing. Moreover, in the K-Fold test, both the Baseline Prototype Model and
Polysemy Model perform significantly better than the Partition Model (largest p-value
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Figure 5.7: ‘against the table’ (1)
Figure 5.8: ‘against the table’ (2)
1.3 × 10−5 calculated using one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test as in Section 4.4.2).
The Partition Model only consistently performs better than the Baseline Prototype
Model (in both the initial and K-Fold tests) for the preposition ‘under’.
These results suggest that the improvement shown by the Polysemy Model over
the Baseline Prototype Model does not simply result from partitioning the data.38
This indicates that the Polysemy Model is genuinely capturing the polysemy exhibited
by these terms and, moreover, that it is important to appropriately define the ideal
meanings used in the Polysemy Model. In the following section we will explore how
these definitions may be refined.
38We will also see a similar result in Section 5.7 after exploring how the model can be refined.
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in 0.864 0.814 0.593
inside 0.958 0.917 0.958
against 0.855 0.889 0.778
on 0.951 0.945 0.933
on top of 1.000 0.985 0.954
under 0.908 0.809 0.908
below 0.776 0.884 0.837
over 0.824 0.800 0.624
above 0.892 0.843 0.771
Average 0.892 0.876 0.817
Overall 0.892 0.884 0.839
Table 5.5: Testing a partition model. Initial Results: Training & testing on all scenes
5.6 Refining the Model
Though in general expert knowledge has been minimised in the creation of the Poly-
semy Model, some aspects of the proposed model, such as the underlying conceptual
framework, feature space and definition of the ideal meanings, have relied on motiva-
tion from the literature or the intuition of the author. In particular, in defining how
the ideal meanings should be represented, discussed in Section 5.2.1, we have initially
relied on expert intuition where biases may be allowed to influence the results. In order
to overcome this and provide a more robust evaluation of the models, in this section
we outline and test methods for generating the ideal meanings from the training data.
5.6.1 Refining Ideal Meanings
The notion of an ‘ideal meaning’, defined by a set of salient features and threshold
values, underpins the proposal of this chapter, however it is not clear exactly how it
should be represented in the model. Consider the example of ‘in’ whose ideal meaning
ought to express a high degree of both containment and location control and a perfect
representation ought to require that both of these features have a value of 1. However,
configurations with these values are extremely rare (out of 616 configurations from our
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in 0.829 0.836 0.751
inside 0.869 0.892 0.773
against 0.802 0.862 0.824
on 0.940 0.927 0.917
on top of 0.983 0.975 0.955
under 0.897 0.775 0.856
below 0.760 0.860 0.803
over 0.816 0.779 0.728
above 0.864 0.850 0.774
Average 0.862 0.862 0.820
Overall 0.875 0.874 0.847
Table 5.6: Testing a partition model. K-Fold Test Results (K=10, N=10)
scenes, only one configuration fits these conditions and it is not a labelled instance
of ‘in’). As a result, assigning such a perfect representation for the ideal meaning will
likely not yield good results as the model cannot be appropriately trained. It appears
that a balance should be struck in how strict the definitions of the ideal meanings are
such that the representation is both meaningful and gives training instances for the
model.
Below two methods for refining the definitions of the ideal meanings of the Polysemy
Model are presented.
Median Values
A simple way to determine threshold values in the definitions of the ideal meanings
is to take the median values of the features in the training data. In this way, there
will always be training instances for the ideal meaning as well as the other polysemes
(provided there are at least as many training instances as polysemes). To ensure this
provides a good representation of the ideal meaning we use the median values of ‘good’
training instances here (where the selection ratio is ≥ 0.5).
When the Polysemy Model has its ideal meanings defined in this way we will refer
to the resulting model as the Median Model.
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Refining Performance
So far parameters for the models proposed in this thesis have been trained indirectly,
in what may be considered transfer learning — using categorical data from the Prepos-
ition Selection Task models are trained to create representations which perform well
in the Comparative Task. Training in this way has various benefits, not least because
categorical data is easier to collect and draw conclusions from.
As it is unclear how best to represent the ideal meanings and how exactly they can
be refined on the categorical data, we have implemented a simple algorithm to refine
the ideal meanings which trains the model based on performance in the Comparative
Task on the training scenes.
Now, to refine the ideal meanings of the models half of the training scenes are
kept as training scenes and half are used as validation scenes. The threshold values of
the given salient features are then varied while the model is retrained on the training
scenes and tested on the validation scenes (and vice versa). The model is updated with
the values that produce the best performance and then retrained on all the original
training scenes. For salient features with the ≤ relation the tested threshold values are
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and for features with the ≥ relation the tested threshold values are
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9.39 This is obviously a very simple way to achieve this refinement,
and could be expanded on, but displays the potential of the model and appears to be
effective.
When the Polysemy Model has its ideal meanings defined in this way we will refer
to the resulting model as the Refined Model.
5.6.2 Evaluation
As the Refined Model is being tuned using performance of the training scenes, training
and testing the models using data from all scenes is unreliable so we omit these results
here, though as expected the Refined Model does perform better than any other model
in this case (average: 0.913, overall: 0.918). The results of 10 runs of the K-fold cross
validation with K=10 are given in Table 5.7.
The Baseline Prototype Model has again performed very well for ‘inside’ and
‘against’ and the Refined Model has in general performed well except for the preposi-
39With the exception of contact where 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 are used in both as values over 0.5 are
very rare and horizontal distance where 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 are used in both.
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in 0.817 0.849 0.805 0.764 0.878
inside 0.869 0.889 0.823 0.825 0.829
against 0.804 0.878 0.861 0.811 0.863
on 0.947 0.928 0.948 0.937 0.933
on top of 0.984 0.981 0.977 0.984 0.854
under 0.895 0.785 0.876 0.890 0.912
below 0.741 0.857 0.881 0.911 0.794
over 0.811 0.804 0.728 0.842 0.681
above 0.852 0.817 0.820 0.832 0.833
Average 0.858 0.865 0.858 0.866 0.842
Overall 0.872 0.877 0.881 0.889 0.854
Table 5.7: Testing refined models. K-Fold Test Results (K=10, N=10)
tion ‘in’ — possibly due the Refined Model requiring larger amounts of data to train
sufficiently and ‘in’ being a difficult preposition to gather a lot of data for. Nevertheless,
the Refined Model performs better than the other models overall, and performs best
on two out of the nine prepositions. Moreover, the overall improvement compared to
the other models, barring the k-Means Model, is significant — the largest calculated p
value when comparing the Refined Model with the other models (following the same
procedure as in Section 4.4.2) is 0.0222 when the Refined Model is compared with
the Baseline Prototype Model. The Refined Model has been refined in a rather crude
way, but this demonstrates the possibility of determining the parameters of the ideal
meanings from data and could be further improved.
The Median Model does not fare so well and performs worse overall than the given
models. This result suggests that the models are sensitive to the definition of the ideal
meaning and that any improvements of the polysemy models over the Baseline Proto-




In this section, we will consider the Polysemy Model and Refined Model when they
are trained on all the available data and analyse their properties and behaviour. This
will give some insight into the functioning of the models and provide evidence that the
models are genuinely capturing the polysemy exhibited by these terms.
5.7.1 Typicality Values
Firstly, to illustrate how the models assign typicality to configurations and how this
compares to the baseline we consider an example. In Figure 5.9 we can see configura-
tions of objects that appeared in the test scenes. The typicality scores of some of the
configurations given by the models for ‘on’ are shown in Table 5.8.
Figure 5.9: Example polyseme instances for ‘on’.
The (book, board) configuration is an instance of ‘on’ with a high value of
above proportion and support, but as it is precariously balanced on top contact is
low. The (clock, board) configuration is an instance of ‘on’ with a high value of con-
tact and support but not above proportion. The (jar, board) configuration was not
labelled with ‘on’ by any participants and has low values of contact, support and
above proportion.












(book, board) 0.779×0.811 = 0.632 0.804×0.785 = 0.631 0.626
(clock, board) 0.615×0.776 = 0.477 0.615×0.776 = 0.477 0.204
(jar, board) 0.477×0.088 = 0.042 0.448×0.087 = 0.039 0.219
Table 5.8: Typicality scores assigned to some configurations for ‘on’
and this appears to be represented in the values assigned by the Baseline Prototype
Model as well as the ranks from the polysemy models. However, (clock, board) and
(book, board) are both good examples of the respective senses of ‘on’ which they
represent and we should expect (clock, board) to be assigned a reasonable typicality
value. Moreover, (jar, board) is a mediocre example of its respective polyseme and
this polyseme is far from the canonical notion of ‘on’, so we ought to expect this
configuration to be assigned a low typicality value.
We expect (clock, board) and (book, board) to have similar typicality values and
for these values to be higher than for (jar, board). This is roughly coherent with the
collected testing data — when selecting the object described as ‘the object on the board’
participants are more likely to select the clock than either the book or jar and are more
likely to select the book than the jar.
The polysemy models appear to deal with this better than the Baseline Prototype
Model. Though they do assign a higher value to (book, board) than (clock, board) these
values are similar, compared to the Baseline Prototype Model which assigns a very low
value to (clock, board). The Baseline Prototype Model, in fact, assigns a higher value to
(jar, board) than (clock, board) and therefore does not agree very well with participants
in this scenario.
5.7.2 Generated Polysemes
We will now consider properties of the polysemes that the models have created.
Ranks and Ideal Meanings
Each preposition has been assigned an ideal meaning, defined by a set of conditions,
and a collection of non-ideal meanings where at least one of the ideal conditions is
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negated. For each polyseme, we have then assigned a rank from the data which should
represent semantically how close the polyseme is to the ideal meaning and a sense of
typicality among senses. We therefore expect, for each preposition, the rank assigned
to the ideal meaning to be the highest and that as more of the ideal conditions are
negated the rank should decrease.
For both models this is exactly what we observe for the ‘polysemous’ prepositions,
with two small exceptions for the Polysemy Model.40 This also holds in general for
the ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions. This result suggests that we have appropriately
assigned ideal meanings to the prepositions and that the semantics of the terms are
indeed centred around such ideal meanings.
Clustering
To test how well the polysemy models partition the data into polysemes, here we estim-
ate how well the polysemes cluster the given data. In the following we take polyseme
instances to be any configuration that has been labelled with the preposition in the
Preposition Selection Task and which fits the polysemes conditions.
In order to cluster the data with the generated polysemes, for a given preposition,
first the mean feature values of the instances of each polyseme are calculated. This set
of mean values then act as cluster centres and the inertia given by this clustering is
measured (a point is assigned to the cluster with the nearest cluster centre41). These
inertia values are then compared to inertia values given by a k-means clustering al-
gorithm, see Figure 5.10 for the case of ‘on’. The lower the value of the inertia the more
internally coherent the clusters are. As we can see, the clustering using the polysemes
performs quite well, equivalent to using the algorithm with k = 4.
In general, though the polysemes cluster the data worse than the k-means clustering
algorithm, the polysemes appear to cluster the data reasonably well — see the github
repository42 for the respective plots.
40For ‘in’ the rank of the polyseme where both ideal conditions are negated is 0.0206 and the rank
of the polyseme defined by high containment and low location control is 0.02. For ‘on’ the polyseme
defined by a high value of support and contact and low value of above proportion has a higher rank
than the ideal sense of ‘on’.
41Note that here to be consistent with the inertia measure given by the k-means algorithm regular




















Figure 5.10: Inertia from k-means clustering vs. Polyseme clustering for ‘on’.
5.8 Discussion
In this chapter we have explored how semantic models may be improved to account for
polysemy when processing referring expressions involving spatial prepositions. Primar-
ily, we have provided methods which distinguish meaningful clusters within categorical
data on spatial prepositions. By simplifying the ‘principled polysemy’ criteria [30] for
distinguishing polysemes, an approach has been developed which can be exploited by
semantic models more generally. In sufficiently similar datasets where configurations are
annotated with these terms, the annotations can be separated into distinct polysemes
such that semantic models trained on the data can learn the semantics of individual
polysemes.
We have also introduced a notion of a ‘polyseme hierarchy’ — a value which corres-
ponds to how strongly a particular polyseme is associated with the given preposition
— as well as methods for determining its value. In combining this with the generated
polysemes, we have provided a semantic model which significantly improves on the
given baseline when interpreting a particular class of referring expressions.
As we have discussed in Section 2.2.4, the kind of senses modelled here may or may
not constitute polysemy in a given theoretical framework, however we have assumed
that this kind of semantic variability is important to model if agents are to reliably use
and interpret spatial language. That we have significantly improved on the Baseline
Prototype Model by accounting for polysemy appears to support this assumption.
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The initial report of [2] only considered those prepositions which according to exist-
ing literature appear to be polysemous, however the methods outlined in this chapter
also appear to be applicable to some ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions. Moreover, we have
provided some evidence that these ‘non-polysemous’ prepositions may be considered
polysemous.
While we have initially relied somewhat on intuition to generate ideal meanings for
the models, we have also shown that further improvements can be made to the model
using the training data to refine the ideal meanings.
Finally, by analysing some of the behaviour and properties of the generated model
we have provided evidence that the models do capture polysemy and create meaningful
distinctions of the data.
As well as the polysemy models based on ideal meanings, we have created a model
based on a k-Means clustering algorithm. When testing on the ‘polysemous’ preposi-
tions, the k-Means Model provides significant improvement over the Baseline Prototype
Model and, along with the reasonable performance of the Polysemy Model, provides
further evidence that the selected prepositions do exhibit polysemy.
Throughout this current and previous chapter we have evaluated various models of
spatial prepositions and focused on developing a general model which works well for all
the terms considered in this thesis. However, at each stage of evaluation we have seen
that no single method provides the best model of all the prepositions. For example,
in the K-Fold testing of Sections 5.4.2 and 5.6.2 the k-Means model outperforms the
other models for ‘on’ and the Baseline Prototype Model performs consistently well for
‘inside’ and ‘against’. It may be the case that further improvements can be made by
developing models separately for each preposition.
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Categorisation, Typicality and Object-Specific
Features in Spatial Reference
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A functional aspect of spatial prepositions which again is widely recognised but has
not been accounted for, either so far in this thesis or the wider field, is the influence of
object-specific features — related to object properties and affordances, see Section 2.2.3.
In order to include these features in semantic models it is important to understand the
influence these features have when interpreting and generating utterances.
So far existing studies only relate object-specific features to utterance generation
but not to utterance interpretation [5, 31, 32] where the notion of typicality is often
more salient. It would appear that object-specific features are mostly salient when
making category rather than typicality decisions, suggesting that decisions made in
the previously discussed Preposition Selection Task fundamentally differ to those made
in the Comparative Task. Moreover, object-specific features are in general concerned
with properties of the ground, so the role of these features was limited when assessing
performance of the models in the Comparative Task as the ground in this task is fixed.
For this reason, it was not clear that object-specific features were required in the models
we have so far generated.
As discussed in Section 2.3.5, various accounts of cognition and semantic represent-
ations have highlighted that, for some concepts, different factors may influence category
and typicality judgements [26, 27]. In particular, some features may be more salient in
categorisation tasks while other features are more salient when assessing typicality. In
this chapter we explore whether this distinction exists for spatial prepositions based on
varying salience of object-specific features.
In existing models of spatial language (and semantic models more generally), it is
generally assumed that the underlying semantics of categorisation and typicality are
essentially the same. However, as we will discuss in Section 6.4, appropriately modelling
categorisation and typicality judgements is important when generating and processing
referring expressions.
The main hypothesis of this chapter is that object-specific features are more salient
in categorisation, while geometric and physical relationships between objects are more
salient in typicality judgements. In this chapter we test this hypothesis using data from
the study described in Section 3.3.
Based on the collected data we cannot verify the hypothesis and will conclude that
object-specific features appear to be salient in both category and typicality judgements,
further evidencing the need to include these types of features in semantic models. We
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will then propose how such features may be incorporated into semantic models.
6.1 Indications of a Distinction
During analysis of the dataset on which Chapters 4 and 5 are based, there were some
indications that the notions of categorisation and typicality may diverge for spatial
terms and we will outline these here.
Firstly, there were 18 pairs of configurations where for some preposition, one of
the configurations was more likely to be labelled with the preposition in the Preposi-
tion Selection Task and the other configuration was more likely to be selected in the
Comparative Task.43 An example of this is shown in Figure 6.1: the (cube, cup) config-
uration was more often labelled with ‘on’ than (pencil, cup), but the pencil was more
often selected when asked to select ‘the object on the cup’.
Figure 6.1: A motivating example of disagreement.
One possible reason for this disagreement is that the pencil is inside the containing
part of the cup, which is a container, and therefore ‘in’ rather than ‘on’ is the preferred
preposition when labelling (pencil, cup). One can’t use ‘in’ in the same way for (cube,
cup) and so ‘on’ is more likely to be used when labelling the configuration. However, the
pencil is physically ‘on’ the cup — arguably more so than the cube — and therefore
when comparing (pencil, cup) and (cube, cup) to select the best candidate for ‘the
object on the cup’, the pencil is a justifiable selection.
Secondly, in the previous chapter we outlined the Refined Model (Section 5.6) which
appears to assign a measure of typicality to configurations which agrees very well with
43Note that in the Comparative Task the judgements made are not a direct comparison of distinct
configurations — the configurations share the same ground and the most appropriate figure is selected.
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participant judgements in the Comparative Task. If we train this model on all the
available data and plot the selection ratio (likelihood of categorisation in the Preposition
Selection Task) of configurations against the typicality assigned by the model, we can
see numerous pairs of configurations where one configuration is more typical and the
other is more likely to be labelled with the preposition. Figure 6.2 provides such a plot
in the case of ‘on’ (the model achieved a very high score for this preposition in the
K-Fold evaluation).
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Figure 6.2: Plotting typicality calculated by the Refined Model for ‘on’ against the
selection ratio.
From this scatter plot it is clear that these measures of categorisation and typicality
are strongly correlated. To confirm this, we have also calculated the Spearman rank-
order correlation coefficient comparing these measures for each preposition, see Table
6.1. We can see that in general these values are strongly correlated, which should be
unsurprising. However, ‘on’ has the second highest correlation of any of the prepositions
and even so we can see many pairs of configurations where one is more typical and the
other is a better category member.
We therefore believe that the notions of categorisation and typicality may be distinct
for spatial prepositions. However, it is clear that these insights may simply be the













Table 6.1: Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient of selection ratio and typicality
calculated by the Refined Model
thoroughly.
6.2 Hypothesis
The main hypothesis being tested is that categorisation and typicality judgements
may differ for spatial prepositions in the following manner: given configurations c1, c2
and preposition P , participants may be more likely to categorise c1 with P yet more
likely to select c2 as a better instance of P . We hypothesise that this may arise in part
because particular features are salient in category judgements which become less salient
in typicality judgements. Note that under this hypothesis the relationship between
categorisation and typicality is non-monotonic, making this in a sense stronger than
the findings related to ‘red’ discussed by Osherson and Smith [114] where two entities
are unambiguous members of a concept yet one is more typical than the other.
This hypothesis is grounded in the idea that features can be separated into defining
and characteristic features [26]; and that object-specific features are defining features,
while the physical relationships are characteristic features. Therefore, in general we
expect that object-specific features will be more salient in categorisation while geometric
and physical relationships, such as containment or support, will be more salient in
typicality judgements.
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We expect this to be the case as conventions, relating to object-specific features,
appear to strongly influence and constrain which prepositions are used with particular
figure or ground objects i.e. conventions strongly influence category decisions. For ex-
ample, as discussed in the context of schematization in Section 2.2.2, one usually says
‘on the bus’ but ‘in the car’ even though the geometric and functional relationships
present are very similar. To say ‘on the car’ immediately invokes an image of an object
on top of the roof of the car, while ‘in the train’ suggests an object within the walls or
some working part of the train.44
As previously discussed, we suppose that the semantics of spatial prepositions arise
from ideal meanings which are primarily geometric in nature and may be represented as
some geometric relation between abstract objects. Object-specific features are therefore
not represented in the ideal meanings, while physical relationships are. In contrast to
the task of categorisation, we suspect that similarity to these ideal meanings is more
salient in assessing typicality. As a result, physical relationships would then be more
salient than object-specific features when assessing typicality.
Moreover, I believe that the influence of object-specific features may be more sali-
ent for the functional prepositions than for their geometric counterparts and that the
distinction in category and typicality judgements related to object-specific features will
therefore be more pronounced. This would be somewhat a corollary of the assumption
that functionality in general is more salient for the functional prepositions, for which
tentative evidence is provided in Section 4.4.3 for these prepositions and in [10] in the
case of ‘over/above’ and ‘under/below’. For example, we can imagine that usage of
‘inside’ relies more heavily on an ideal notion of containment compared to ‘in’ whose
usage relies on this ideal notion as well as various object-specific features.
6.3 Updating the Experimental Set Up
As previously mentioned, the tentative indications of a distinction in category and
typicality judgements given in Section 6.1 may simply be the result of noise in the
data. Therefore we conducted a new study, described in detail in Section 3.3, which
would allow a more rigorous comparison of the two notions.
44It appears that flouting the convention of using ‘in’/‘on’ with ‘car’/‘train’ conveys that the figure
is related to the ground in an unusual way.
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Thus far, we have been considering typicality judgements elicited in the Compar-
ative Task. The judgements are made in a restricted setting where the aim has been
to determine an appropriate figure when given a description with a fixed ground, e.g.
‘Select the object on the table’. This restricted set up causes object-specific features (in
particular of the ground) to be less salient. This arises as, if the ground object is fixed
and known to the participants then any reasoning regarding specific properties of the
ground is likely to become unnecessary.45
The Typicality Task used in this chapter improves on the Comparative Task in this
regard by asking participants to compare pairs of distinct configurations. In this way
the influence of different ground objects may be assessed. To make the given description
applicable to both configurations, the figure and ground object are simply named ‘green
object’ and ‘red object’. Recalling the description of the data collection environment
given in Section 3.3, the participants are shown two configurations and asked which
one best fits a description of the form ‘the green object [p] the red object’ (where [p] is
substituted for one of the prepositions being tested).
In order for the question phrasing to be the same in the Categorisation Task, again
the objects are named ‘green object’ and ‘red object’ and participants are asked to
select all prepositions which could fill the blank in ‘the green object the red object’.
As per the hypothesis in Section 6.2, the main aim is to compare the influence of
object-specific features and physical relationships. As such, scenes in the study were
constructed for each preposition which varied the presence of salient object-specific
features and the suitability of the physical relationships for particular prepositions. For
example, the scenes shown in Figure 6.3 were created for the preposition ‘under’, for
a collection of all used scenes see Appendix C. In (a) the bin is very much physically
‘under’ the table and the role of object-specific features is limited. In (b) the notepad is
not physically under any part of the lamp, but there is a functional interaction present
of the lamp (a light source) illuminating the notepad (an object which one often needs
illuminating). In (c) the pencil is somewhat under the shelf and there are no particular
object-specific features present. In (d) the sink is under some part of the tap and there
is a functional interaction between the tap (providing water) and the sink (catching
water from the tap). So, we have two scenes with salient object-specific features present
45In general it appears that object-specific features of the ground influence spatial prepositions more
than that of the figure, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
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and two scenes without, and there is an apparent gradation of the physical presence of
‘under’ in the scenes (a>c>d>b).
(a) The bin under the table (b) The notepad under the lamp
(c) The pencil under the shelf (d) The sink under the tap
Figure 6.3: Scenes used for ‘under’.
6.4 Categorisation and Typicality in Referring Expres-
sions
Before further investigating this issue we will briefly highlight the possible implications
for REG/C of a significant distinction between category and typicality judgements. If
we have so far generated successful models, what does it matter if categorisation and
typicality differ?
Firstly, clearly categorisation must be modelled appropriately in order to produce
rather than interpret utterances. Unlike what we have considered so far, this is often re-
liant on selectional restrictions which constrain when a term is applicable. For example,
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[92] suggest that the figure should be smaller than the ground for ‘in’ to apply.
Secondly, as outlined in Section 6.3, the evaluation of typicality judgements provided
by the Comparative Task is somewhat restricted. However, in more open tasks involving
referring expressions it is likely that both speakers and listeners need to model both
category and typicality judgements.
Suppose we have a speaker and listener, intended referent, r, set of distractor ob-
jects,46 O, and suppose that the speaker is generating a description, D.
When the speaker generates an utterance in order to refer to r, there are various
semantic and pragmatic considerations they must make. A naive model of such a speaker
may simply find a concept within its vocabulary which is most suitable for r. This
would clearly be a flawed strategy, however, as there may be other entities in the scene
which better fit the concept — an expression may be true but not satisfy the speaker’s
communicative goals and so pragmatics must be considered. A more refined speaker
model may find a description which best distinguishes r from the distractor objects in
O, similar to the algorithm of [159] which aims to maximise the discriminatory power
of a description while minimising superfluous information.
It appears that the speaker must model how well a description fits an object (cat-
egory judgement) and how well an object fits a description compared to other objects
(typicality judgement). Moreover, it is apparent that humans will reason recursively
about possible intentions of speakers and possible interpretations of listeners [63], mak-
ing these judgements also necessary for listeners.
To consider a more concrete example, suppose we have a scenario as in Figure 6.4
where a bowl, b, is on a table and there is one cube, cred, in it and one cube, cblue, next
to and not touching it. It seems plausible that humans are more likely to categorise the
configuration (cblue, b) with the preposition ‘near’ than the configuration (cred, b) even
though when comparing the configurations humans may agree that cred is more ‘near’
the bowl than cblue.
Suppose a speaker gives an utterance ‘the cube near the bowl’ in order to refer to
cblue which an agent must interpret. As may be expected, semantic models, e.g. [78],
are likely to assign a better score for ‘near’ to (cred, b) than (cblue, b). If the system
has a crude strategy for interpretation which simply selects the configuration with the
highest semantic score, then such a system would erroneously select cred.
46A distractor object is an object in the scene which the speaker is not intending to refer to.
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Figure 6.4: An example of possible confusion when not accounting for object-specific
features.
Many systems with more sophisticated pragmatic strategies, e.g. [89], have been
developed which aim to take into account and reason with the possible utterances
available to the speaker. In this case, such a system may correctly select cblue if it
recognises that other better utterances would have been available to the speaker if the
intended referent was cred. ‘the cube in the bowl’ would be a clear example of such an
utterance which seems to clearly identify cred over cblue. However, supposing that our
hypothesis is correct, we contend that this marked distinction is not simply a matter
of typicality and the fact that it would be unusual to categorise (cred, b) with ‘near’
is more salient than any distinction in typicality between the two configurations. As
cred is not ‘in’ the bowl in an ideal sense we can imagine that a semantic model based
simply on the physical relationships between the objects may provide a more marked
distinction between the configurations for ‘near’ than for ‘in’. In this case, ‘the cube in
the bowl’ wouldn’t necessarily seem like a better utterance to identify cred than ‘the
cube near the bowl’.
To see that understanding and modelling the differences between categorisation
and typicality is also important for producing utterances in REG, suppose a speaker
creates an utterance where r is more typical for the concept, C say, in D than any of
the distractor objects. If categorisation is not aligned with typicality, such a strategy
may produce unusual utterances where, though r is typical for C, it is uncommon to
categorise r with C. Such unnatural utterances may trigger unwanted conversational
implicatures and be a source of confusion. For example, the utterance ‘the ball on the
bowl’ in the context of Figure 6.4 would be an unusual way to describe the ball as
the preposition ‘in’ is often used with objects such as bowls. From this unconventional
usage of ‘on’ a listener may imply that for some reason ‘in’ was not suitable e.g. if the
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speaker is actually referring to another unseen ball.
The issue of producing natural utterances has been recognised by others in the field
and is an important challenge to overcome if we are to develop more sophisticated REG
systems. For example, Krishnaswamy and Pustejovsky [137] recognise that though their
system is able to interpret spatial terms well, it cannot fluently use them to refer to
objects.
6.5 Results
In this section we analyse the data collected in the updated experiment in order to test
the hypothesis and discuss the insights gained from the study as well as the implications
for semantic models.
6.5.1 Comparing Categorisation and Typicality
To analyse the collected data, for each preposition we consider pairs of tested config-
urations and evaluate the degree to which category and typicality judgements differ.
For each pair, (c1, c2), we analyse whether c1 is a genuinely better category instance
than c2 or if c1 is more typical than c2. To do this a simple hypothesis test is used with
significance level 10%47 and null hypothesis that the given configurations are equally
likely to be labelled with the preposition (in the category case) or equally likely to be
selected (in the typicality case). In the category case, the p-value is calculated using
the one-tailed version of Fisher’s exact test using SciPy’s implementation [154]. In the
typicality case, the p-value is simply: p = ∑Nk=C1,2 (Nk )× 0.5N , where N is the number
of times the pair is tested and C1,2 is the number of times c1 is selected over c2. In
22 out of the 49 given pairs, one of the configurations is a significantly better category
instance or is more typical than the other. Full results for each pair of configurations
are given in the Appendix, see Tables C.1 and C.2.
Considering the somewhat trivial case, similar to the case of ‘red’ discussed in
Section 2.3.5, where two entities are both unambiguous cases of a concept but one of
the entities is more typical than the other; there is one instance of this in our dataset.
For the preposition ‘under’ the configurations shown in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) were
47A lenient significance level of 10% is used here to highlight that even in this case no positive
instances are found to confirm the hypothesis.
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both always labelled with the preposition, out of seven tests in the former and ten tests
in the latter, but the (bin, table) configuration in Figure 6.5(a) is significantly more
typical than the (notepad, lamp) configuration in Figure 6.5(b). As previously discussed,
however, this is an unsurprising result. Moreover, such results are unreliable as there is
always a degree of uncertainty in judging whether an entity is an unambiguous case of
a concept e.g. if the (notepad, lamp) configuration was tested an extra time then the
participant may have not labelled it with ‘under’.
(a) The bin under the table (b) The notepad under the lamp
Figure 6.5: An example from ‘under’.
This example does not support the main hypothesis of this chapter as the (notepad,
lamp) configuration is not a significantly better category member than (bin, table).
However, it appears that the functional interaction of the lamp illuminating the notepad
causes (notepad, lamp) to be categorised on a par with (bin, table) even though the
physical relationships between (notepad, lamp) do not very well represent ‘under’. That
(notepad, lamp) is judged to be significantly less typical than (bin, table) provides some
indication that the physical relationships become more salient in typicality judgements.
Regarding the main hypothesis of this chapter, there are no pairs of configurations
in our dataset where one of the configurations is a significantly better category member
and the other is significantly more typical. Moreover, in only nine pairs is there any
possible disagreement in which one of the configurations is more often labelled with the
preposition and the other configuration is more often selected in the Typicality Task. In
all but one of these cases of disagreement neither configuration is a significantly better
category member or is significantly more typical. We therefore cannot conclude that
our hypothesis is correct based on the collected data.
Clearly we have only tested a small number of features and there is a vast array
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of salient features for each preposition for which the hypothesis may still be correct.
However, our results suggest that object-specific features are salient in both categor-
isation and typicality judgements — in some cases the object-specific features appear
to have a stronger influence than the physical relationships. It therefore appears that
object-specific features are defining and characteristic features. Interestingly, there is
some tentative evidence that this extends in general to the geometric counterparts and
suggests that these prepositions are not purely spatial — supporting findings in [45].
6.5.2 Importance of Object-Specific Features
In the following we provide some collected examples which highlight the importance of
object-specific features.
On/On top of For the preposition ‘on’, the (mug, pencil) configuration in Figure
6.6(a) is both a significantly better category member and is significantly more typical
than the (pear, bowl) configuration in Figure 6.6(b). Regarding the physical relation-
ships, (pear, bowl) appears to be a better example of ‘on’ than (mug, pencil). If we
consider the usual salient features for ‘on’:
• The pear is fully supported by the bowl, while the mug is leaning on both the
pencil and the table
• There is a high degree of contact between the pear and the bowl compared to the
mug and pencil
• The entirety of the pear is above some part of the bowl, while the bottom of the
mug is level with the bottom of the pencil
We therefore believe that the preference for (mug, pencil) is not due to the physical
relationships of (mug, pencil) better representing ‘on’ than (pear, bowl) and that this
result arises primarily because ‘on’ is generally not used for containers. One may have
expected this result if the objects in the experiments were named — ‘on the bowl’
sounds strange while ‘on the pencil’ seems more plausible. It is therefore even more
surprising given that the objects were not named in a way that influences the decisions.
We also see the same result for ‘on top of’. However, whether the physical relation-
ships of (pear, bowl) better represent ‘on top of’ than (mug, pencil) is less clear than
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(a) The mug on the pencil (b) The pear in/on the bowl
Figure 6.6: A comparison of configurations for ‘on’/‘on top of’.
in the case of ‘on’. Being more geometrically biased, the degree to which the figure is
above the ground is more important for ‘on top of’ than ‘on’.48 Though part of the
mug is level with the lowest part of the pencil, the majority of the mug is above the
highest part of the pencil and so above proportion is high compared with (pear, bowl).
It is therefore plausible that the preference for (mug, pencil) is due to the physical
relationships of (mug, pencil) better representing ‘on top of’ than (pear, bowl).
(a) The pear in the bowl (b) The cube in/on the shelf
Figure 6.7: A comparison of configurations for ‘in’/‘inside’.
In/Inside For the prepositions ‘in’ and ‘inside’, the (pear, bowl) configuration in
Figure 6.7(a) was more likely to be selected in the Typicality Task than the (cube,




shelf) configuration in Figure 6.7(b).
There is no apparent geometric containment of the pear by the bowl (barring the
kind of schematizations discussed in Section 2.2.2). The degree to which the shelf con-
tains the cube is debatable as there are no panels/sides to the shelf which obscure it
from the room. However, the cube is fully contained in the convex hull of the shelf and
so is contained in some sense.
From a modelling perspective, in grounded semantic models containment is usually
measured as the degree to which one object is contained in the bounding box of another,
e.g. [77, 78, 88]. Using this measure, the cube would be fully contained by the shelf
whereas the pear is not even partially contained by the bowl.
Regarding the functional relationship of location control which appears to be salient
for ‘in’, (cube, shelf) and (pear, bowl) appear to be similar in this regard.
It therefore appears that the physical relationships of (cube, shelf) better represent
both ‘in’ and ‘inside’ than (pear, bowl). As a result, it appears that the role of the bowl
as a type of container is influencing typicality judgements for both these prepositions.
Over/Above For the preposition ‘over’, the (tap, sink) configuration in Figure 6.8(a)
is both a significantly better category member and is significantly more typical than the
(lid, pan) configuration in Figure 6.8(b). The same is true for the preposition ‘above’,
though in this case the results are not significant.
(a) The tap over the sink (b) The lid over the pan
Figure 6.8: A comparison of configurations for ‘over’/‘above’.
Again, the physical relationships of (lid, pan) appear to better capture the geo-
metric meanings of ‘over’ and ‘above’ than (tap, sink). There is also some functional
interaction between the objects in both cases — lids are used to cover pans and sinks are
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placed below taps to catch the water. The preference for the (tap, sink) configuration
is therefore somewhat surprising.
However, the lid does not appear to be properly fulfilling its functional role, as it
is not fully covering the container part of the pan. This may explain the preference for
(tap, sink) and further highlight the importance of considering functional interactions
based on usual object usages.
Against For the preposition ‘against’ the (box, table) configuration in Figure 6.9(a)
is significantly more typical than the (table, box) configuration in Figure 6.9(b). Again,
the physical relationships of (table, box) seem to better represent ‘against’ than (box,
table) as in the former the two objects are in contact while in the latter they are not.
We believe that this is a result of the preference for ‘against’ where the figure is mobile
and the ground is fixed.
(a) The box against the table (b) The table against the box
Figure 6.9: A comparison of configurations for ‘against’.
6.6 Discussion
Though this chapter has been focused on a specific hypothesis which has not been
successfully proven, the insights from the collected data provide some considerations
for future attempts at modelling spatial prepositions.
With regards to existing models of spatial language, it is generally assumed that
the underlying semantics of categorisation and typicality are essentially the same. For
example, in the PRAGR mechanism proposed in [64] a pragmatic strategy is presented
which aims to maximise both the acceptability and discriminatory power of a descrip-
tion. Acceptability is calculated using similarity to a prototype based on physical rela-
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tionships while the discriminatory power is calculated considering the acceptability of
the description for the referent compared to other distractor objects.
We have not been able to provide significant evidence that typicality and category
judgements differ for spatial prepositions. Therefore, it may be possible to continue in
this fashion and treat the semantics of categorisation and typicality equally. However,
regardless of the hypothesis, these results highlight the importance of including object-
specific features in semantic models of spatial language. These types of features are
rarely included in semantic models and many systems are developed in block-world
type environments, e.g. [64, 160, 161], where these features are not needed. Platonov
and Schubert [78] provide a possible exception to this, as their model aims to account
for synecdoche by tagging and iterating over ‘salient parts’ of objects.
It is understandable that the role of object-specific features is often neglected as if
an object exhibits some specific function or role which is associated with a preposition
it generally lends itself to the geometric notion associated with the preposition. For
example, it is easy for things to be geometrically contained in containers or to be
covered by lids. One may even suppose that the apparent salience of object-specific
features is simply a consequence of them being highly correlated with the relevant
physical relationships e.g. geometric containment co-occurs with the ground being a
container. However, as we have seen in Section 6.5.2 object-specific features appear to
be salient even in the absence of the usual physical relationships.
Moreover, it is not immediately clear how or when object-specific features should be
accounted for in typicality judgements. The type of typicality judgements occurring in
the Typicality Task are uncommon when processing locative expressions. In dialogue
humans usually name both figure and ground and moreover, humans select ground
objects in such a way as to reduce ambiguity. As a result, the kinds of typicality judge-
ments made often resemble the Comparative Task i.e. where the ground the speaker is
intending to use is made clear to the listener and the figure object is named e.g ‘pass
me the box under the table’. In such scenarios the utility of considering object-specific
features is unclear as any plausible distractor objects will share object-specific features
with the referent and similarly for ground objects e.g. when interpreting ‘the pencil in
the mug’ the set of distractor objects are the pencils in the scene and possible grounds
are mugs in the scene. However, it is clear that object-specific features are necessary
to account for in categorisation and also it may be the case that the existence of cer-
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tain object-specific features modify how typicality should be calculated, e.g. covering
becomes more salient for ‘over’ compared to above proportion when the ground is a
container and the figure is a lid.
In this way, object-specific features may indicate distinct senses, similar to the
work of Rodrigues et al. [57] where some object-specific features, e.g. whether or not
the ground is a type of container, are treated as features which distinguish separate
polysemes. Following this idea, it may be possible to use the methods for modelling
polysemy discussed in Chapter 5 to incorporate object-specific features. Currently, these
methods rely on distinguishing polysemes based on the similarity to an ideal meaning
but this approach may be extended by also first distinguishing polysemes based on
salient object-specific features. So for example, for the preposition ‘in’ we currently have
four distinct polysemes, in1 in2 in3 and in4 say, defined by the degree of containment
and location control present. We may include a feature, ground container (representing
whether or not the ground is a type of container), by using it to further distinguish
different senses of ‘in’ e.g. p1 p2 p3 p4 and p′1 p′2 p′3 p′4 where pi uses the definition of
ini as well as the condition that ground container is true, while p′i uses the definition







The main aim of this thesis has been to extend semantic models of spatial prepositions
to better account for their semantic variability. In particular, we aimed to model spa-
tial prepositions in a more developed feature space which includes functional features
and also to account for the fine-grained polysemy exhibited by spatial prepositions in
grounded settings.
Regarding the first point, the motivation for extending the set of features used to
model each term was in part to be able to include functional features which are widely
acknowledged as being salient, but also, as discussed in Section 2.2, many ‘non-salient’
features can influence the usage of spatial prepositions. In Chapter 4 we considered
models based on cognitive accounts of concept representations which incorporate an
extended range of features compared to most ‘Simple Relation’ models. Parameters for
these cognitive models were trained on a relatively small set of categorisation data and a
model based on Prototype Theory appeared to significantly outperform the other mod-
els. Moreover, we showed that this Baseline Prototype Model performed significantly
worse when the functional features of support and location control were not included,
supporting the novel inclusion of these features in the model and further evidencing
their salience.
By automatically generating weights and prototypes for concepts from data we
provide a method for modelling concepts where the semantics are less clear and where
limited prior knowledge is required. This has allowed us to tackle the second point, in
Chapter 5, and model the semantics of distinct senses of spatial prepositions. In order
to achieve this it was necessary to have some method of identifying instances of distinct
senses and we have provided a method for achieving this based on Herskovits’ notion
of ‘ideal meanings’ as well as a modification of the ‘principled polysemy’ framework
of Tyler and Evans. Furthermore, in order to incorporate these senses into a useful
semantic model, we have introduced the notion of ‘polyseme hierarchy’ and methods
for quantifying this notion.
Finally, a functional aspect of spatial prepositions which again is widely recognised
but has not been accounted for, either in this thesis or the wider field, is the influence
of object-specific features. In order to include these features in semantic models it




So far existing studies only relate object-specific features to categorisation tasks
but not to utterance interpretation [5, 31, 32] where the notion of typicality is often
more salient. It would appear that object-specific features are mostly salient when
making category rather than typicality decisions, suggesting that decisions made in
the Preposition Selection Task fundamentally differ to those made in the Comparative
Task. Moreover, object-specific features are in general concerned with properties of the
ground, so the role of these features was limited when assessing performance of the
models in the Comparative Task as the ground in this task is fixed. For this reason, it
was not clear that object-specific features were required in the models we have so far
generated.
However, it is plausible that the influence of object-specific features is not limited
to categorisation and that they also have some influence in typicality judgements. In
Chapter 6 we set out to show that object-specific features in fact were mostly influential
in categorisation and not in typicality judgements while providing evidence that these
two notions were distinct for spatial prepositions. However, based on the collected data
we were not able to show this and it appeared that object-specific features were salient
in both tasks. Though we have not accounted for these features in our semantic models,
we have discussed how the methods developed in this thesis may be used to incorporate
these features in semantic models.
7.2 Limitations
7.2.1 Standpoints
As with most work on the semantics of natural language, the models we have construc-
ted accommodate a single interpretation of the language and assume that any variation
among humans in how they understand the semantics of these terms is negligible. How-
ever, humans may hold different standpoints [162] and have different conceptualisations
of what these terms mean.
In general, it appears that these types of disagreements are not strong enough to
severely limit communication and semantic models can perform well even when making
inevitable generalisations about peoples’ standpoints, for example see the performance
of the Refined Model in Section 5.6.2. Moreover, there are pragmatic strategies which




An important aspect of spatial language that has not been considered in this thesis is
the influence of synecdoche. For example, in the utterance ‘the box under the table’ it
is plausible that ‘table’ is being used to refer to one of its parts i.e. the tabletop, as
the box is physically under the tabletop but not the table legs. Platonov and Schubert
[78] have provided a possible solution to this issue, by iterating over salient parts of
objects and checking to what extent these salient parts fit the given preposition. Their
computational model is able to do this as they labelled salient parts by hand, however
it may be possible to automate this labelling process such that it could be carried out
by an autonomous agent [163].
7.2.3 Applications to Other Languages
The discussions in this thesis have been been limited to spatial prepositions in English
and the extent to which these methods will apply to other languages is unclear. Though
different languages partition different spatial situations differently, it may still be the
case that the semantics of spatial prepositions are built on prelinguistic concepts that
are shared across languages and on which we have attempted to base our models.
For example, the treatment of polysemy relies on ideal meanings which are arguably
prelinguistic, though this is difficult to ascertain. In work on this topic Bowerman and
Choi [6] found that spatial semantic categories are highly influenced by the language and
that prelinguistic concepts do not directly influence the formation of these categories in
children. As a result, it should not be taken for granted that the analysis in this thesis
can be translated to other languages.
7.2.4 Application to Real-World Settings
In this thesis we have not attempted to outline an end-to-end system which translates
real situated perception to language, as the focus has been on a rich semantic analysis.
As a result, in experiments utterances have been constrained such that the semantic
content of single lexical items can be analysed and, moreover, experiments have been
carried out in 3D virtual environments such that a rich feature set could be reliably
extracted. Nevertheless the semantic model may be used in real world environments
providing similar features to the ones we have used can be extracted from real world
scenarios and there are a variety of recent techniques which may allow for this. One way
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this can be achieved by a situated agent is to generate 3D models from the surrounding
environment. For example, the system of Tulsiani et al. [164] is able to generate 3D
scenes from 2D RGB images with a good level of accuracy, further detail and accuracy
can be attained in grounded settings using RGB-D images such as in [165, 166].
7.2.5 Benchmarking
As discussed in Section 2.5 we haven’t been able to compare performance of our models
against others in a standard benchmark task. Nevertheless, it may be possible to com-
pare model performance by testing our model on datasets provided in other research.
However, where feature values for configurations in scenes are provided in similar data-
sets, some features, e.g. support and location control, are non-existent and where equi-
valent features exist they are not precisely the same measures, meaning that our models
would have to be retrained with the new features in order to test their performance. In
general this would be possible, but would require a significant amount of work for each
dataset and instead a well-established benchmark would be desirable.
7.3 Future Work
In Chapter 5 we have modelled the fine-grained polysemy exhibited by spatial pre-
positions and have based our study on those prepositions which, based on existing
literature, appear to exhibit polysemy at room/table-top scales. It may be the case
that this approach can be extended to other concepts which are also organised around
ideal meanings. However, in order to extend and test the models on other terms it
would be ideal to have some well-defined criteria and a procedure for assessing when a
term is polysemous.
It is clear that object-specific features must be accounted for in semantic models
of spatial prepositions and, following the suggestions in Section 6.6, further work is
necessary in order to achieve this. Firstly, further investigations must be carried out
in order to identify a set of salient object-specific features for each preposition. Vari-
ous restricted studies have been conducted providing evidence that certain features
influence certain prepositions, e.g. [31, 167], however a comprehensive study exploring
this would be ideal. Such a study would face various challenges, e.g. the salience of
particular object-specific features may change with changing contexts and the source
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of potentially salient features may be very large, it may nevertheless be possible to
isolate sets of particularly salient features in restricted contexts. Ontologies providing
important object-specific features such as AfNet [168] may be helpful in this regard by
highlighting object properties which are salient in many contexts.
Secondly, any implementation must be able to extract object-specific features from
the scene. Assuming that the implementation is able to correctly label objects (e.g.
‘bowl’, ‘table’ etc...) in the scene, one approach to this would be to leverage information
from knowledge bases such as ConceptNet [144]. For example, from ConceptNet one
can determine that lids are used for covering and that bowls are containers. Another
approach is to leverage affordance detection systems, e.g. [169], which use information
from the scene to predict object affordances. Moreover, recent semantic representations
such as VoxML [170] which allow for the specification of object affordances may lead
to better systems for extracting this type of information from scenes in future.
Finally, in order to sufficiently train and test semantic models which include object-
specific features, an extensive dataset is required which provides instances of preposi-
tions representing a large variety of object-specific features.
In this thesis the generated semantic models have been tested on typicality judge-
ments in the Comparative Task where the ground object is fixed and relational features
are used to determine how well a figure object fits the given preposition-ground pair.
However, in many pragmatic strategies for REG, e.g. [62], it is considered important
to be able to assess how appropriate or acceptable a preposition is for a given figure-
ground pair, i.e. we must also model categorisation. Though we were unable to provide
evidence in this thesis that measures of categorisation and typicality differ it may be
the case that the semantic models in this thesis under-perform in categorisation and





This section provides precise details of how features are extracted for pairs of objects in
Unity3D scenes. The code for the feature extraction process is provided in the feature
extraction folder of the data collection software provided in the data archive21 and
updated versions are provided in the github repository.49
shortest distance and contact are calculated by considering the distance of vertices
of the figure, given by its mesh, to an approximation of the ground.50 The shortest
distance between F and G is taken to be the shortest distance from any vertex on the
mesh of F to the approximation of G; as seen in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: Shortest distance.
The degree of contact between F and G is the number of vertices of F which are
under a threshold distance (the default offset in Unity3D) to the approximation of
G, divided by the total number of vertices of F . In Figure A.2 red vertices represent
vertices of F which are in contact with G, contact is therefore 3÷ 8 = 0.375.
Figure A.2: Contact.
above proportion and below proportion are calculated by counting the number of
49https://github.com/alrichardbollans/spatial-preposition-annotation-tool-unity3d/
tree/master/Unity3D%20Annotation%20Environment/Assets
50A collider is used to represent the ground which for simple objects is given by the object mesh, but
for complex objects is approximated by a box, sphere or collection of boxes.
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vertices of F which are above/below the highest/lowest point of G. In Figure A.3,
the vertices above G are given in red and the vertices below G are given in blue.
above proportion is therefore 2÷ 8 = 0.25 and below proportion is 3÷ 8 = 0.375.
Figure A.3: Above/Below.
containment is calculated as the proportion of the axis-aligned bounding box of the
figure which overlaps with the axis-aligned bounding box of the ground. In Figure A.4,
containment is equal the volume of the purple shaded area divided by the total area of
the bounding box of F .
Figure A.4: Containment.
horizontal distance calculates the horizontal distance between the centres of mass
of the figure and ground, as given (in 2D) in Figure A.5.
f covers g aims to represent the degree to which the figure covers the ground. This
is calculated by considering the degree to which the horizontal areas of the objects
overlap. The greater the height separation of the figure from the ground, the larger
the figure must be in order to provide effective covering. Therefore the effective area
of the ground to be covered is extended (given by the blue dashed line in Figure A.6)
taking into account the height separation, h: the area of G is extended on each side by
h× tan(5◦). The effective overlap (given by the purple line in Figure A.6) is divided by
the extended area of G in order to give the value of f covers g.
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Figure A.5: Horizontal distance.
Figure A.6: F covers G.
To calculate support, the distance fallen by the centre of mass of the figure is assessed
when the ground is removed from the scene, given by d in the following diagrams. The
distance in then divided by a normalising height h′.
In the canonical case shown in Figure A.7(a), h′ is simply equal to the height of the
ground and support sim1. In the case shown in Figure A.7(b) which commonly occurs
where an object is attached to the side of another, h′ is equal to the height difference
from the bottom of the figure to the bottom of the ground and support sim1. In the
case shown in Figure A.7(c) which commonly occurs where an object is leaning on
another, h′ is equal to the height difference from the centre of mass of the figure to the
bottom of the ground and support is often less than 1. In all other cases not accounted
for here, h′ is set as the height of the ground.
To calculate location control a force is applied to the ground in a particular direction
and the distance moved by the centre of mass of the figure is divided by the distance
moved by the centre of mass of the ground (in the given direction). An example is given
in Figure A.8, here location control is being assessed in the positive x direction and the
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(a) Canonical Support: defined by the bottom
of the figure being above the top of the ground.
(b) Support by attachment: defined by not be-
ing a canonical case and the bottom of the fig-
ure being above the bottom of the ground.
(c) Leaning support: defined by not being a ca-
nonical or attachment case and the centre of
mass of the figure being above the bottom of
the ground.
Figure A.7: Calculations of h′ for support calculation.
given value is Lx+ = d ÷ n. This is repeated for each of the other cardinal directions
and the final value of location control is the average, given by Lx++Lx−+Ly++Ly−4 .







Table B.1 provides the definitions of the ideal meanings used in Chapter 5. Each ideal
meaning is defined by a set of salient features which are each assigned a threshold
value, τ say, and ordering, R(x, y) say. For a given configuration, the condition for the
salient feature is satisfied if the feature value of the configuration, f , satisfies R(f, τ)
and the configuration is an instance of the ideal meaning if the configuration satisfies
each condition of the features.
Preposition Feature Threshold ordering relation
on above proportion 0.9 ≥
support 0.9 ≥
contact 0.3 ≥
in containment 0.7 ≥
location control 0.75 ≥
under g covers f 0.9 ≥
below proportion 0.9 ≥
over f covers g 0.9 ≥
above proportion 0.7 ≥
on top of above proportion 0.9 ≥
contact 0.3 ≥
inside containment 0.7 ≥
below horizontal distance 0.1 ≤
below proportion 0.9 ≥
above horizontal distance 0.1 ≤
above proportion 0.7 ≥
against horizontal distance 0.1 ≤
location control 0.25 ≥
contact 0.3 ≥







The following Figures C.1 - C.5 are the scenes used in the data collection described in
Section 3.3.
(a) The cube in the shelf. (b) The pear in the bowl.
(c) The pencil in the mug. (d) The box in the table.
Figure C.1: Scenes used for ‘in’.
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(a) The spoon on the plate. (b) The mug on the pencil.
(c) The pear on the bowl. (d) The clock on the board.
Figure C.2: Scenes used for ‘on’.
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(a) The table over the bin. (b) The lid over the pan.
(c) The shelf over the pencil. (d) The tap over the sink.
Figure C.3: Scenes used for ‘over’.
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(a) The bin under the table. (b) The notepad under the lamp.
(c) The pencil under the shelf. (d) The sink under the tap.
Figure C.4: Scenes used for ‘under’.
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(a) The table against the box. (b) The box against the table.




Tables C.1 & C.2 provide results from the analysis discussed in Section 6.5 for each
tested pair of configurations. For each pair, the better category member is the config-
uration which was more likely to be labelled with the given preposition in the Categor-
isation Task and the more typical configuration is the configuration which was more
often selected when the pair was tested in the Typicality Task. * indicates a significant
case with 10% significance level.
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in [box,table] [pencil,mug] [pencil,mug]* [pencil,mug]*
[box,table] [cube,shelf] [box,table] [cube,shelf]
[box,table] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl]
[pencil,mug] [cube,shelf] [pencil,mug]* [pencil,mug]*
[pencil,mug] [pear,bowl] [pencil,mug]* [pencil,mug]*
[cube,shelf] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl]
inside [box,table] [pencil,mug] [pencil,mug] [pencil,mug]*
[box,table] [cube,shelf] [box,table] [cube,shelf]
[box,table] [pear,bowl] [box,table] [box,table]*
[pencil,mug] [cube,shelf] [pencil,mug] [pencil,mug]*
[pencil,mug] [pear,bowl] [pencil,mug]* [pencil,mug]*
[cube,shelf] [pear,bowl] None [pear,bowl]
on [spoon,plate] [clock,board] [spoon,plate] [spoon,plate]
[spoon,plate] [mug,pencil] [spoon,plate] [mug,pencil]
[spoon,plate] [pear,bowl] [spoon,plate]* [spoon,plate]*
[clock,board] [mug,pencil] [clock,board] [mug,pencil]
[clock,board] [pear,bowl] [clock,board]* [clock,board]*
[mug,pencil] [pear,bowl] [mug,pencil]* [mug,pencil]*
on top of [spoon,plate] [clock,board] [spoon,plate]* [spoon,plate]*
[spoon,plate] [mug,pencil] [mug,pencil] [mug,pencil]
[spoon,plate] [pear,bowl] [spoon,plate]* [spoon,plate]*
[clock,board] [mug,pencil] [mug,pencil]* [mug,pencil]*
[clock,board] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl] [pear,bowl]
[mug,pencil] [pear,bowl] [mug,pencil]* [mug,pencil]*
Table C.1: Pairwise results for ‘in’, ‘inside’, ‘on’ & ‘on top of’
* - Indicates a significant case.
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over [lid,pan] [table,bin] [table,bin]* [table,bin]
[lid,pan] [tap,sink] [tap,sink]* [tap,sink]*
[lid,pan] [shelf,pencil] [shelf,pencil] [shelf,pencil]
[table,bin] [tap,sink] [table,bin] None
[table,bin] [shelf,pencil] [table,bin] [table,bin]*
[tap,sink] [shelf,pencil] [tap,sink] [tap,sink]
above [lid,pan] [table,bin] [table,bin]* [table,bin]
[lid,pan] [tap,sink] [tap,sink] [tap,sink]
[lid,pan] [shelf,pencil] [shelf,pencil] [shelf,pencil]
[table,bin] [tap,sink] [table,bin] [table,bin]
[table,bin] [shelf,pencil] [table,bin] [table,bin]
[tap,sink] [shelf,pencil] [tap,sink] [tap,sink]
under [sink,tap] [pencil,shelf] [pencil,shelf] [sink,tap]
[sink,tap] [bin,table] [bin,table] [bin,table]*
[sink,tap] [notepad,lamp] [notepad,lamp] [sink,tap]
[pencil,shelf] [bin,table] None [bin,table]
[pencil,shelf] [notepad,lamp] None [pencil,shelf]
[bin,table] [notepad,lamp] None [bin,table]*
below [sink,tap] [pencil,shelf] [pencil,shelf] [pencil,shelf]*
[sink,tap] [bin,table] [bin,table] None
[sink,tap] [notepad,lamp] [notepad,lamp] None
[pencil,shelf] [bin,table] [pencil,shelf] [bin,table]
[pencil,shelf] [notepad,lamp] [pencil,shelf] [pencil,shelf]
[bin,table] [notepad,lamp] [notepad,lamp] [bin,table]
against [table,box] [box,table] [table,box] [box,table]*
Table C.2: Pairwise results for ‘over’, ‘above’, ‘under’, ‘below’ & ‘against’
* - Indicates a significant case.
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